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MILITARY CURRICULUM MATERIALS.

The military-developed curriculum materials fn this course

package:were selectedby the National Center for Research in .

Vbcational Education Military Curriculum Project for dissem-

ination bo the six regional Curricultm Coordination Centers and

other instructional materials agencies. The purpcse

Asseminating these courses was to make curriculumolaterials

develoPed by the military mbre.accessible to yocational

.educabors in thelcivilian setting. :

The course mgerials were acquirqd, eva.luated by project

staff and practitioners in the field, and prepred for

,disseminatibn. Materials which were specific the Atilitary

weredeleted, copyrighted materials were eith 'witted or apprb-

val Bar their use was obtained. These course paCkages contain '

curriculum resource materials whidh can be adapted to support

vosational instruction and curriculum development..
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The National' 'Center for Research in
VocatiOnal Educgtion's mission is to increase
the ability of diverie agencies, institutions,
and organizations to solve educational 'prob-
lems relating to individuai career planning,
preparation, and progression. The National.
Center fulfills jts mission by:

.Generating knowledge through research

Developing educational programs and
products,

Evaluating indiVidual prOgram needs t
and outcomes

Installing educational programs and
products

Operating information systems and
service

Conducting leadership development and
training programs

F*0 R FURTHEWINFORMATION ABOUT'
Military Curriculum Materials I

WRITE OR CALL
Program Information Office
The National Center for Research in Vocational

Education
The Ohio State University
1960 Kenny fir:0d, Columbus, Ohio 43210
Telephone: 614/4063655 or Toll Free 800/

M484815 within the continental U.S. *
(except OhioY
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- an activity to increase the accessibility of
militarAlevelop,ed curriculum materials to
vocational and technical educators.

or
This project, funded by the U.S. Office of
Education,_ includes the identification and
apquisition of curriculum materials' in print
f?rm frOm the Coast Guard, Air Force,
Army, Marine Corps and Navy.

Access to miliy curriculum materi5ls is
provided through a "Joint Memorandum of
Understanding" between the.U.S. Office of
Education and the Department of Defense.

The accjuired materials ale reviewed by staff
'and subject matter specialists, 'and courses
deemed apPlicable to vocational and tech-

'nical education are selected for dissemination.

The National Center for Research in
Vocational, Education is the U.S. Office of
Nucation's designated representative to'
adquire the materials and conduct the project
aCtivities.

. .

Project Staff:

1 Wesley E. Budke, Phb., Director
National Center Clearinghouse

ShVley A. Chase, Ph.D.
Proje.ct,Director
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What Materials
. Ate .Available?

s

One hundred twenty courses on Microfiche
(thirteen lin paper forni) and descriptions of
each have been provided to the yocational

, Curriculum Coordination Centers and other
,

instructional materials agencies for dissemi-
nation.

Course materials include programmed
instructionthrriculurn outlines, instructor
guides, student' workbooks and technical
manuals. 1'

The 120 course efiresent the following
sixteen vocational s rat areas:

.Agriculture
viation
Building &
Construction
Trades

Clerical
Occupatiotis

Communications
Drifting .

Electronics
Engine Mechanics

Food Service
Health
Heating & Air
donditioning

Machine Shop
Management &

Supervision
Meteorology, &

Navigation
Photography
Public Sermice

The number of courSeS and the subject areas
represented will 'expand as additional mate-
rial with applicationo vocational and .
technical education are identified and selected
for dissepination. .

1-ittiw Can Th,ese
Materials Pe Obtained?-
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Contact the Curriculum Cooklination Center
in your region for ififormation on obtaining
,materials (e.g., availability and cost). They
will respond to your reOuest Clireopy or refer
you to an instryctional materials agency
closer to you. if
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Course Description

presented in the readings.
This ,,uc...-31, consists of seven lessons to teach students with basic drafting skills more advanced t)hniques..The material presents a Ieai n. il b. doing format
and allows students to practice through.draw mg plates which require application of the principl

...

Lesson 1 surfaces.Auxiliary Views leaches the student to use auxiliary planes of projectIon to show the true sae and shape of pla
..

Lesson 2

Lesson 3

Lesson 4

Lesson 5

ilson 6

Lesson 7

IsometrirDrawing explains how, to make isometric drawings and 'how to acquaini their pictorial value to a nonte hnical
4

audience. 1

Screws, Bolts, Rivets, and Welds discusses how to draw commlin fasteners used to connect assembled parts

Detail and Assembly Practices shows die relationships between detail and assernbly drawings and the practices fOrrilaking

them.
F.

Intersections and Developpents explains how to find the intersectio of two geometric surfaces and how to draw all urfaces

of an object in their "rolled-out-flat" form.

Machin Drawmg discusses how to draw elementary mechanisms used in the design of machines.

Architectural and Structural Drawing shows how to draw elementary architectural and struceural drawings

Lesson 8 Map Drawing discusses-elementary methods of map drawing.

Lesstin 9. . . Drawing Reproduction covers commonly used methods for
:'
reproduction of drawings and points out the importance of good

. s '
draf&anship to procitre good reproductions.

Each iessoh contains objectives, readings, review exercises, answers to the exercises and practice drawings. This course was designed forstudents who have

basic diafting Skills. It can be used for advanced work and student self-Study and evaluation. -'--i_
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INTRODUCTION

To mrt the ever-increasing emand for skilled technical personnel,
the Army publishes training man als for the guidance of all concerned.
A basic technical. educatioh in e engineering sciences .is necessary
for the understanding of th e ma als. The description of the opera-
tion, maintenance and re.pair of newly developed devices and apparatus,
requires the use of engineering drawing. A student who has, acquired
a clear understanding of the principles of engineering drawing, can pro-
ceed to the adVanced studies of the technical training manuals.

This subcourse covers subject m tter not contained in Subcourse
130, Engineering P awing I. For mos students the successful comr3le-
tion of Subcourse , 30 (or its equivalent) is essential and a prerequisite
to the beginning of Subcourse 13L Tho practkal exercises are designadi
so that ,a student may "learn by doing" through drawing plates which
require an application of the principles presented in the att\ached Memo-
randum.

The subcourse consists of nine tessons and an examinationias'
Lesson 1. Auxiliary Views.

2. Isometric Drawing.
3. Screws, Bolts, Rivets, and Welds.
4. Detail and Assembly Practices.
5. Intersections and Developments.
6. Machine Drawing.
7. Architectural -and Structural Drawing.
8. Mhp Drawing.
9. Drawing Reproductibn.

Examination.

Twenty-eight credit hours are allowed fur, this subcourse.

You will not be, limited to the number of hours you may spend in
the solution of any lesson of this subcoursi, or the examination. , For
statistical purposes, 'however, you \ are required to enter in the proper
space on the answer sheet the number 'of hours spent on each lesson,
including the time in study of the textual material.

Materials furnished:
Drafting kit.
Practice -plates: A, D, G. I, KL, 0, and R.
Exercise plates: 8, C, E, 8, J,, M, N, P, Q., and T.

1:2
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The drafting kit (except fr the expendable items p'encils, ruby. .

eraser, art gum, sandpaper block, and drifting tape) must be returned
after you have been notified in writing that you have successfully com-
pleted tpsubcourse. DO NOT return it before being requested to do so.

The practice plates will enable you to determine for yourielf just
, hoyv well you are pro&essing. If you feel that you need more practice

than provided in the practice exercises, it is suggested that you obtain
a suitable sketch Pad (9" x 12") from an art supply or statipnery store.
The practice plates 'are for your own use only. DO NOreend them with
your answer shrts. .

. Lesson answer aheets are boUnd in reverse order at the back ol this
book. Be sure that the lesson number :on the answer sheet is the same
as the lesson you are working on. The examination will be sent to you
after you have suycessfulli completed all the lessons.

(
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CREDIT HOURS

TEXT

L ESS45N 1

AUXILIARY MIEWS
, (

3,

Attached memorandum.

Drafting kit and plates A, B, C.
liciteach" you the use of auxilidry planes

of protection to show the true size and
shape of plane surfaces.

i SUGGESTIONS Study the attached.memorandum andpay
careful attention to the figures accom-

. , panying the text.
After completion of the practice work and

checking your results, restudy points you
missed before proceeding with work to
be submitted for grading.

MATERIA REQUIRED _

LESSON OBJECTIVE

t

1

ATTACHED MEMORANDUM

1. REQUIREMENTS FOR AUXILIARY VIEWS

Some objects have surface areas which are NOT parallel to any
one of the three pritciyal planes of projection. Such surfaces are either
inclined or oblique and cannot be projected in their true shaie or size
on any one of the principal planes of projection. When this occurs, the
true shape and size of-the .inclined plane can only be projected on an 1
awdliary plane placed parallel to it. If the inclined plane is perpOdicular
to one df the principal planes of projectibn, tauxiliary plane is vis4alized
as "hinged" and therefore "related".to 'that principal plane. The hiplined
surface shows as an edge or single straight line on the plane to which
it is perpendicular. The hinged intersection of the auxiliary plane,with
the principal plane to which it is related is called a reference line. Refer-
ence lines are drawn as light construction lines, and the auxiliary plane
is revolved into the plane of the drawing paper about the hinged referrce

'line. The view on the auxiliary plane is called a single auxiliary vtew
(block F, fig 1-1).

2. TYPES OF AUXILIARY VIEWS

a. Elevations. The auxiliary view of an object's surface which is
perpendicular only to the horizontal plane (top view), is hinged and
related to the top view and is called -an auxiliary elevation. They may
be right, left, front or rear auxiliary elevations depending upon the point
of view.

r
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b. Right or left. The auxiliary view of an object's surface which
is perpendicular, only to the vertical plane (front view), is hinged and
related to the front view and is Called a right or left auxiliary view. A
side view may be substituted for the top view as shown .in figure 1-1.

c. Front or rear. The auxiliary view of an object's surface which
is perpendiculir only to the profile plane (side view), is hinged and'related
to the side view and is called a front or rear auxiliary view.

d. Double. If an object hag-a surface which is inilined to all three
principal planes of projection, and does not %project as an edge on any

4
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principal plane, its-true size 'and shape cannot be projected on a single
augiliary plane. Such a surface I, called en oblique.surface, and it pro-
jects as an edge on a single attpliary plaxie. Its true size and shape
carronly be-projected on a second or double auxiliary plane. This projec-
tion on.the donbie auxiliary plane is callecra doable auxiliary view (b16ck
F, fig1:2).

i
3. PROJECTION TO SINGLE 4LLIXILIARY VIEWS 0

..

t . .,
Figure 1-1- illustrates the ,

tproCedure for drawing, a rIght 'auleiliary
view. The 'proced, ure, ISTPital of e procedure for drawing hll single
auxiliary viekvs, 'Is as follows:

,

. a. Principal view. Select two related prinCipal. views,116ne* of *which
will phow the inclined surfaCe as an edie. In figure 1-1, the inclined sur- I

face' appears oh edge inithe.front view and the front arid side views are
_the related views selected. Draw 'the two related orthographic views
(separated by the reference, line RL as in block B,.fig 1-1) located so as
to allow spa& on the drawing for the auxiliary view... .

,

b. Reference lines. Draw a reference line RL1 '(block C, 'fig 1-1)
which is parallel to the edgeof the inclined surface and at a convenient
distance from the principal view. This. neW reference line (RL'i) forms. ...
the ^base from which' the inelined plane is projected into the auxiliary'.
Just-as the reférehce line RL-separates the front and side views, reference
line RL1 will separate the front and right auxiliary viewi. Both reference
lines represent the intersection of two peryendicular projection planes,
and are visualized as hinged connections.

c. Point projection. Draw., pro4ectorslcergendicular to RL1 froni
. .

. .

the end points AB and CF Of the edge of the, inclined surface in the ,

principal (front) view, and extend these lines a reasonable distance '(block
D; fig 1-1). Also draw projector of centerline perpendicular to RL1 at
point of intersection on edge of indlined° surface.

d. Transferring measurements. .With the4iyiders,. transfer points
A', Bi,. 0, F', and-O' (measurements, a, b, and. c) from the side viewl to
the right 'auxiliary view as illustrated in block, E, figure .14. Note ihat
the. depth of pi object is measared perpendicular to the frontal plane,
and that the side and auxiliary' planes are both perpendicular to the
frontal plane. Thus the perpendicuThs distance from any poilit in the

,

side view to RI. is 'exactly equal to the dista l*. of the same point in the
auxiliary vie* measured frOm 12.1.41,along a projector drawn 'perpendicular
to MI:. . . . . .. ft .

°It is to be noted that the transfer of measurements by this
-métliód, between the two principal views, actually deyelops the
true,shape and size of the inclined surface. It is "NOT necessary

--. to visualize the- shape and size beforehand-0 the projections de-
velop:true shape and siZe. &scale may also be used to transfer

: measuretnenis (architect's 16 scale being preferable).
,

From the above, it is seen that the Method of projecting :the true imag,,,t,
f the inclined Isnrface.to tt.n aukiliary plane is the same as projecting
an image of *an object to one of thivprincipal planes.

3-



e. Completing yiew. Afterall the principal points, of the inclined
surface hive been located in the auxiliary view, connect 'the points with
visible edge lines (block F, fig 1-1), thus showing the true size and shape
of the inclined aurface. To complete the auxiliary view, set bow com-
pass to the measurement OX on the edge of the inclined surface (front
view), and using center -0' draw circle on the auxiliary view.

Note in blocks B, E, and F, figure 1-1, that the 'inclined surface
ABFC appears as distOrtad or foreshortened in the side view,
as an edge in the front view and in its true size and shape in
the right auxiliary view. The auxiliary view shows the inclined
surface only and all other features of the object are omitted.

4. PROJECTION TO DOUBLE AUXILIARY VIEWS

An oblique surface was defined (par 2d, above) as a, sur1ace which
doei not project as an edge on any principal view. Two operations' are
required to find its true shape and size. First, it is neNssary to present
the oblique surface as an edge on a preliminary (singlec auxiliary View,
and second, project the final (double) auxiliary view from this new view.
A 'single au,xiliary is .always projected froni a principal, view; a double
auxiliary is alvlays projected from a single auxiliary. Figure 1-2 illustrates
the procedure for draping a double auxiliarririew. #

a. Related Mews. Select two related principal views one of which
will show a line on the oblique plane in its true length. Draw the two
related Orthographic views separated by a reference- line RL, similar to
the procedure for projection of single auxiliary views given in paragraph
3a. above. In figure 1-2, the front and side yiews are the related views
aelected. Note that the line AC (top vi lies on the oblique plane
and is parallel to RL. AC therefore projects) in its true length in the
'front view (block B, fig 1-2).

b. Preliminary auxiliary. view. After the front view has been drawn,
showing AC in its true length, draw the reference line RL1 perpalicular
to AC (block C, fig 1-2). Project points A, B, C, D, and E into the pre-
liminarx auxiliary, locating their positions on their projectors,' using
the dividers (or scale), by taking the corresponding depths in the top
view and transferring these to the auxiliary.. Complete the preliminary
auxiliary view as in block 'C, figure ,1-2. Note that the line CA-B now
projects 'the oblique plane as in edge on the preliminary auxilialy view.

c. Reference line for double an/ciliary. Draw a reference line RL2
parallel to the edge of the oblique surface. Extend projectors perpen-
dicular to R.L2 from the points CA and B, a reasonable distance as in
block D, figure 1-2. Also draw projector of eenterline perpendicular to
RL2 at point of_ intersection on' edge of oblique surface.

d. Transferring measurements. Project points A', B', C', and 0'
into_the final double auxiliary view, locating their positions on their
projecbors, by taking the corresponding Measurements in the preliminary

Niuxiliary and transferring these to ,the double auxiliary (Block E, fig 1-2).

1-4
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e. Completing view. The procedure. for completing the double
auxiliary, showing the true shape and size of an oblique surface, is thern

same as that for a single auxiliary. After all the points have been
located, coenect the points with visible edge fines and colnplete the circl9
for the hole as in block F, figure 1-2.

5. PARTIAL AUXILIARY VIEWS ,

1. view that does not show a complete projection is called a partial
view.. When the inclined surface of an object is projected on an auxiliary
plane, the inclined surface appears in its true .shape and size but the
other surfaces are foreshortened. Foreshortened details are omitted from
auxiliary views because tb.ey are shown in their true shape and size in
the principal views. Partial auxiliary views may be 4sed to represent
shape and details of an inclined surface onlg. A partial auxiliary view
decreases drawing time and clarifies die true shape description of an
inclined surface by eliminating unnecessary lines and details. For example,

A

,

RL

RL

1 6

Figure 1-3. Partial auxiliary viewer
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notice that the partial auxiliary in block A, figure 1-3, gives all the es-4,,,
Sential, infoitaktion concerning the inclinpd surface, and yet is mUch
clearer and takes less time to draw than to project a complete auxiliay
view. Block B, figure 1-3, shows how a section of an auxiliary might
be_broken out tcr save space on a drawing, or when the size of the sheet)
limits the space available.

6. DIMENSIONS

All dimensions should lie shown on a view wherie their true length
apPears. The basic reason for using auxi4ry views is "to,. present the
true size and shape Of.inclined or oblique surfacps so 'that they can be
dimensioned". Thus the dimensions of such surfaces should be shown, only on an auxiliary view, and are drawn in avcordance-witlh the general
rules for dimensions (Engineering Drawing I).- On figures 1-1,and* 1-2
the inclined and oblique sarfaces are dimensioned in the auxiliary views
as shown in block F of each figure. Notice that the dimensioning of the',
auxiliary view in block B, figure 1.:3, includes the broken out section.

-7. PRACTICE WORK

- - Here is ah opportunity for you to determine for yourself jtist how
well you have lel.rned the material in this lesson. Work the folloWing
exercises, then check your answers with the solutions at the back of this
booklet. Wherever you_find that you have missed the answer, refer to

, the reference given and restudy the text material, and also check your
plate so. that you will understand just where you went wrong. Thig
practice work will help prevent similar mistakes in later work. This
is a self-test only. DO NOT send in your answers to these exercises.

First Requirehent. Exercise 1 is designed to give you practice in
drawing auxiliary views. , )

1. Plate A shows two, vie*s each of four different objects. In.
each case an auxiliary view is required to c9mprete the repre-
sentation of the object, You are required to draw the missing
view accotding -"to the title of each frame. Use a 2I1 pencil
for all visible edges, a 4H pencil- for hidden lines and a 6H
pencil Tor construction lines. Show where yeta would place di-

. mensions. 'DO NOT submit this practice sheet. .

- , -Second requirement. The following five exercises are true or false.
If you, believe a statement is true check "T", if false or only partly true
check "F".

2. An auxiliarly view of an object is used to show the true
size of an inclined surface.

,1

3. An inclined surface is one that is not parallel to any one
of the three principal planes of projection.

'r
4. An oblique surface is one that is not parallel to any one

of the three principal plates of projection but is perpen-
dicular tcr one of them.

T F

T F

T F
14ef

1 7

#

'I)

2 0
G,

1

1 2.
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5. A reference line for an auxiliary view is drawn per-
pendicular to the hinged edge where two projection

. planes intersect.

6. The auxiliary view o? a surface which is perpendicular
to the horizontal plane is called a horizontal auxiliary
view. .

4

-.

T F

T F
- ,

Third requirement. Solve multiple choice exercises 7 thiongh 15 to
determine how clearly you understand ,ttie subject, of imxiliary riews.

7. A single auxiliary view is drawn as though hinged to, and pro---_
jected from*a principal view in which the:

a. inclined plane appearsas an edge

b. plane of projecticih is parallel to a principal plane .

c. inclined durface appears at ,a reduced size

d. inclined surface is Parallel to two of the principal axes
,

8. The true projection of an inclined surface on an auxiliary view
is most useful to the builder because it shows:

.,-

a. one of the principal dimensions on edge ,

b. all 'curved Surfades as straight lines

_ c. .the true size and shape of the incline& surfade

.d. which- side of the object is the front elevation

9.. If an inclined surface of all ,ob3ect shows in the front view as,
a single straight line, its auxiliary view is called a:

4.

front or rear auxiliary view

b. right or left a`uxiliary view

' C. aukiliary elevation k
- .47--

d. double auxiliary view a

I .

10. Reference lines drawn on projected drawings represent the:

..,
:

-

_

)r

,

.

a. intersection of two parallel planes .

b. datum line for marking dimensions

c. intersection of two perpendicular axes .,

h. intersection of perpendicular projection planes

11. A double auxiliary view is always projected from a:
v a. front view . c. single auxiliary

b. top view d. final auxiliary

12. How many additional views ar( required to find the true shape

and size of an oblique surface if two principal views are given?

a. one .
b. two

21

C. three
d. five

4.
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13. The refrence line RL2'in double auxiliary projection separates

the:
a. two principal related views
b. parallel projectors
c`.. preliminary and final auxiliary views
d. perpendicular projectors

14. Foreshortened details of.an object are not shown in an auxiliary
view because:

a. a broken or partiarvieW would, be required
b. it' would require too many hidden lines to be shown
c. the dimensions would have Iwo different scales
d. their true size and /shape is shown on a principals' view

15. In dimensioning auxiliary views a draftsman should:
a. make all dimension lines parallel to an inclined surface
ix Use dotted lines to indicate auxiliary dimensions
c. draw the dimension lines oblique to the inclined surface
d. follow the general rules for drawing dimensions

.

EXERCISEi
. . 2

First requirement. Exercises 1 anC1 2 provide an opportunity for
you to show just how well you can present auxiliary views. Follow,
the instructions carefully; your work-will be graded on correctness_and
completeKess of views as well as proper line weights and neatness.

.

Plate B shows two views of a connector strip which do not completely
describe ae true shape and size of the two end portions of \the object.
Complete 'Pate B by drawing the true size and shape of th.two end
portions of the coAector grip oh two auxiliary views (one for each
end). Note the scale as given. Fhlly dimension the auxiliary vii.ews.
DO NOT erase construction 'lines. Use 2H, 4H, and 6H pencils inlithe
same manner as in practice exercise 1.

2.

Figure 1-4 shows the isometric drawing 15f an angle brace. The
front and side brthographic views of this angle brace are alreafly shown
on Plitte C. Complete plate C by drawing the auxiliary view required
to show the true shape and size of the bottom flange of the angle brace.
Because of theljimited space, only a partial auxiliary view can be drawn;
scale used is full size 12" = Show dimensions of the inclined sur-
face (bottom flange) on the partial auxiliary view. DO NOT erase con-
struction lines.

2.2
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Figure 1-4. For use with exekise 2.

,

Second requirement. ,Exereises 3 throughi12 are designe to test
your understanding of the principles presented, in the attache mem-
oraiicium as applieti te fhe completion of plates B and C. ch of
these exercises has four choices with only ONe BEST anp/ver. Select

the choice you believe is best. Then turn to the answer sheet and
mark an X through the letter representing that choice. (Answer sheets
are bound in ileverse order at the back of this:book.)

,

Two auxiliary views are required to fully describe the connector
strip in plate B because the object has:

a. more than six sides

b. no identical or symmetrical sides

c. internal features lying in a plane parallel fo one
projection planes

d. two inclined surfaces which are not parallel to
principal planes of projection

1-10 23

of the three principal

any one of the three
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4.

The two auxiliary views required to complete plate B are called:
a. fvànt and_ rear auxiliary views

1

b..,;iright rear and lefts rear auxiliary elevations
9./ right and left auxiliary views
d' double auxiliary views

5.

The auxiliary view required to complete plate C is cane
a. right auxiliary view c. rear adxiliary view
b. bottom auxiliary view d. ,partial elevation

6.

In completing plate B, the first step in the procedure of projecting
the required auitiliary was to draw:
a. the projectors perpendicular to the edge view
b.. reference lines RL separating the two principal views
c. the rear view of, the connector strip
d. retrence lines RL1 parallel to each inclined airface

7.

Only one auxiliary view is necessary to fully describe the angle brim
of 'plate C because:
a. it has only one inclined surface
b. its two inclined surfaces are parallel and appear on edge in a principal,

view
/-F. only, one auxiliary view Scan be crowded ;ant the drawing

d. a .double auxiliary view would require too much time to draw

a.
b.
C.

d.

8.

The broken' lines shqwn on the auxiliary view of plata C are used to:
confuse unauthorized* persons from updAtanding the view
save material in manufacture of the object
save manufacturing time by eliminating a portion of the object
save &laming time and also because space is limited

An Auxiliary view of an
auxi_ liar9 view of ?late C is
a. single kuxiliary view
b. partial auxiliary view

9.

object with a portion broken out as in the
called a:

c. half tone view
d. hillf auxiliary view

1 11

or'

1G
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10.

The side view of the angle brace (fig 1-4) was selected ,as one of
the principal' related views on plate C for the following reason:.
.L it sho*s-the inclined flange -on edge

b. ,,it requires less space than the top vie*
c. only one auxiliary view is necessary
d. side views are always projected with front views

11.

On which view of the -angle brace (plate C) should the thickness of
the bottom flange be shown?
a, isometric c. side

b. auxiliary d.4 front

12.

All dimensions of the auxiliary views on plates B and C should be
drawn in accordance with:
a. their relation to other views
b., measurements from reference line RL
c. corresponding depths in the preliminaly auxiliary
d. the general rules for dimensions

1 12

25
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LESSON 2

ISOMETRIC DRAWING

CREDIT HOURS

Attached mem4andum.

MATERIALS REQUIRED Drafting kit/anott plates D, E, F.

' TEXT ASSIGNMENT

LESSON OBJECTIVE To teach you how to moke isometric draw-, .Ings and to acquaint you with-their*-
torial value to a nontechnical audience.

SUGGESTIONS Refer to the suggestions made for lesson 1.

ATTACHED MEMORANDUM

1» PICTORIAL DRAWING

It is' easier for nontechnical persons to Visualize an object if its
features can be shown in a single view. To represent a three dimensional
object approximately as it appears to the eye, the draftsman frequently
uses a single plane projection whith shows the external features only.
Such a representation is called, a pictorial drawing. Perspectire drawing,
which shows an object .iactue.11y appears to the eye, is largely used
in architectural drawing buy has the disadvantage that nieasurements to
scale cannot be taken from the drawing. To obtain a pictorial effect

and to obtain the advantage of being able to measure dimpsions to
scale, the isometric drawing is most adaptable. It can be drawit quickly,
either freehand or with instruments, and it ean be dimensioned directly
by use of architects' or engineers', scales.

2. ISOMETRIC PROJECTION

Before the draftsman can develop isometric drawings, it is first
necessary f understand isOmetric projection. This type of projection
is made as though viewing the object through a single projection plane,
the projection lines being parallel to each other an4lp-erpendicular to the
projection. plane. The object is oriented so thaOtach one of its three
princiPlal dimensions are inclined at the same angle to the projection
plane, thus exposing three sides in a single view. This is called isometric
projection.

tiAn excellent example is th. isometric projection of a cube. The
cube in position a, figure 2-1, is first turned 450 about its vertical ,ax0
as in position b.

\
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(see lig 2-2)

(d)
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-4-

8

ISOMETRIC

PROJECTION

2

Body diagonal
perpendicular
to front plane

6

8

TIPPED 'FORWARD ON
HORIZONTAL AXIS

Figure 2-1. Liometric projection of a cube.

Notice that the front and side orthographic yiews (position a)
are each turned 450 in the horizontal plane, thus showing three
vertical faces of the cube in position b.

The cube (right elevation) is then tipped toward the plane of prol
jection as in e until all three of its principal dimensions (edges 4-8, 4-T,
and 4-1) are equally foreshortened, thus exposing three faces as in posi-
tion d. The front vievi in this position is now an isomet *c prbjection
of the cube.

Notice that the cube is(tipped forward until the bocc diagonal
through 4 (e, fig 2-1) is perpendicular to the front plane. This
makes the top face slope approximately. 35.30

. a. Isometric axes. The point where the three principal dimensions
of an object, height, width and depth (such as 4-8, 4-3, and 4-1, view
d in figure 2-1) converge is called' their point of prigin, "OA. These are
called the isometric axes. Th gle between each pair of axes is always
1200 as in figure 2.:2.

b. Isometrht lines and planes. Since the projection lines re parallel
to each other and perpendicular to the projection plane, the projection's
of the edges Of a rectangular object (such as the cube) will be parallel
to an isometric axis. Any line whose projection is thus parallel to an

2 -
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04.0

Figure 2-2. Isometric axes.

isometric axis is called an isometric ,line. All other lines which do not
project parallel to one of the isometric axes are called nonisometric lines.
The faces of an object parallel to the isometric axes and all planes parallel
to thera are identified as isometric planes.

3. ISOMETRIC DRAWING

An isometric drawing resembles an isometric projection in all re-
spects except that the foreshortening of lines is disregarded, and all

Figure 24. Comparison of isometric projection and isometric drawing.

28
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measurements are drawn true to scale along the isometric axes. Yigure
2-3 shows an isometric drawing in comparison with an isometric projec-,
tion.

,

Notice the full size measurement of one inch as compared '
with the foreshortened (13/16 inch or approximately -81% of
true length) dimension.

a. Alternate isometric axes. Usually, it is more eirpedient to 'de-,
velop an isometric drawing from the lower front corner of the object,
point 0. In using this procedure, the vertical axis is directed upward
from 0 the point where the other two axes (receding edges, width and
depth) intersect the vertical axis, and the receding edges are drawn in
the usual manner.

In figure 2-4 the three heavy lines converging at point 0, form the
alternate isometric axes. The-width axis is slanted up 300 to the left
and the depth axis is slanted up 30° to the right. These receding iso-
metric axes make an angle of 60° with the vertical (height) axis and an
angle of 120° with each other. All measurements are drawn to scale
along the axes or along isometric lines parallel to the alternate, isometric
axes.

,-
b. Varied forms of isometric axes. Quite often it is preferable

tO vary the form of an isonietric view so as to show some important
detail. This is easily accomplished by charwing the position of th%
isometric axes. Notice however, that the angles between the receding
axes never chafige, although they are placed in varied positions on the
drawing sheet (fig-,2-5). -

(

c. Locating nonisometric lines. Objects which have several non-.

isometnt lines are generally drawn by the box or offset systems.

2-4

I

I. I) nonisometric
tine

not parallel
to any axis

261

).

Figure 2-4. Alternate isometric axes.
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Figure 2-5. Diversified positions of isometric, axes.

"`"

Figure 2.6. Box systent of isometric construction.

(1) Box System. The object is first drawn in orthographic pro-
jection as if contained within a box. The box as a whole is projected in
isometric and the configuration of the object is then 'carefully located
by its points of contact with the isometric planes of the box, as in figure

2-6.

30
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Figure 2-7. Offset system .of isometric construction.

(2) Offset system or plotting by coordinates. The 'offset system
(fig 2-7) is used primarily when an object consists of several planes at
various angles. In this system, each point of the object is located by
plotting its distance from the hree axes as though it were a three
dimensional coordinate system of height (H), width, (W) and depth
(D), the dimensions being taken from the orthographic views. .

d. Circles. All true circles project as ellipses in an isometric drnw-
ing. They are easily drawn by the four center circular arc appeoximation
illustrated in figure 2-8.

2-6
Figure 2-8. Drawing isometric,circles and aiws.

I-
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k. 2.4
. (1) Locate center and four sikes of the circuniscribed square,

ABCD. (Note that Ihe circumscribed quare is actually a rhombus in
isometric construction.)

)
(2) Draw center lines through the center of the rhombus and

parallel to the isometric axes. These center lines4ntersect at the mid-
points (E, F, G, and H) of the sides.

(3) Drali* lines from vertices of the two largest angles of the
rhombus to midpoints of the -oppositi sides BE, BF, DG, and DH. These
construction lines intersect in ,points X and Y.

(4) With 'points B and D as centers and radius BE draw arcs EF
and GIL

(5) With 'points X and Y as centers and radius XH draw arcs
FH anci EG. /

,

Figure 2-9. Isometric rounding of corners.

/

.f

-

To draw any arc of a circle, such as the rounding of corners
which ocprs most frequently, ptoject as much of the four-center con-
stru tion as is Recessary. To account for thickness (T) drop perpendic-

to establdh centeis, as: shown in figure 2-9.
.

e. Hidden lines. Hidden lines are generally omitted in an isometric
àrawing, unleSs their use would add to clarity.

f. Dimension lines. Dimension lines, extension lines and the lettering
of dimensions are drawn parallel to isometric lines.

, g. Isometric paper. Sheets of paper ruled with isometric lines (300
receding lines) are_most suitable for making isometric drawings. Their
use saves a larg =bunt of construction and assures accuracy., Figures
2-3, and 2-3 are. drawn on isometric paper.

\ ft* v
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4. PRACTICE WORK

This practice work is designed to test 'your understanding of 4so-

metric axes and their use in making isometric drawings. Check .your

results with the solutions at the back of this booklet. If you have made
errors, particularly on your drawings, restudy the attached memorandum
and correct your errors before proceeding with the exercises. DO NOT
submit your practice work sheet.

-1.
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Figure 2-10. For u.se with -practice rxercises 1 through 4.

First requirement (exercises 1 through 4). Figure 2-10 shows the
orthographic views of four different objects. On Plate D, draw the i90-
metric views of each object from the key points numbered 1, 2, 3, and
4 for each exercise; make each isometric drawing of the respective ob-
jects full scale. Use drafting instruments ,for accuracy. Use 6H
pencil with sharp cone point for all construction lines, and F pencil for
Clarity of isometric draivings.

Second requirement. The following six exercises are true or false.
If you believe a statement is true check "T", if false or only partly true
check "F".

5. The axeS used for isometric projection are the same as
the ax*cv used for orthographic projection. T F
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6. Alternate isometric axes are gener ueed for isometric
drawing.

'7. All dimensions in isometric drawing are reduced to about
81% of their true length.

4i47

8. Nonisometric lines are lines that cannot be drawn on
isometric drawings. '

9. All true circles on an object appear as ellipses when
drawn on isometric drawings.

10. Dimensions on isometric drawings can be measuaed di-
rectly with an architect's scale.

5,

EXERCISES I.

T F

T F

T F

lc F

T F

First requirement. Exercises 1 and 2 are designed to give you
an oeportunity to demonstrate your understanding of the principles of
isometric drawing. Follow the instructions carefully. Your plate will
be graded on layout, compl,eteness, dimensioning, neatness, and ac-
curacy.

L.
.v-

... -

Figure 2-11 shows three orthographic views of a hinged catch. 6;
plate E, make a full size isometric drawing of the hinged catch; DO

.., NOT showodimensions: Use the given alternate isometric axes and pro-
ject drawing from point -0 as designated in figure 2-11. Note tliat the
three holes the same size and that their isometric ellipses can be
constructed k4same time with identical compass settings. Use 6H
and F pencils in the e manner as for practice exercises 1 through 4.

a
,

*2.

Figure 2-12 shows three orthographic views of a swivel block. On
plat, F,' make a full size isometric drawing of the swivel block; show,
principal overall dimensions only. Use the given alternate isometric axes
&id project 'drawing from point 0 as designated in figure 2-12. Note
that identical circles project as identical ellipses and can be constructed
simultaneously. Use 6H and F pencils, as before; use 4H pencil for

g dimenaigu, lines and HE pencil for lettering.

. -2 9
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Figure 2-11. For use with exercise,e
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Second requirement, Multiple-choice exercises 3 through 12 are

based on the application of the principles of isometric drawing to the

completiOn of plates E and F. hi solving these exercises, test your
answers against your isometric drawings. This should priwe to be an
excellent check as to their correctnes.s.

S.

To make isometric drawings such as late E more easily understood
it is customary to:
a. use heavy lines for dimension liries

b. omit. hidden lines from the drawing
C. omit all nonisometric lines
d. draw all ellipses as true circles

4.

The scale most convenient to be used for drawing plate E is:

a. the same as the scale for an isometric projection

b. an ordinary scale reduced by about 19%

C. an ordinary engineer's scale marked 50

d. a standard architect's scale marked 16

5.

If a true isometria, projection were made of the hinged catch on
plate E, it would be:
a. smaller than the isometric drawing

b. the sam e size as, the isometric drawing

c. larger than the isometric drawing

d. any size depending upon the size of the paper

6.

The isometric drawing ot. the hinged catch of Plate E is preferable

to an isometric projection because:

a. the isometric scale requires Vine consuming conversions

b. ,an isometric drawing shows m re details than an isometric projection

c. true dimensions ,can be measured directly from the drawing

d. isometric projections show no dimensions

7.

A true perspective drawing of the hinged catch of Plate E would

not be satisfactory to a builder because:

a. its dimensions could NOT be measured directly

b. the perspective is the reverse of the true shape

c. the perspective drawing costs more to produce

a. the builder cannot understand perspective drawings

2 12
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ift

. Referring to the front view of figure 2-11, the line joining points
1 and 21s located on plate E by:
a. plotting each point acco ding to their coordinates
b. considering it as a sin e point
c. the four-center 'approximation
d. orthographic projection

9.

Because of its many nonisometric lines the isometric view of the
swivel block, plate F, is easier to construct by:
a... reversed isometric axes c. nonparallel lines
b. box system d. offset system

10.

The hiddeA line joining points 3 and 4 on the front view figure
2-12, when referred to completed plate F:
a. is not s wn, because hidden lines are omitted
b. does ao appear from the angle at which viewed
c. appears as a foreshortened nonisometric line
d. is a partially visible isometric line parallel to vertical axis

11.

The completed plate F shows that the line between the points 3 and
1 on the front view of figure 2-12 is:
a. a hidden line obsTald by a visible edge
b. a foreshortened lLe 3.hose true length is shown on plate F
C. the edge of a plane surface in the horizontal plane
d. a straight line showing its true length on the front view of figure 2-12

12.

The completed isometric drawing of the swivel block on plate F
shows:
a. *one complete ellipse and .three partial ellipses
b. two complete .ellipses and *five partial ellipses
c. three complete ellipses and one partial ellipse
d. five complete ellipses and two partial ellipses

2.12
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LESSON 3

.,.

N

SCREWS, . BOLTS, RIVETS, -AND WELDS

31

CREDIT HOURS ___,.:_______3

TEXT ASSIGNMENT __Attached merhorandum. (-)
MATERIALS REQUIRED ___..Drafting kit and plates G, H.

LESSON OBJECTIVE To teach yOu how to draw common fas-
teners used to connect asiembled parts.

SUGGESTIONS Refer to the suggestions mcide fo; lesson 1.

, e

ATTACHED MEMORANDUM 1.

-.,
1. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

It would be impossible to build any structure or machine out of solid
materials. It is necessary .to build by joining component parts, into
larger parts or a c.o lete assembly. In any case the draftsman mua;
be familiar with the thods of fastening the parts together, in some
instances as permanent Las emngs such as welds and rivets, or as re-
movable connections requiring screws and bolts. The basic forms of
such parts and the conventional method of their representation are in-
herently a part of the graphic language 'of the draftsman. A complete
description of all types of fasteners is beyond the scope of this sacourse.
Only a few of the more common types with their representations and
some definitions of importance to a draftsman are covered. The de-
scriptions and methods cif showing other fasteners can be found in mill- ,
tary standard specifications, or in one of, the numerous standards hand-
books available.

A

SHARP V

1.

AMERICAN STANDARD

Figure 3-1. Types of screw threads.

"".
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CREW THREADS

Screw threads are used to restrict or fix the relative motion of two
parts or to transmit motion from one pirt tIO another. The filore common
types of threads and their general use are shown in figure 34.

Threads may be right or left hand. Right-hand threads advance

- when turned clockwise; a-left-hand thread advances when turned counter-
clockwise. Left-hand threads are always indicated by LH in the thread
specification note; without this note all threads are considered as right-
hand.

a. Terminology. Rder to figure 3-2 when studying the following

definitions.,

CREST

ROOT

ROOT CREST

D TR OF TIME

A
wimonlywollivA sceiceozuwN
..TA11111/4111MVAIIVA Vlarfilt

lin 11 INN

WA
Mtn =v1 /701:01.7115

GO

THREAD
ANGLE

EXTERNAL
THREAD

Prra4

NU

INTER

THRE

Figure 3-2. -thread definitions.

Axis. The centerline of a screw thread running lengthwise.

°Crest. A flat surface on the major diameter of a xternal
thread or on the minor diameter of an internal thread (top of the thread).

Depth.. Half the difference of the major and minor diameter
or the distance from the crest to the root measured perpendicular to

the axis.
"External thread. A thread on the outside of an object such

as a rod or bolt.
Helix. The "cork-screw" space curve ona:cylindrical surface

which marks the location of a point moving with uniform angular velocity
about the axis and at the same time with uniform linear velocity parallel
to the axis.

Internal thread. A thread on the inside of an object such
as, a nut.

3 2
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Lead. The distance a point, on a helix or screw thread advances
- parallel to the axis while making one complete turn of the axis (the dis-

tance the screw advances in one turn). On a single-thread screw the
lead and pitch are identical; on a double-thread screw, the lead is .twice
the pitch; on a triple-thread scrlw the lead is three times the pitch.

Major diameter. The largest diameter of an internal or external
thread.

Minor diameter. The smallest diameter of an internal or ex-
ternal thread.

Pitch. The distance from a point on a screw thread or helix
to a corresponding point on the next thread, measured parallel to the
axis. On a double-thread -screw the pitch is half the lead.

Root. The surface of a thread on the minor diameter of an
external thread or on the major diameter of an internal thread (bottom
of the thread).

Threads per inch. One inch divided by the pitch.c,

b. Thread conventions. An . accurate orthographic representation
of any screw thread is impractical. In actual practice they are repre-
sented by drawing straight lines and a note is added giving the designers
specifications. Thread conventions are classified as semiconventional or
symbolic.

SINGLE DOUBLE TRIPLE SINGLE DOUBLE TRIPLE

it;xs:ATISIMINFIEN
111011111111011

2
RGHT-HAND THREADS I LEFT-HAND THREADS

Figure 3-3. Arataing semiconventianal threads.

(1) Semiconventional representation. Refer to figure 3-3 when
studying the following procedure for drawing semiconventional threads.
Step 1. 'Draw the centerline ;.nd lines parallel to it, which locate the

major diaiter of the threads.
Step 2. Mark off pitck distances on upper (major diaineter) line for

the distance of all threads.
Step 3. On lower (major diameter) line mark . one meagurement of 1/)

pitch, then continue marking off pitch distances for the rest
of the threads as'above.

3-3



Step 4. From each point 'marked on' upper and lower lines draw short
lines, sloping 60° to the right and left, which form crests and
roots of the threads.

Step 5. COnnect crests and roots of the threads with solid straight lines
to complete threads. Notice that crest lines are not parallel

,gle and triple threads have a root opposite
ogro_ads have a xoot opposite a root. The lines

e left for right-hand external and left-hand

to root lines.
a c qi(g
of step 5
internal threac*--to the right for left-hand external or right-
hand internal 'threads. The dotted lines of figure 3-3 which
indicate the thread on the reverse side of the object are omitted
on the actual drawing.

DERTH OF
THREAD-N

4
LAPPROX2

.

REGULAR SYMBOL

4

SIMPLIFIED SYMBOL

Figure 3-4. Drawing regular and simplified thread symbol&

(2) Symbolic representation. Threads ,of less than 1-inch diam-
eter (drawing size) may be shown by regular or simplified thread syinbols
as shown in figure 3-4. Notice that both omit the V profile.

The regular symbol shows the crest of the thread as irsbng
thin lines and the roots by shorter heaVier lines. These lines-
are simply spaced, by eye or scale, to look well apd need not
be related to the actual pitch of the thread.

the simplified symbol omits the crest and root lines and
shows the approximate depth of thg thread by dotted lines
indicating the threaded portion. Although not as descriptive
as the regular pymbol, it is preferred for detail drawings be-
cause of being easier to draw and the resultant savings in 'time.

c. Specification note. As stated before, in addition to the thread
conventions, the designer's specifications are given in a note. The format,
or order of the specification note, is in' accordance with accepted standards
of which there are three: the American or National (ddsignated as N),
the Society of Automotive Engiers, SAE (designated as Er),, and the
InternationaLaiganization for S6.ndardization (designated as UN). Only
the American'standard is covered here; the others are described com-
pletely in military standard.specifications or standards handbooks. The
prinCipal elements are thread series and screw-thread fits.

r
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,
(I) thread series. The American standard lists five thread series:

coarse (NC), recommended for general use, includes 12 numbered sizes
below 1/4 inch; fme (NF), has more threads per inch and-istused where
ease of assembly and resistance to vibration are requisite, includes 13
numbered sizes below 1/4 inch; 8-pitch (8N) eight threads per inch, 1"
ta 6" dia, used primarily on bolts for high-pressure pipe flanges or
cylinder and boiler heads, and 'similar fastenings against pressure; 12-
pitch (12N), twelve threads per inch, 1/2" to 6" dia, used .idely in
machine construction requiring thin parts; and 16-pitch (16N) si;teen

. _ . .. _ . ,
threads per inch, 3/4" to 4" dia., used on such items as 'adjusting collars
and hearings retainers. See table I.

35

.,

TABLE I. American National Course (NC) and National Fine (NF) Series.

Number of threads per inch

Size
majOr

diameter

NC
Saies

NF
Series

Size
major

diameter

NC
Series

NF
Series

0 . .."" 80 9/16 A 12 18
1 64 72 % 11 18
2 56 64 10 16
3 48 ' 56 7/8 9 14

4 4 40 48 1 8 14
5 40 44

..
11/8 7 12

6 32 40 11/4 7 12

.8 32 36 1% 6 12
10 24 32 11/2 6 12

12 24 28 13/4 5

14

5/16
20

18

28

24

2

21/4

iv,
41/2 -

16 24 21/2 4

7/16 14 20 23/4 4

1/2 13 .20 3 4

31/4 4 \
31/2 4

33/4 4 ,
--------,-------- .

4 . 4

,

Note: Number 13 size NF series, not given.
,

(2) Serew-thread fits.. Four types of screw-thread fits have been
standardized:
Class I. For ki3.pid assembly and where some shake play is not. ob-

jectimiable.

4 5 i
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Class IL Standard commercial where interchangeability is essential.

Class III. High quality commercial rIpquiredl for precision work.

Class IV. Where selected fit is required.

Major diameter

Threads per inch

Standard ,

Thread series

Class of fit

Left hand (if applicable)

IONC-2 LH

Figure 3-5. Thread. specification note.

Figure 3-5 indicates the order of the specification note and
explains its interpretation.

xt-0z0 w

WASHER' io
-I

FACED x
I-.

DIAMETER

PLANE
BEARING
SURFACE

'ACROSS
CORNERS

FLATS

Figure 3-6. Bolt information.
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3. BOLTS AND NUTS.

In general, data concerning bolt dimensions is obtainea from standard
,

tables. However, bolts and nuts are seldom shown on detail drawins,
and on assembly drawings where they are encountered most frequently
approximate dimensions are adequate.

a. Data and terminology. Refer to figure 3-6 when studying the
following information concerning bolts and nuts.

Series. Bolts are classed in three series: regular recom-
mended for general use, heavy designed to meet requiremeRts for
greater surface, and light smaller across flats than the regulal they
are designed to save material and weight

Fmish. Bolts may be unfinished, semifinished, or finished. Un-
finished bolts, except for threads, are made by forging or ,rolling and
are not machined on any surface. On semifinished or finished bolts, the
surface under the nut or bolt head may be machine finished to provide
a washer-faced bearing surface. Finished bolts are machined all over
for accuracy or to improve their appearance.

Diameter. The shaft size.
Lenaii. Bolts lengths are dimensioned as the distance under

the head to the end,of the bolt. /

Thread length. This is related to the diameter and bolt length.
In general, bolts are threaded a distance of 11/, times the diameter plus
1/8 inch. Short bolts, where the formula cannot apply, are threaded full
length. On the thread end, bolts are chamfered at an angle of 450 to
the depth of the thread.

.

Washer face. The diameter of the machined surface forming
the washer face is equal to the distance across flats. The thickneis is
1/64 inch for both bolt headspand nuts, and is always included in the
height of the head or thickness of the nut.

c
Form. The head on unfinished, regular- and heavy-series bolts

and nuts may be square or hexagonal. On all others the head form is
hexagonal. The corners are chamfered to form a fiat circular top having
a diameter equal to the distance across fiats.

Chamfer. The angle of chamfer with the flat top of bolts and
nuts is drawn at 300 (45° for the heavy series). ,

Head height. This is the overall height of the bolthead and
for semifinished or finished bolts includes the washer-faced bearing sur-
face (see washer face, above). .

Thickness of nuts. This is the overall thickness of the nut and
for semifinished or fmished nuts includes the washer-faced bearing sur-
face (pee washer face, above).

b. Approximate procedure for drawing bolts and nuts. This method
is acceptable henever drawing to exact sizes is not necessary to pre-
scribe clearan s. e only information required is: (1) diameter, (2)
length, and -(3 type of head or nut. The width (W), height (H),
or thickness <T) is then approximated in proportion to the diameter

3-7
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30° BOLTS B NUTS

illumnnnam
01/111111110111111111111Is SQUARE HEAD

BOLTS a NUTS

450

11/111111111i111
HEAvY SQUARE

HEAD BOLTS

B NUTS

Seini-finished Regular Unfinished Regular Unfinished Heavy

W=l+0
3

. H = -i- D
7

fW=14-0
2H = -3- D
7
s

W = l+ D+ +
W

T = D

Figure 3-7. Bolt and nut formulas.

ir

(D) ôf the bolt, thus saving considerable drafting time. Figure 3-7

shows the formulas..used to determine the dimensions for W, H and T
together with suggested radii for drawing arcs of boltheads and nuts..
Figure 3-8 illustrates the procedure in drawing square and pexagonal
bolts and nuts.
Step 1. Draw centerline and lines representing the diameter (D).

Step 2. .0n centerline, draw circle of radius 3/4 D (diameter = 11/2 D).

For unfinished heavy series, diameter = 11/, D + Vs inch.

Step 3,- With triangles, circumscribe hexagon (or square) about circle

of step 2, representing form of bolthead or nut with distance

across corners presented at right angles to centerline of step

1. This completes end view of bolthead or nnt.

Step 4. From end view of step 3, project bolthead and nut to profile

view.

8-8 rJ
... ..., .
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,

c

r

.8,

N

Ile
0

4
.C1

r j
STEP I

k

STEP 3

,

2,

,

..

STEP 2

ture 3-8. Steps in drawing bolts and

Step 5. Project arcs in bolthead and nut_ in accordance with radii as
specified in figure 3-7. \ \.,..,

\Step 6. Draw washer face on nut or bolthead, if required, and chamfers
on nut, bolthead and end of thread. Draw threads on bolt (regu-
lar symbol) as shown in figure 3-4. \ See thread length, paragraph
3a above.

4: RIVETS

Riveting is a method of making a perma
parts.

a. Fo s of rive mps. All holes for
in the fabricat ag shop, wtether the rivets
the shop. Large e are usually heated t
easier to work. The rivet has a cylindrica.
coniC3l, spherical or flat. in assembly, the

ent joint between two metal
r- ..

ivets are punched or drilled
re driven in the field or in
make the metal softer and
body and its head may be

second head may be formed
in Bathe shape. Clearance is always al owed between the rivet body
and the prefabricated hole; the diameter of q rivet hole is usually made 1/16
inch larger than the rivet diameter. To provide for filling this clearance
the rivet is extended (beyond the surface of the. parts being joined) a
length equal t9. 3/4 of its diameter for a /fiat or countersunk head; 1.3 to
1.7 times the diameter for other type heads. Standard forms of rivet
heads and the formulas for drawing them are shown in figure 3-9.

43
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PAN
HEAD

CONE
HEAD

BUTTON .

HEAD
FLAT TOP FIGH BUTTON.

COUNTERSUNK HEAD
HEAD

(a) LARGE RIVETS

ROOM) TOP
COUNTERSUN(

HEAD

PAN FLAT
HEAD

TRUSS OR
VAGON BOX

HEAD

(b) SMALL RIVETS

BUTTON
HEAD

. Figure 3-9. Forms of rivet heads.

COUNTERSUNK
)4EAD

b. Symbols. Two different symbols are used to distinguish between
shop and field rivets in detail drawings. Figure 3-10 shows the most
common standard conventions. Notice that the' rivet head diameter i
used in -drawing shop rivets, and the rivet body diameter is used .for
drawing field rivets. The blackened indication for field rivets indicates
a hole in which rivets are placed later. Centerlines are used on detail
drawings made to small scale, rivets being placed where the centerlines
intersect. The centerlines represent the interSection of .pitch and gage

5. WELDING

Welding is also a method of making a permanent joint between two
metal parts, and its wide, use has brought about a whole new language
of symbols for use on drawings. The symbols and terms used are dis-
cussed in JAN-STD-19, Joint Army-Navy Standard for Welding Symbols.
Figure 3-11 is a chart of various types of welding processes .encount:red
most frequently.

a. Welding symbol. The basic _welding symbol ..(fig 3-12) is simply
a reference line forMing an arrow, with one or more aiagle bends behind
the arrowhead, which points to the location of the weld.

All information required to indicate the welding process to, be
used, the location and type of weld, theldze, finish, and sp on, is located in
specified positions on or near the welding symbol.

3 10



Shop Rivets, Two Full Heads

G3
G2

GI GAGE

Shop 'Rivets, Countersunk and Chipped,
Near Side

Shop Rivets, Countersunk and Chipped,
Far Side

Shop Rivets, Countersunk and Chipped,
Both Sides

Shop Riyets, Countersunk but Not Chipped,
Max. 178 in. High Near Side

Shop Rivets, Countersunk but Not Chipped,
Max. 1/8 in. High Far Side

Shop Rivets, Countersunk but Not Chipped,
Max. 1/8 in. High gbth Sides

Shop Rivets, Flattened
in. and 5/8 in.

Shop Rivets, Flattened
in. and 5/3 in.

Shop Rivets, Flattened
in. and 5/8 in.

Shop Rivets, Flattened
for 3/4, 7/8, and

4

Shop Rivets., Flattened
for 3/4, 7/8, and

Shop Rivets, Flattened
for 3/4, 7/8, and

Field Rivets, Two Full

to 4 in. High for
Rivets Near Side

to 4 in. High for
Rivets Far Side

to 4 in. High for
Rivets Both Sides

to 3/8 in. High
I in. Rivets

Near Side

to 3/3 in. High
I in. Rivets

Far Side
to 3/8 in. High
I in. Riveti

Both Sides

Heads

Field Rivets, Countersunk and Chipped,
Near Side

Field Rivets, Countersunk and'Chipped
Far Side

Field Rivets, Countersunk and Chipped
Both Sides

Figure 340. Rivet conventions.
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'TORCH
TWIN-CARBON ARC
FURNACE
INDUCTION
RESISTANCE
DIP
BLOCH
FLOW

T.
N BRAZING,

\
OXY7HYDROGIN. DXY4CETYLENE GAS

...AMACETYLENE WELDINGPRESSURE-GAS

SHIELDED

SHtELDED CARSON-ARC
INERT-GAS CARBON-ARC

If

/

*

oi

>

J
t-

COMMON
SPOT

RESISTANCE WECTION
WELDING WELDING FLASHUPSET

PERCUSSIONPROCESSES

otol
CARBON ARC METAL

ELECTRODE WELDING ELECTRODE

UNSHIELDED

CARBON-ARC
TWIN-CARSON ARC

SHIELDED

UNSHIELDED

DARE METAL-ARC
STUD

SHIELDED METAL-ARC
IMPREGNATED-TAPE METAL-ARC
ATOMIC HYDROGEN
INERT-GAS METAL-ARC
SUBMERGED ARC
SHIELDED STUD

Figure 3-11. Common welding processes.
,

I' /
Figure 3-12. Basic Selding symbol.

( \

b. Arrow side and other side. To provide for identification, welds
..

are classified as arrow side (previously called nearAide) or other side
(previously termed far side). A weld on the near sidEbf the joint, parallel

: to the drawing sheet and toward the observer, is called the arrow side.
It is on the same side as the symbol, and .the arrow pOints to its face.

3 12
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The o er side is on the opposite side of the joint, avIllepr from the observer,
and it face is away from the arrow. (See fig 3-17.)

Nict( symbols. Symbols used to indicate the type of weld are
c ed basic eld symbols to -rentiate them from the welding symbol,
or arrow. Arc and gas weld s ii ls are shoWn in figure 3-13. Resistance
weld symbols are shown in figu 3-14.

TYPE OF WELD

BEAD FILLET
)

PLUG
OR

SLOT

GROOVE

SQUARE V BEVEL U J

fc N I l v
.

P
,

_.4.,/ 7-7i/it_ \/,, v V/ P//
NOTE PERPENDICULAR LEG ALWAYS DRAWN LEFT HAND

Figure 3-13. Basic arc and gas weld symbols:

TYPE OF WELD -

SPOT
,

PROJECTION SEAM
FLASH

OR
UPSET

)( .

XV

igure 3-14. Basic resistance weld symbols.

WELD
ALL

AROUND

FIELD
- ,,,,

"c'-u

CONTOUR

FLUSH CONVEX

0 ,

l---\
.

Figure 3-15. Supplementary symbols.
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3.

. Other process or specification reference, when required, is noted
in the tail of the welding symbol. (See fig 3-16.) Supplementary symbols
which are used in connection with the weld symbols are shown in figure
3-15.

d. Assembl welding sym514 . The weld symbolsoln their respebtive
positions on, th reference line 4nd arrow, togetler with other data, form'
9ie completed welding symbol. The assembled welding symbol consists
of theheight elements listed bejow, or as many of them as are necessary
to show the requirements of a given weld. Finish symbols, as drawn,
indicate the method (C = chipping, M = machining, G = grinding) of
finishing and not degree of finish., The eight elements of an assembled
welding symbol are:

Reference line
Arrowhead . .

Basic weld symbols
Dimensions and other data
Supplementary symbols

Finish symbols
Tail

.4

Specification, process, or other reference

The standard locations of the elements on an assembled welding symbol
are shown in figure 3-16.

FINISH SY BOL

0 CONTOUR ( hi) SYMBOL

(4) ROOT OPENING; DEPTH OF FILVING
\-/ FOR PLUG AND SLOT WELDS

0 SIZE ; SIZE OR STRENGTH
FOR RESISTANCE WELDS

0 REFERENCE LINE

WELD ALL AROUNDSYMBOL

ARROW CONNECTING REF- 0
ERENCE LINE TO ARROW
SIDE OF JOINT , TO GROOVED
MEMBER, OR BOTH

0 SPECIFICATION , PROCESS,
.OR OT ER REFERENOE

0. TAIL
ri) BASIC WE D SYMBOL

OR DETAIL EFERENCE

0

( N
FIELD WELD SYMBOL

)IUMBER OF SPOT OR
eTROJECTION WELDS

Figure 3-16. Standard' location of eleihent; on the welding symbol.
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Figure 3-17 shows the types of welded 'joints and qome applications
of the welding symbol.

I I

ARROW-SIDE BOTH SIDES OTHER SIDE
SQUARE-GROOVE FILLET WELDING u - GROOvE

. WELDAIG SYMBOL SYMBOL WELDING SYMBOL
v .i

-
BOTH XIDEs

- G OVE
WELDING SYMBOL

ARROW - SIDE

v -GROOvE
wELDING SYMBOL'? t

Figure 3-17. Application of the welding symbol.

6. PRACTICE WORK

This practice work affords another opportunity for yclu to check
your progress. Check your answers with the solutions at the back of
the booklet. Restudy the attached memorandum where necessary. DO
NOT send in your answers to these exercises.

First requirement. Exercise 1 is designed to giy you practice in
-drawing screw threads, bolts and nuts, rivets and welding symbols.

1. -Complete plate G according to the instructons thereon. Draw
- all co,istruction lines with a 6H pencil, crest of threads with

a 411 pencil, and all finish lines with a 2H pencil. DO NOT
submit this practice sheet. -

Second requirement The llowing four exercises are true or false.
If you believe a statement is tru check "T",' if false or only partly true
check "F".

2. Left-hand threakxivance when turned clockwise. T F

3. The depth of a,thread is equal to the difference between
the major and minor diameters. T F

4. Formulas fograwing bolts and nuts are generally given '
in ternis of tie length (L) of the bolt. T F

5. The standard convention for showing shop rivets on a
drawing is based on the rivet body diameter. T F

Third requirement. Multiple-choice exercises 6 through 10 should
enable you to test your understanding of the conventional methods used
for showing various types of fasteners on drawings.

3 15
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46
6.

-'.,.
_

'7.

8.4 i

9.

_

\

/

_

The depth of a thread may be determined by:
a. measurements made parallel With the axis
b. dividing its pitch by the .lead
c. taking IA the difference of its major and minor diameters
d. counting the number of threads

On an engineering drawing screw threads are illustrated by:..
a. orthqgraphic or conventional system
b. semiconventional, or symbolic representation

c. isometric or freehand sketching
d. photographic or perspective drawing

The head on a semifinished bolt is:
a. either square or hexagonal
b. always square
c. one-half the diameter
d. always hexagonal

To provide for filling the clearance allowed between the rivet
body and the hole into which it is to be inserted, a rivet which
is to have a cotintersunk head is extended a length equal to:

a. '1.3 to 1.7 times its diameter P

b. twide. the size of the head to be foulived

c. three-fourths of its diameter
d. the diameter of the rivet body

10. The perpendicular leg of a weld symbol is always drawn to:
a. right hand
b. near side

EXERCISES

,

c. left hand
d. far side

41
.

4

First requirement. Exercises 1 and 2 will enable you to demon-
Strate your ability to draw screw threads of various types. Also to
demonstrate just how well you can draw a bolt ancrnut. Follow the
instructions carefully; your work will be graded on neatness, complete-
ness, and accuracy.

1.

4-' The upper half of plate H show a series of 'one-inch blocks which
' are to befilled in with.various types f screw threads. The requirement

..___ is to draw threads as indicated b the title of each block and to show
only ONE dotted line for a en thread in each block...e

3-16

The engineer's scales marked 50, 60 and 40 are most convenient
for marking the pitch distances for 5, 6 and 8 threads per inch.

4

5.6
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2. 1

The loWer half of plate H shows two pieces T and V to be bolted
together. The requirement is to draw the bolthead and nut according
to the given information; scale, 12" 7.-.-.. 1'4)". Use the regular symbol
for representation of the threads. DO NOT show dimensions.

Refer to figures 3-7 and 3-8 in drawing bolthead and nut.

Second requirement. Solve multiple-choice exercises 3 through 12
to show that you understand the basic forms of permanent and re-
moveable fasteners and the conventional method of their presenta-
tion. In solving these exercises, test your answers against your plates
G and H: The accuracy of your drawing marlead to the answer to
an exercise"; or the correct answer to an exercise will help you check
the accuraCy of your drdwing.

S.
t

With the centerline ahleaay given in block A, plate G, the next
,procedure in making the semiconventional representation of the required
screw thread was .to:
a. mark off the p'tch distances on minor diameter line
b. select the right hand thread guide
c. draw the lines necessary to locate the major and minor diameters
d. draw lines to form .the crests and roots of the threads

4.
Which of the fgllowing are NOT shown by regular or simplified

thread spnbols?
a. V profile c. threaded portion
b. length d. majorwdiameter

5.

The question mark (?) in the specification note (block A, plate G)
refers to the number of threads per inch and from table I is found to be:
a. 5 c. 7

b. 6 d. 8

6.

The diameter of the washer face on the nut (block C, plate G) should
equal the distance across flats, which to be drawn correctly is:
a. % D c. 114 D
b. Vs D d. -11z, D

'7.

The 1" bolt drawn on plate H Should be threaded for a distance of
11/2 times D phis' vs inch, or:
a. 11/4" c. 2"

t b. 15,14" d. 21:,"

t

5 ?

...
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Ii.

-

L.,

8.

.1 , r .

The thickness (T) for the hexagonal nut on plate H, Is found by the
formula (figure 3-7), if drawn correctly is:
a. %"
b. %" 4,

v.

meg 78 IP

d. 1"

.` 9.

On the thread end, bolts are cltmfered at an angle of:

a. 300 c. 60°

b. 45°

..

d. 90°

10.

The diameter of the head for the rivet specified in block D, plate G,
. was determined to be:
a. 1/4 c. 3/8

b. 5/16 d. 7/16

11.

To distinguish them from shop rivets, field rivets are indicated by:

a. the letter F c. a black dot

b. a note d. a cross

12.

Which of the weld symbols is similar to a rivet- symbol?

a. field weld c. slot

b. bead d. all around

3-18 2
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LESSON 4 .

.,

0.

DETAIL AND ASSEMBLY PRACTICES,

I
CREDIT HOURS 3 /
TEXT ASSIGNMENT Attached memorandum.,

-
._ Draftingtkit and plates I, J.

_To teach you the -relationships between
detail and assembly drawings and the

. practices for making them.

Refer to the suggestions made for lesson 1.

MATERIALS REQUIRED

.LESSON OBJECTIVE

SUGGESTIONS

ATTACHED MEMORANDUM

1. 'DETAIL AND ASSEMBLY DRAWING SYNONYM
DRAWINGS . .

'Detail and assembly drawings have been idenl ified as components
of a set of working drawings (Engineering Drawing I). Each detail
drawing and assembly drawing, separately or in combination, constitutes
a working drawing. The same general procedure for, making working
drawings should be followed in making detail and/ assembly drawings.
These include sheet layout, selection of views, selection of scales, ap-
plication of centerlines, and dimensioning. Remember the detail drawing
gives all necessary shop information for the production of individual
items, and an assembly drawing shows the location of each item in relation
to one another. (See figure 4-1.)

.11 .

H WORKING

2. DETAIL DRAWING
In addition to being familiar with the general procedures for making

working drawings the draftsman must understand the requirements gov-
erning detail practices. These vary according to their intended use. In
general, the draftsman is concerned with two main categories: mechanical
and construction drawing. The latter is subdivided into structural prac-
tices and architectural practices which are covered more completely in
lesson 7. Only a few significant elements, pertinent to the treatment
of details in general, are dealt with in this lesson.

3. MECHANICAL PRACVICE. .

In machine drawing, two systems are employed. Both follow the
practice of drawing the details of each pieipoe individually on a separate
sheet; when the end item is small and consittA of only a few parts, the

59
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Figure 4-1. Relation of details versus assembly.
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details may be shown on the same sheet with the assembly drawing, ast
in figure 4-1.

a. Multiple-drawing system. Some manufactur4rs use the multiple-
drawing system, in which different drawings are made for the pattern
sholi, the foundry, and machine shop. In this case, each drawingpresents
only th information required by the shop for which thd drawing is

intended -4t

.1

1..

For "mochiPe details" see dwg 122

J- R (TYR)2

1

DIA.( TYP.)
2

Note: Fillets and rounds 4
uots otherwise specified

..

#

"^

i

I

MACHINERY CO., N J.

-----s.

4-2 is for the
Notice how

by, the using s

are cross-

followed
neces ary

by all slkps
...

ver

\ [ N o. 121

Figure 4-2. Detail drawing for the foundry.

Figures 4-2 and 4-3 are multiple drawings, figure
foundry, and figure 4-3 is for the machine shop.
each drawing gives only that information required
shop; on the other hand, notice that both drawings
referenced to each other.

b. Single-drawing system. The practice Most commonly
employs the single-drawing system, in which all information
for the completion of the finished piece is made to be used
involved in its produ tion.

Figure 4-4 ik a single drawing to be used .fiy both the foundry
and the machine shop. Notice how the information required by

each shop is given separately so that one set of dimensions and
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data is not dependent on the other; also note that the need.for
cross-reference,is eliminated.

c. Finia marks. in dimensioning a machine detail, the draftsman
should mark all surfaces of a casting or forging that are to be machi d.
Such marking not oztly indicates the machining operation but also s gests
to the pattern maker where to provide extra metal on the rough casting
or forging to allow for machine finishing. Figure 4-5 shows the two
types of finish marks in-use and illustrates the method of their construc.-
tion and placement. The standard mark recommended by the America/r"
Standards Association (ASA) is a 600 V with its point touching the
surface to be machined .while the wings are in the air (away from the
object). Figures 4-3 and 4-4 show the Rplication of the standard mark.
Finish marks should be placed on all vhews, in which the surface to be
finished appears as a line, even if the line is a dotted line. As previously
stated (Engineering Drawing I), if the part is to be finished on all sur-
faces, it is treated by the general note "Finish All Over".

d. Other notes. Rounds and fillets occurring a number of times
on a drawing are only identified once for each variation in size. The
note "TYP" (abbreviation for typical) is then added to indicate that the
dimension is typical for 311 other similar rounds and fillets (fig 4-2).
This same note may be applied to similar dimensions on a drawing.

0. 53

ASA
STANDARD

ITALIC

Figure 4-5. Finish marks.

ANGLE (L) PLATE RI STANDARD
I BEAMS (I)

WIDE FLANGE
SHAPE (V1)

Figure 4-6. Rolled-steel shapes.
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4. STRUCTURAL DETAILS ..-e

In structural drawing, few general rules can be given for presenting
details because of the variety of matetials worked witliand the methods
used In their fabrication. Typical details are discussed in relation to
matehals; only structural steel, reinforced concrete and wood are dis-
cussed in this subcourse.

./

5. STRUCTURAL STEEL DETAILS

a. -Common shape& Steel structures are composed of rolled-steel
shapes :used either singly or built up to form members. Figure 4-6 shows
sections of the common shapes together with the symbols used to identify
them in notes, dimensions, and bills of materials. Dimensions for de-
tailing these and other less used shapes are described completely in the
American -Institute of Steel Construction (AISC) handbook or military
standard specifications. Abbreviations and order of specifications for the
shapes given in figure 4-6 are as follows:

Equal angles. L 2 x 2 X 3/16 x 8'-0" (size of legs x thickness
x length)

Unequal angles. L 5 x 3 x '1'i; 'x 6'-0" (size of long leg x size
of short leg x thickness x length)

Plates. P1 12 x 3/4 x 3'.6" (width x thickness x length)
Channels. 6L_1 10.5 x 9'-8" (depth x weight/foot x,length)
I beams. 10 I 35.0 x 12'-6" (depth x weight/foot x length)
Wide fiangle shapes. ,16 WF 64 x 18'-3" (nominal depth x

weight/foot x length)

b. Actual size and weight versus nominal size classification. The
process for rolling structural-steel shapes permits a wide range of actual
sizes and weights within a single nominal size classification. Although
a beginning construction draftsman may not be required to prepare steel
detail drawings, he should be aware of the reasons for specifying mem-
bers in the manner described above. Steel details cannot be prepared
without a structuTal steel handbook that specifies the actual dimensions
for the various weights. Example of such data are given in tables I,
II and II.

40

TABLE I. American Standard Channels.
Dimensions for detailing

-

Depth of
section

Weight
per
loot

Flange Web

Width Mean
. thickness Thickness

in lb in in ----' in

6 13.0

10.5

8.2

21/8

2

17/8

3/s
..

3/s

%

7/16

5/16

3/16

4 6
i

6 3



TABLE II. American Standard Beams.
Dimensions for'detailing

Depth of
section

Weight
per

.. foot

Flange Web

-1 Width Mean
thickness Thickness

in lb in in in

10 _ 35.0
25.4

5
4%

V2

1/2

%
5/16

TABLE In. Wide Flange Shapes.
Dimensions for detailing/

Nominal
size

Weight
per
foot

Depth
Flange Web

Width Thickness Thickness

in- lb in . in , in in

16 x 111/2 96 163/ 111/2 'Zs 9/16

.
88 161/2 111/2 13/16 1/2

16 x 81/2 78 . 16% 8% 7/8 9/16

_. 71 161/4 81/2 13/16 1/2

64 16 81/2 11/16 7/16
58 15 7/8 81/2 % 7/16

16 x 7 50 161,4 71/4 % %
45 161,4 7 9/16 %

'.40 16 7 14 5/16
36 157/8 7 7/16 5/16

c. Shop drawings. Steel structural members are prepared in special
fabricating shops, and the drawings showing the required fabrication
of parts and methods of assembly are called shqp detail drawings or

is...simply shop drawings. Figure 4-8 is a shop drawing of a structural
steel member made from a single rolled shape. Figures 4-7, 4-9 and 4-10
are shop drawings of members built up of a combination of rolled shapes.
The practices for detailing structural steel, as illustrated by these figures,
include the following:

(1) Working lines and working points. Shop drawings are made
about light working lines laid out first along the centerlines or rivet gage
lines to form a skeleton of the assembled member. The intersections
of these working lines are called wOrking points from which all dimen-,-
Sions are given. This skeleton is usually the same as, or taken from,

4 '7
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Figure 4-7.. Shop drawing of typical steel truss.
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he designer's stress diagram. Generally, the skeleton diagram is drawn
to a small scale on the shop drawing (fig 4-7).

(2) Relative position of parts. Parts to be riveted or welded to-
gether in the shop are shown in the same relative position (vertical,
horizontahor inclined;as in fig 4-7) which triey will occupy in their as-
sembled position in the structure, instead of being detailed individually,
as is the practice for machine drawing.

Note in figure 4-7 that due to the truss being symmetrical about
each side of center, only ha/of the truss need be shown. In such
cases, it is always the left end irhich is drawn.

(3) Long vertical or inclined meni)mrs. Long vertical (columns)
or inclined (braces) members are sometimei drawn in a horizontal posi-
tion on the drawing. When thus drawn, a vertical member is dravcn
with the bottomo.tt the left (fig 4-9), and an inclined member is drawl
in the direction it would fall.

(4) Scales of shop drawings vary from 14" = 1'-0" to 1" = 1'-0"
depending, on the size .of the drawing' sheet as compared with the size.
of the structural member. Usually two scales are used in the -same view,
one denoting length and the other showing the cross section at a larger
scale than the length, as in figure 4-7. Often, it is, expedient to disregard

ELEV. 138.-

ELEV es-8

FIRST FLOOR-%

10 1 35
BI2

21! 6x4x4.x6101 2b(0)

C-5

BASEMENT FLOOR -,,

1312

014 >K2

4.

K2

014 >d 7117

I )doa)

0 2" do

......±, >cla3

912

30'- 0"

ALL cot. )6

4-10
Figure 4-10. Typical steel frame construction.
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scaled length and draw the member as if there were breaks in the length
(although not shown on the drawing, as in fig 4-9) So that details of
intermediate connections and rivet spacings at the ends can be drawn
at the same scale as the cross section.

(5) 'Dimensions are always placed above the dimension line. Re-
member on construction drawings, the dimension lines are unbroken:
Dimensions are given to centerlines and working lines, never to the outer
edges of rolled shapes (except for length dimensions), and extension lines
are drawn in accordance with routine drawing practice. When members

. differ in length only, they may be shown by a single drawing. When
thus drawn, the differeht lengths are, given separately and are identified
by erection marks at the left end of each dimension line. Figure 4-8
shows two beams detailed on the same drawing.

(6) Sizes of rolled shapes are specified by abbreviated notes as
described in paragraph 5a. The specification note may be given along
with the length dimension (fig 4-8) or is placed hear and parallel to the
part as figures 4-7 and 4-9. In some cases, it is advantageous to. place
the s cification right on the front view of the shape (fig 4-10).

(7) Slopes of members and inclined centerlines, cuts, and so on,
are'indicated by their tangents. The value, of the angle is given' by con-
structing a small right triangle (not necessarily to Scale) with its hypote-
nuse on or parallel to the skewed line. The long leg of the triangle is
always labeled 12, meaning 12 inches. Figure 4-7 illustrates the manner
in which the slope .triaiigle is used.

(8) Erection marks facilitate the identification of members. Like
index marks on a road map, they consist of capital letters (B for beam,
C for column, T for truss, and so on) indicating the type of member
and a, number giving the specific member in an assembly or its location
in the structure. They are indicated in'subtitles of shop drawings (fig
4-8) and on erection diagrams as in figure 4-10.

V(9) Assembly marks identify the use of the same shape in more
than one place. The member is completely specified once and then given
an assembly mark (lower-case letter, to avoid confusing, it with the
erection mark). It is not necessary to repeat the complete specification
in identifying similar members. For example, see the specification "2
za 8 x 6 x 1/2 x 12 (a)" in figure 4-8.

6. REINFORCED CONCRETE DETAILS

The drawing of concrete structures requires careful attention in repre-
sentation an specification. Location of the reinforcing steel is shown
in detail draw of the various structural members. However, it is
not possible to show the shapes and sizes of the reinforcing bars by the
usual orthographic views, and a systematic method of marking is used in
which bars are identified by symbols and reference numbers. Once as-
signed, the same reference number is used to identify the bar in any
view in which it appears. ReinforCement size-and-shape details are pro-
vided in a- separate reinforcement detail drawing which consists of a

....reinforcement schedule and diagrammatic bar-bending details.

,
..
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f_11:1
HOOKED BOTH ENDS

STIRRUP "Un TYPE BENT BARS
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1-J .

HOOKED BOTH ENDS

Li

\ COLUMN TIES

0
COLUMN SQUARE OR CIRCULAR

SPIRAL RECTANGULAR

Figure 4-11. Reinforcement symbols.

a. Symbols. The symbols used in preparing drawings of reinforced
concrete structures include the material symbol for concrete in section

, and the symbols for reinforcing steel.
,

(1) Concrete. The symbol for concrete (fig 4-18) in section indi-
.

cates coarse and fine aggregate and is drawn freehand. Fine aggregate
is repreSented by firie dots and .coarse aggregate by irregularly drawn
triangles. Draw thelarge aggregate symbol first in random pattern and
fill in sparsely with dots. Use 2H pencil (commercial No. 3) to prevent
smearing.

(2) Reinforcement. Figure 4- resents the symbols for typical
shapes of reinforcing steel. Figures 4-12, 4-13, and 444 demonitrate°
some applications of these symbols.

Notice that in addition to their symbolic representation reinforc-
ing bars parallel to the section are represented by heavy dashed
lines; those perpendicular to `the section are represented by
heavy round or square dots, depending on the crosa sectional
shape of the bars.

b. Reinforcing schedules. Figure 4-12 shows a portion of a main
floor plan and examples of reinforcing schedules for slabs, bar bends,

4 12
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G4
and beams as located on the plan. The No. column lists the quantity re-
quirement; size refers to the bar diameter; length to the stretchout length;
type to the shape of bar; and bending details to the outside lengths of'
the straight and curved segments. The shipping mark' gives dimensAs
in code, the first, number giving bar diameter in multiples of IA inch
and the other 3 or 4 numbers giving overall bar length in feet and inches.
Mark 4073 means 1/2" dia qt 7'-3" long; mark 31810 means %" dia
18'4.0" long.

a Bar-bending details. Bar-bending details resembl&the ,diagram-
matic shares shown in figure 4-11. Note the manner in which bar bending
details are indicated in reinforcing schedules (fig 4-12).

d. Section details. Figures 4-13 and 4-14 illustrate the manner in

which basic information is given in typical reinforcement section details.

7. WOOD CONSTRUCTION DETAILS

Wood is a basic, almost universal, construction material and is used
widely by the Army, particularly in theater of operations (TO) build-
ing. To prepare detail drawings, notes, schedules, and bills of material
for wooden structures it is important that the construction draftsman
has a thorough knowledge of its application. This section is concerned
only with the practices for detailing framing of light structures such
as one- or two-story buildings used as barracks, small shops, and so on.
Practices for detailing doors, windows, stairs, and other finished trim,
is coiTred under architectural practices (par 8, below).

a. Classification and grade. The kind and grade of At6od to be
used is noted on the drawing, listed in bills of material, or specifications.

broad
(1) Wood is divided into two classes: hardwoods, which have
leaves; and softwoods which have leaves like needles or scales.

Hardwoods. Some familiar native species of the hardwood or
decidious class are ash, beech, birch, hickory, maple, and oak.
Lumber cut from hardwoods is not generally used for the con-
struction of structural framing, but is used principally for floor-
ing, special interior paneling, trim and doors.
Softwoods. Most native species of softwoods bear cones and
are called coniferous woods. Some familiar softwoods are cedar,
fir, pine, spruce, and redwood. These woods Are easily worked
and make suitable material for structural framing. Of the
varibus softwoods, southern yellow pine and Douglas fir are the
varieties, used most frequently for construction.

Southern yellow pine. All southern yellow pine used for struc-
tural purposes is classified as longleaf or shortleaf. When de-
scribed in a' bill of material or specifications, longleaf yellow
pine is abbreviated as LLYP, and shortleaf yellow pine is ab-
breviated as SLYP.
Douglas fir. Douglas fir in the form of lumber and timber' is
one of the most desirable woods for structural purpose. It also
has extensive use as poles, piling, or ties, and large quantities
are cut into veneer for plywood and other purposes.

4-16
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(2) Grading. Softwoods and hardwoods are graded by different
standards. Only softwood grading is considered here because as explained
previously, hardwoods are rarely used for structural purposes and the
construction draftsman is seldom required to describe hardwoods in the
notes or bill of material.

Grading criteria. In most cases, the g4de of lumber is based
on the number, character, and location of features such as
knots, pitch pocketa, and so on, which are commonly called de-
fects and defined as any irregularity occurring in or on wood
that may lower its strength, durability, or utility values. The
beat grades are practically free of these features; others, com-
prising the greater bulk of lumber, contain fairly numerous knots,
and other natural growth characteristics.
Select lumber is the general classification for lumber of good
appearance and finishing qualities. Grades A and B are suitable
for natural finishes; grades C and D are suitable for paint finishes.
Common lumber is the general cias;ification for lumber con-
taining the defects and blemishes described above. The grades
are numbers 1 through 5. Nos. 4 4iid 2 are for use without
waste in framing and sheathing; No. 3 can be used for temporary
construction. Nos. 4 and 5 are NOT generally used in construc-
tion because they are of poor quality and are subject to much
waste.

b. Surfacing and worked lumber. Lumber is further claStified ac-
cording to the manner in which it is milled.

(1) Surfacing. Lumber may be rough or dressed, depending on
amount of planing done in the mill. . .

Rough lumbeit is as it emerges from the saw, or unplaned; when
indicating rough lumber, the abbreviation is RGH.
Dressed or surfaced lumber is the rough lumbefc after it ohas
been run through a planer. It may have any combination of

, edges and sides dressed, such as: (S1S) surfaced on 1 side;
(S2S) surfaced on 2 sides; S1S1E surfaced on 1 side and 1 edge;
and (S4S) surfaced on 4 sides.

(2) Worked lumber. Worked lumber is milled with a matcher,
sticker, or molder ; it can 'he matched, shiplapped, or patterned.

Matched lumber is cut so that it interlocks. A common type is
tongue and groove (T & G):' in which a groove is cut-in--one-edge
and a mating bead, or projection, is cut in the other edge. This
type lumber is used largely in flooring and siding.
Shiplapped lumber is cut with a square step on either edge, the
projection, on one edge at' the bottom and at the top on the
other edge; in this way, adjacent boards over p each other so
as to form a joints Shiplap is used largely fo siding.
Patterned lumber is, cut in many designs and is used for door
and window trimming.

c. Actual and nominal sizei of lumber. Sizes of lumber are specified
by nominal dimensions% which differ from the actual dimensions of the

r
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milled pieces. When lumber is run through a saw and planer its nominal
size remains the same but its actual size is reduced by the amount of
surfacing it undergoes. Approximately 1/3 inch is planed off each side
in surfacing. Lumber is also divided into groups according to size,
namely: strips pieces less than 2 inches thick and under 8 inches wide;
boards less than 2 inches thick and more than 8 inches wide; dimen-
sioned lumber 2 to 6 inches thick and of any width; and timber 6

or more inches in the least dimension. Dimensions of some common sizes
are given in Lable W.

TABLE IV. Standard Sizes of Lumber (inches).
STRIPS

Nominal size 1 x 2 11 x 3 1 x 4 1 x 6
Dressed size 25/32 x 1% 25/32 x 2% 25/.32 x 3% 25/32 x 5%

BOARDS

Nominal
size

1 x 4 1 x 6 1 x 8 1 x 10 1 x '12

Actual size,
common 1

_

25/3E2 x 71/2 25/32 x 91/2 25/32 x 111/2

Actual size,
*shiplap t'5/32 x 31/8

C

25/32 x 51/8 25/32 x 7% 25/32 x 91/8 25/32 x 111A

Actual size,
*T & G 2 32 x 31/4 25/32 x 51/4 25/32 k 71/4 25/32 x 91/4 25/32 x 111,4

Width of face.

,e- DIMENSIONED LUABER

Nominal size
Actual size .

2 x 4
1% x 3%

2 x 6
1% x 51/2

'2 x 8
1% x 71/2

2 x 10
1% x 91/2

1

Nominal size 4., x 4 4 x 6 4 x 8 4 x .10

Actual size 3% x 3% 3% x 51/4 3% x 71/2 3.`i's x 91/2

Nominal size 6 x 6 6 x 8 8 x 8 , 8 x 10

Actual size 51/2 x 51/2
51/2 x 71/2 71/2 x 71/2 71/2 x 91/2

d. Parts of a frame structure. It is essential that the construction
draftsman be familiar with the nomenclature and function of the various
members. There are three principal types of framing for light structures:
balloon, braced, and western. The Western or platfo'rm method, which
includes some of the best characteristics of the other types but minimizes
the need fo skilled workmen, is the method generally used in military
structures. Thiprinctàl wood Members are the joists (horizontal fram-
ing), studding (vertical framing), and rafters (roof support). The fram-
ing is doubled around openings foi_ stairs, 'doors, and windows. Figure

4-18 N



4-15 illustrates structural framing (western method) and gives the parts
of a light .fran\e structure. t.,611 of these parts do not appear in every
building, and different materiils, may be used for some of .the 'parts.

e. Symbols. Because of the small scale 1," = 1'-0" or 1."1" = 1'-0"
used on constiuction drawhigs it is necessary to use symbols since it is
not possible to show actual details. Walls and partitions are shown by.
parallel lines drawn to represent their thickness (fig 4-19). Some symbols
for doors are shown in figure 4-20; notice that single lines show the direc-
tion of opening or swirl. Figure 4-21 illustrates the symbols for show-
ing various styles of windows. Symbols for wood are included in figure
4-18; notice the distinction between section, finish (exterior), and rough
(block) symbols. Figures 4-16 and 4-17 are general detail drawings.
These figures show the wall section and the roof truss for the TO building
shown in figure 7-3, and illustrate wood detailing practice.

HIP

RAFTER

DOUBLE
PLATE

CEILING
JOISTS

DIAGONAL
BRACING

DIAGONAL

SHEATH!

ROUGH FLOORING

CAP

SOLID

BRIDGING

JOISTS

LOCI<ING

DOUBL
PLATE

ANCHOR

FOUNDATION WALL

11*

CORNER POST

Figure 4-15. Western (or platform) framing nomenclature.
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Figure 4-16. Typical wall section detail (see figure 7-3).
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Figure 4-17. Detail of roof truss and roofing.

8. ARCHITECTURAL DEtAILS

Architecture, in itself, is based upon the study of fine arts and is
beyond the scope of, this subcourse; however, the construction draftsman
will work with architectural drawings of one sort or another and should,
therefore, understand,somp'"of the' practices employed by the architect.
Such parts which cannEEhe shown in sufficient defih.tteseAs on the small-
scale general drawings (see lesson 7)are drawn on larger scale drawings.

*these include, but are not limited to stair details and detail sections' af=
such items as sills, doors, windows, framing, an'd so on, required to show

. both construction and architec,tural design. Later, as the construction
progresses and actual measurerhents can be taken, the drawings are sup-
plemented by fulel-size details of Moldings and other ornamental millwork.

a. Conventional symbols for building materials, walls, partitions.
doors, and indows are illustrated in figutes 4-18 to 4-21.

s2
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Figure 4-18. Symbols for building material.s.
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Figuie 4-19. iypical wall ,syinbols.
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SINGLE DOOR,
OPENING IN

DOUBLE DOOR,
OPENING IN

SINGLE DOOR,
OPENING OUT

ciP41e. DOUBLE DOOR,
I OPENING OUT

SINGLE DOOR, c=1Y-L3 DOUBLE DOOR,
INTERIOR INTERIOR

DOUBLE -ACTING
SINGL ElpooR

=
REFRIGERATOR 1===

DOOR 1

IN AND OUT
DOORS

SLIDING DOORS

Figure 4-20. Typical door .symbols.

4.;

1?=''.117.1111

HUNG'

fiiiiiiiii

410

DOUBLE, RIGHT SASH
OPENING OUT VER LEFT

PIVOTED )-,AND
VENTED. "

Figure 4-21. Typical

LEFT SASH .

OVER RIGHT
_

Window symbols.

b. Sill details. From figure 4-15 it will be noted that the sole plate, orf
sill, is thq horizontal menaber on Arhich the studs (vertical members) rest.
The manner in which it is supported depends on the types of footinri or

1` foundations u5944n the constFuction of the building. Typical variations
of sill details Ire illustrated in figurc 4-2?.
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SHEATHING.

EXTERIOR
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INTERIOR
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Figure 4-22. Typical sill details.
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(c) Joists over top of girder

JOIST

Figure 4-23. Girder and joist connections.
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c. Girder and joist connections. Joists are cohnected to sills and
girders by several methods. In Modern construction, the method that
requires the least time and labor and yet gives the maxinium efficiency
is used. The same rule is followed in the theater of operations. Figure
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Figure 4-24. Cornice details.
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Figure 4-25. Stairways and steps.
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4-23 shows three constructions for girders and methods of supporting
the inside ends o flaw joists; outside ends of floor joists are supported
as shown in figu 4-22.

d. cornice details. The usual root-framing members are shown and
named in figures 4-15 and 4-17. Rafter ends are enclosed with facia
boards or wooden cornices. Virfous methods of cornice construction
are illustrated in figure 44.

e: Stairways. In drawing an inside stairway,a diagram (fcg 4-25)
is made to determine the number of steps and space requirements. The,
standard for the riser, or height from step to step, is from 61/2 to 71/,
inehes. The tread width is usually such that the sum of riser and tread
approximate 111/0 inches (a 7" riser and 11" tread is an accepted standard).
On the plan the lines represent the edges of the risers and are drawn as
far apart as the width of the tl'ead.' Notice how the scale may be used
to divide the height (floor to floor) into the number of steps. For out-,
side stairs or steps, as for a porch or platform, the' risers and treads
may vary froni the above stanlard. The type of step.most common in
field construction is illustrated in figure 4-26.

, PLATFORM

GRADE
]

'SECTION A-A

V.

ex ,

2x41. 8 216'
THREADS

en 8
MUD SILL

Figure 4-26. Outside steps.

o"

L A

f. Windows. Such a wide variety of windows are in use t t it
is not practical to attempt to show them here. A few contemporary
types are: (1) casement, hinged a the sides to swing open, (2) ,slider,
move sidewftys, and (3),double hu windows, which move up and down
usually balanced with cast iron wei ts. A drawing of a wood sash with
nomenclature of parts is illustrated in figure 4-27. Figure 4-28 shows
the. detail of a typical window for a TO building (fig 7-3).

g. Doors.. The ,heights of doors may vary by. 2-inch increments
from 6'-6" to 8c0", but the usual height is 6'-8"; width may vary .from
2'-0" to 3'-0", but the standard.is Sizes are indicated as width x
height x thickness. An interior door with nornenclature of parts is shown

4-26
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. Figure 4-28. DetOil of window W2 (see gOure 773).
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at A in figure 4-29, and an exterior door is shown at B. Figure 4-30 shows
the detail of a typical door for a TO buikring (door D2, fig 7-3).

Notes( how figures 4-28 and 4-30 are titled and given a code
(capital letter and number) in order that each detail can be
identified on plan and elevation drawings (fig 7-3 and 7-4): Also
note that the scale of each detail is indicated with the detail

Asubtitles.

31 -0"

IC SINGLE LEAF
PANEL

SCALE NO. 15

BUTT HINGE

DOOR 14. A

X 3
5/

vIk
I"X 4"

`
2"X 4"

14IN GE JAMB
SCALE NO. 8

WALL FINISH

WALL FIMSH

2"X 4"

-C.X 3.W111J

111 DOOR

swim
I X 4"

LATCH AND HEAD JAMB
SCALE NO, 8

0 6" 3' p 3" 6"

a,. NO. 15

II

No: 8

Figure 4-30. Detail of door 2DN7cee figure 7-3).
r?

9. ASSEMBLY DRAWING

Throughout the discussion of detail practices em asis was made
concerning the coding and identification of parts and their relative posi-
tion in a machine or...structure. Since the purpose of the assembly drawing
is to shosK the location' of the detailed parts in relation to each other, it
is of utmost importance that all detailed parts be identified on the assembiy.

a. Identificatid of parts. As illustrated in'Thgure 4-1, parts in
a machine are identified on the assembly drawing by numbers used on
the details. An alternate method is to letter the name of the part and
notes for each part and draw a ;eader pointing to it in the main view.
The making of general drawings (plans, elevations, framing) for struc-
tural and architectural drawing has been made the subject of lesson 7,
and the methods of cross reference to details will be found therein. e

9 0
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b. Checking. It is to be remembered that .assembly drawings can
be ced from the design alsembly drawing, but more often ,they are
redrawn to a smaller scale from the dimensions of the detail drawing
(Engineering Drawing I). This redrawing, being done from both the de-
sign and details, offers an excellent check which frequently reveals errors.
Hence, the assembly should always be completed prior to acceptance of
the details as final.

10. PRACTICE WORK

This practice work will enable you to determine just how well you
understand- the relation between detail and .assembly drawings, and the
procedures for making them. Check your answers with the solutions
at the back of the booklet. Restudy the attached memorandum where
necessary. DO NcYr send in your answers to these exercises.

First requirement. Exercise 1 is designed to give you practice in
drawing details in accordance with prescribed practices.

r. Plate 1 shows a plan view and section of a stairway opening.
You are required to complete the riser-tread diagram showing
the number of risers and the space required for a standard 18"
rise and tread. Complete the plan view. DO NOT submit this..
practice sheet.

Second requirement. The following ten exercises art true or false.
If you believe a statement is true check " e or only partly true
check "F".

2. The general procedure*s for making working drawings
are applicable in making detail and assembly drawings. T F

3. The most common practice in maC'hine drawing is to
make different drawings for each using shop.- T F

4.- Only one scale, usually 14" = 1'-0", should be used in
any one view in making a shop diawing of a structural
member. T

5. The use of an assembly m makes it, possible to iden-
tify like structural shapes without repeating the cora-

T Fplete specification note.

6. The shapes and sizes of reinforcing bay are sliown by
the usual orthographic representation. T F

7. The abbreviation S2S in a bill of material for lumber
specifies the surfacing or amount of planning to be done
by the mill. T F

8. Balloon 'framing is generally employed in military con-
Ekruction becupe its use minimizes the need for skilled
carpenters. I 1 T F

e. Architectural details of ornamental millwork are gen-
erally based on actual Measurements taken as construc-
tion progresses. T

30
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10. A stairway constructed with a 744-inch riser and a 101/4 -
inch tread ipeets the standard requirements far stairway
design.

11. Part names and notes with leader lines pointing to each
part is an alternate method of identifying machine parts
on an assembly drawing.

EXERCISES .

T F

T F

First requirement. Exercise 1 will enable you to put into prat-
tice,what you have learned about structural steel details. Follow the
instructions carefully; your work will be graded on neatness, layout,
comi)leteness, and accuracy.

1.

On plate J make a shop drawing of the b am B12 .for the steel frame
,

construction shown in -figure 4-10. ,

This drawing is to be similar to the drawing shown in figure

4-8. All rivets to be 7/8" with 15/16" holes; let gage = 2 ,I/2
. inches and pitch = 2 inches for field connection of 6 x 4 angles
tt 16 WF 78 columns. Distinguish between shop and field rivets.
Use 1/4" = 1'-0" fore beam ,length and 1" = 1'-0" for section

I/ details, Show alr applicable dimensions, erectiori arid assembly
marks.

Second requirement. Solve multide-choice exercises 2, 3 and 4
to shoi that you understan61 mechanical detail prattices.

2.

How many systems are employed in making detail drawings of ma-
chine parts?

.a. one, c. , three

b. two d. four

3.

The-4ultiple-drawing sy'srec_ employed in machine drawing requires
that each drawing:
a. mtist have the same scale
b. show an assembly view of the part _
c. be cross-referenced, one to another
d. includes thle orthographic Views

4.

In- the single-drawing system the mechanical practice is that:

a. information required by each shop be given separately

b. separate .drawings be made for each using shop

4 c. 'each drawing be cros§-referenced to all other drawings

d. all dimensions be related to a single base line

92
/
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Third requirement. Multiple-choice exercises 5 through 8 concern
the practices followed in making structural steel details.

5.

What is the flange width 'and thicknesS of a structural member
identified as 16WF78 x 18'-0"?
a. 7; 7/16 c. 8 1/2; 5/8
b. 7; 1/2 d. 8 -5/8; 7/8

6.

What is nominal size of the structural meniikr specified in exercise 5?
a. 16 x 6 c. 16 x 81/2

b. 16 x d. 16 x 111/2

7.

A column may be drawn in a horizontal position on the drawing, in
which ,case:
a. it is drawn.with the bottom at the left
b. it is drawn as a beam
c. only one scale is necessary
d. it is drawn symmetrical about its center

8.

Details of intermediate connections ancrrivet spacings are sometimes
shown on shop drawings:
a. without regard to scaled length
b. when the scale is such that they can be shown in true size
c. if only the plan view is required
d. simply by a specification note ,

Fourth requirement. Solve multiple-choice exercises 9 throu6h 12
to show what you have learned about reinforced concrete details.

9.

Reinforcing bars perpendicular to the sèption are represented on sec-
tion details by:
a. heavy dashed lines
b. typical shapes'

c. round or square dots
d. the symbol for iteel

10.

The shipping mark for 'a 7/8-inch bent reinforcement bar with an
overall length of 16'.8" is:
a. 1687

b. 7168

4-32

c. 70168
d. 78168
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11.
. -

The "length" column of a reinforcement schedule lists the:

a. overall length e. stretchout length

b. details to outside lengths d. segment length

12.

Bar-bending details listed schedules are illustrated
by:

a. diagrammatic symbols c. shipping marks

b.: abbreviated notes d. length diagrams

tFifth requirement. Multiple-choice exercises 13 through 18 will
enable you to Show your understanding of wood constructiOn details.

P
13.

Which of the following abbreviations identifies the blassification of

a wood used most frequently in construction?

a. PLYWD
b. RGH

e. T & G
d. LLYP

14.

Which of the following grades of Amber are both suitable for use
when the finish is to be painted?'
a. A and B e. B and C

b. A and C d. C and D

15.

In bills of material, lumber to be dressed on'f our sides, is listed 13y

the abbreviation:
a. SOFS

b. S4S

The actual size of a 2 x 4 used Dar studding is:

a. 1?/8 x 3t e. 154s x 4

-b. 2 x 4 d. 2 x ,35/8

17.

. The swing or direction of opening of doors is showri by:

a. an arrow c. door schedules

b. a single line- . d. seciion details

94
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18.

The purpose of a detail code is to aid in identification of the detail
on the following related drawing:

a. profile c. orthographic

b. section , d. plan

Sixth requirement. Multiple-choice exercises 19, 20 and 21 &-
fain to architectural detailsand assembly drawing.

19.

In theater of operations construction the method.of connecting joists
and sills is usually' the one that requires the least time and labor and yet:

a. saves material c. results in maximum efficiency

b. permits use of local materials d. employs simplicity of design

20.

The standard width and height of doors is:

a. 2'-0" x

b. 2'-8" x 6'-8"

c. x

d... 3'-0" x 8'-0", .

21. ,

An assembly drawing frequently reveals errors in details and should
therefore be:

EC': carefully, traCed from the design assembly

b. rediawn from both the design and detail drawings
p#

c. redrawn: to a smaller scale from the detail: dtmensions

*d. completed before accepting the details as final

4 34 a
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LESSON 5

INTERSECTIONS AND DEVELOPMENTS

CREDIT HOURS _3

TEXT ASSIGNMENT _ __Attached ,memorandum.

MATERIALS REQUIRED _Drafting kit and plates K, L, M, N.

LESSON OBJECTIVE _To teach you how to find the intersection
'of two geometric surfaces and how to
draw all surfaces of an object in their

- "rolled-out-flat" form.

SUGGESTIONS Refer to the suggestions made for lesson 1.

p

ATTACHED MEMORANDUM

1. DEFINITIONS

A plane is a flat surface in which any two points could be joined by
a,straight line whieh lie's entirely in the aurface,,

A curved stirface is a, surface no part 9: which is a plane surface.

A-solid-object is a portion:of space which is completely enclosed 'by

plane or curved gurfaces, or a combination of planes and,curved surfaces.

A ruled surface is a surface which caif be 'ruled or generated by a
straight line moving in a prescribed manner.'

A straight line which moyes,along a plane curve while remaining

parallel to a fixed line generateA a cylindrical surface.
The moving line-is called a generatrix, the.curve is called a di-

- rectrix,' and any one position, of the generatrix is called an ele-

ment. .

4 A' straight line which moves so that it always intersects a closed

plane curve while passing through a fixed point not in the plane of the

curve, generates a conical surface.
If the closV 'curve is a polygon, the surface generated is 'a
pyramidal surface. The fixed point is called a vertex. Two coni-

cal or pyramidal surfaces are generated; one on each side of

the vertex, call,ed nappes.

If two surfaces intersect, the'line'joinipg all points common to both

surfaces is called the line of intersection.
.

A development is the complete surface of an: object showing it true

size and shape wheri opened and ,unioldeci or, rolled out flat in a single

plane.
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The surfaces of some objects cannot be deVeloped and are said
to be non-developable. The surface of a sphere cannot be de-
veloped. ,

When one nappe of a pyramid or a cone is cut by a plane parallel
to its base and cutting all elements, the solid thus formed is sailed the
frustum of .a pyramid or cone." .

The frustum of a prism or a cylinder has the same shape as
the whole priim or cylinder, and hence requires no additional
definition.

ll elements,llel to its base and cutting the solid thus formed is
When one nappe of a P30:_itamid or. a cone is cut by a Vane not

para
called a truncated pyramid or cone.

When a prism or a cylinder is cut by a plane not ,parallel to
its base and cutting all elements, the solid thus formed is called
a truncated prism or cylinder. ,

2. INTERSECTIONS

It is necessary to find the line of intersection of. two surfaces before
the surfaces can be developed. In general the sroblein is one of finding
the line of intersection of two solid geometrical shapes "or objects. When
both objecti have shapes which consist of plane surfaces, the solution
is most elementary, because the intersection of two non rallel planes
is a straight line, 'the intersection of a line not parallel a plane and

"INN

TOP VIEW

5-2

FRONT VIEW PICTORIVIEW

Figure 5-1. Inter.section of two objects with plane surfaces.
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the plane is a single point, and a straight line is determined by any two
points'on the line.

a. Two objects having plane surfaces. Study figure 5-1 which il-
lustrates the case of a right triangular prism intersedting a right rectangu-
lar prism. A pictorial view is shown to aid in the visualization of .the
problem. The prooedure is as follows:

(1) D w two related orthographic views. The top and front
views were sel cted in figure 5-1. The sitle view could be used instead
of either top or front views, but a third orthographic view is not necessary.

, (2) It may be helpful to "sketcli an end View of the triangula*
prism as shown by A 1, 2, 3 in figure 5-1. The.edges.of the triangular
prism in the top view intersect the faces of' the,rectangular prism in
points A; B, C, and D. Project points A, B, 0, D to front view and
extend the edges of the triangular prism in the front view, thus locating
the Points A, B, C, and D.
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(3) Connect poin ts A and B in front view. Hidden edges C, CD,
and,AD are underneath the visible lines.,

b. One object with plane surfaces and- jute with curved surfaCes.
When one object having plane surfaces intersects an objeet with curved
surfaces, the line of intersection is a curved line. Figure 5-2 illustrates
some of the varioue intersections which may result frpm the, intersection
of a plane and a right circular cone. If the plane is parallel to the base
and cuts all elements of the cone, the 'intersection is a circle (A-fig 5-2).
If the plane is not parallelto,the base and cuts all elementS, the intersection
is an ellipSe (B-fig 5-2). If the plane is parallel to, an element of the
cone, the intersection is a parabola (C-fig 5-2). If the plane is, parallel
to the axis .of ihe cpne it cuts both nappef, and the intersection is a
hyperbola (D-fig 5-2)! Some special cases not shown ar,e a point, a single
straight line, and two intersecting straight lines.

Figure 5-3 illustrates the intersection of a regular hexagonal prism
anti a right circular cone. Each face of the prism will cut ,the cone in
a hyperbola (D-fig 5-2) and the interseclion will tie a series ofsix hyper-
bolic curves joined end to end. Two related orthographic views are
necessary in order to plot points on the intersection. In figure 5-3 the
top and front views are used. The top view shows the regulat' hexagonal
prism A, B, C, ID, E, F centered at 0.the vertex .of the cone. 'The proce-
dure for plotting points on the intersection is as follows:

(1) In the top view draw a circle circumscribing the hexagon.

. Project the points. A and D, the ends of the diameter, to the frOnt view
where the projection lines meet the side elements of the cone at A' and

Draw cutting plane I-I, which is the Circle on edge, through A' and
D'. Also project points B and C to the points B' and C' on the plane I-I.
The intersection of a'plane parallel to the base of a cone is a, circle as
shown at A in figure 5-2.

(2) In the top view inscriSe a. circle within the hexagon. Project
this circle to the frdcnt view by projecting the end points of its diameter
to the stde ellen:lents of the cone, where it appeareon edge as the cutting
plane Also mark the points G, H, and J, the points where the in
scribed circle is tangent to the faces of tile prism, in the top view, and
project points G, H, and J to the points G', H', and.J' on the plLe
thus locating the high points of each hyperbolic curve. A

' (3) In the top view draw a circle approxiTately halfway between
the inscribed and circumscribed circles. Project' this circle to the front
view where it appears on edge as the cuttineplane III-III. In top view
find points wheretthe last circle drawn intersects the sides of the prism
and project these points to the plane 111411 thus locating two' more
points on each curve.

(4) US'ing a French curve, draw the hyperbolic curves through the
points located in (1), (2), and (3). These curves are viAble outlines,
and take precedence over the identical curves formed by the other three
sides DE, EF, and FA of 'the prism. 1.

c. Both objects have curved surfaces. When two objects having
curved surfaces intersect, their line of intersection is an irregular curvet
which must be plotted by passing a series of construction planes cutting

5-5
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1111

FRONT yIEW PICTORIAL VIEW

Figure 5-4. Intersection of two cyliiders.

each object. Two orthographic views are 'selected, and points on the
intersection are determined by projeCtion between the two views. Figure
5-4 illustrates the, steps in plotting the intersection of two cylinders,
as follows:

(1) A series o construction planes are passed through both cylin-
ders 'parallel to their centerlines.

(2) The first plane 'through the centerlines of both cyliridersAcuts
the small cylinder in elements numbered 1 arid 7,. and the large cylinder
in element numbered 8.

(3) When these elements' are projected to the froht view they inter-
sect in poin9 lettered A and G.

(4) The second plane parallel to the first, cuts thesinall cylOder
in elements numbered 2 and 6, and th4 large cylinder in element ,hum-
bered 9.

(p) When these elements are projected to the front view they
intersect in points 8 and*F. *

(6) Likewise the plane through elements 3 and 5 on the small
cylinder and element numbered 10 on the large cylinder, intersect in the
front view in points C and E. (

5-6
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(7) The plane tangent trA the small cylinder in *meat numbered
4 cuts the large cylinder in element numbered 1:1., and these elements,
intersect in point I). , 0

. i

A French curve is used to draw the line of intersection through
poiets A, B, C, D, E, F, and G.

i

.--f
3. DEVELOPMENTS

-

After, the intersecgon of two objects is determined it is sometimes
necessary or desirable to draw the surfaces in their unfolded or rolled-
out:flat condition. Many objects have regular.geoxnetric shapes and their
surfaces may bfrcSubdivided into plane shaVes. The drawing of the .de-
velopment of an object may be thus reduced to a graphical addition of

,,
----4,,.

------.iv /1
..... ,,, -

/4 A

Seam
line

314 2'5 3 -
FRONT VIEW

2

I

5.

BOTTOM YIEW '

.,

,

2

PICTORIAL VIEW .

4.

.016.

B DEVELOPMENT
INSIDE

FACE
I

1

I

. U P

1
I

4 5

STRETCHOUT LINE

Figure 5-5. Develoiment of a truncated *pentagonal prism.
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various pl shapes which loan be rolled or folded into the shape of
the given object. Fold lineg are shown as dottediuuis Developments
are drawn as though the surface is unfolded with the insid of the surf4ce
showing face up.

a. Plane, surfaces. When a solid has all of its surface areas made
up of plane figures, the development is made by constructing the surface
areas in the same sequence in which they. must be when the development
is unfolded. It is necessary to select which edges will be cut for open-
ing, and which edges will be fold or bend lines when the development
is .unfolded. Usually the cut tines are taken as the shortest lin6s in
order to save tinie and material in making seams. Figure 5-5 shows the
development of a regular pentagonal prism, cut by a plane ABCDE not
paraller to the base making it a truncated prim. The procedures are:

(1) Draw a stretchout line or base line and measure off five equal
ipaces, equal to the edges of the base pentagon.

(2) Draw vertical construction lines at each point (1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
and 1) measured off in step 1 along the stretchout line.

-

(3) Locate points lettered' A, B, C, EL. 4, and A by projection
frail the front view to the vertical constrUction lines drawn in step 2,
and join these points using a straightedge.

(4) "Draw auxiliary view, to find true; size and shape of the upper
base (top), and draw bottom view (lower base) of the prism.

5 8

HEIGHT
A

ELEMENTS

B r4-7 jrr-`STRETCHOUT LINE
I

e' 3 4 5 6 8 9 10 11 12 1

Figure 5-6. Development of a right circular cylinder.
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Figure 5-7. Constructing a true length diagram._
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(5) Dratv upper and lowei base by construction in their proper
position on the development.

The pictorial view is shown in figure 5-5 as an aid in visua ation
of the object.

4
b. Curved surfaces. Cylinders and cones may be developed their

rolled-out-flat shape by donstructing the position of the genera at
regular intervals and connecting the end points with a straight e ge or
French curve depending upon the object being developed. Fl e 5-6
shows the steps in,drawinf\ the development of a rigtht circular cy;inder
as follows:

(1) Draw the stretchout line fort distance estimated to be slightly
longer than the perimeter of the base.

(2) The top view, showing the base of the cylinder, is subdivided
into a number of equal parts. The number of subdivisions must be great,
enough (say 12, or 300 segments) that the length of the chord meas-
ured by the dividers is nearly fiqual to the length 6f the arc subtended
by the 5,hord.

/(3) Withh, the dividers set to the length of one subdivision of the
base (B), step off the same number of spaces on the stretchout line
as stepped off on the perimeter of the :base.

(4) Erect perpenaiculars at the end points (1 and 1), and mark
height A-on the development by projection from the front view.

c. True length diagrams. When developing a surface having many
ofdique lines, it is often morh convenient to construct a true length dia-
gram than to draw double auxiliary views. _ The true length of many
lines may then ibe measured and transferred to the development with
dividers. Figde 5-7 illustrates the construction of a true length dia-
gram for the development of an oblique cone. Given the top and front
views in block A, to draw the true length diagram and the development,

<proceed as follows:

(1) Divide the base circle in the top view into a nuipbet of e
parts (12 parts are used in block )3).

The point numbered 3 will be used to illustrge how to find the
true length of an element such as the oblique line A-3.

(2) Set; dividers on the end rioints of the oblique line, A and 3,
in the top vietv of block B and then with A as a center, swing or rotate
the line A3,nntil it is parallel to the reference line RL in position AD.
The line AP will project to the front view in its true length A3'.

,The ;tine result is obtained in the diagram to the right of the
/front view as follows:

/ Extend the baseline of the front view a convenient length
to C, and drop a 'perpendicular from vertex A to the baseline at
B. With dividers transfer the distance A3 from the top view
to the baseline of the diagram, measuring from B to locate the,
poin.t 3'. Then the distance A3' in the diagram is the true,length
of the element A3.

10
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Block C shows how this diagram is used to find the true lengths of the
oblique elements of the cone as numbered in the top view. The delielop-
ment consists of constructing'a series of adjaceht triangles with the true
l'engths of the elements being ta.ken from the true length diagram, and
distances between points 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, ind so on: being taken from th
base circle in the top view. 'the points 1', 2', 3', and so on, are join
by using a French curve. Only half of the development is shown in
block ,C.

Carefully observe that the true lepgth of a line can be sund
by rotating it into a position parallel to a projection pla , and
then projecting its true length on that plane.

4. 'PRACTICE MORK

Here is another opportunity forz-you to check your progress. Work
tee following exerCises; then compare your answers with the solutions
at the back of the booklet. Restudy the attached memorLd,um where
necessary. DO MDT send in your answers to these exercises.

lnirst requirement. Exercises 1 and 2 are designea to give you prac-
tice hi locating the intersections of two geometric surfaces and projectingt
them in rolled-out-fiat forms.

Plate K shows a partially completed dfawing of the development
and intersection of a regular hexagonal right pyramid with ver-
tex P and a regular right triangle prism ABC. Complete the
top p.nd fiont views showing the intersection in both views, and
theh draw the dvelopment of the pyramid only.

' Use 6H pencil with sharp cope point for construction lines
and a 211 pencil to redraw (darken) outlines of completed
drawings. You should number all points to check your com-
pleted drawing for correctness of intersection and develop-
ment. DO NOT submit this practice sheet.

t. Plate L is .a' partiallrMirreted drawing of the development
of truncated right circular cylinder with centerline at 0. (You
are required ttraraw an auxiliary view to show the, true shape
of the upper base, and then draw a development of the cylindri-
cal surfaee and the bottom 'base.

Use 6H and 2H pencils, as in exercise 1. Draw 'cylindrical
surface development with cut line at element numbered 3,
and draw bottom base as tangent to stretchout line at point
numbered 9. DO NOT redraw upper base attached to the
development of the cylindrical,surface. DO NOT submit this
practice sheet.

Second requirement. The following eight exercises are true or false.
If you believe a statement is true check "T", if false or only partly
true check "F".

3. A plane is a surface in which any two points can be
joined by a line which lies wholly within thessurface. T F

5 11
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4. It is necessary to find the intersection of two objects

before drawing the development of their surfaces.

5. Developments are uSually drawn with the outside of the,
unfolded surface showing face up.

6. A moving straight line which generates a ruled surface
is called a generatrix.

'7. Three orthographic views are required to plot the inter-
section of two plane surfaces.

8. The length of the stretchout line for the development
of a right circular cylinder is equal to the diameter of the
base.

9. It is sometimes possiLle to, obtain the true lengths of
lines required for a development without drawing an .
auxiliary view.

10: It is NO'I possible to find the intersection of two curVed
surfaces by two orthographic vies(rs.

/f.!ReISES

T F

F

T .F

T F

T F

T F

T F

First requirement. Exercises 1 and 2 are designed to enable you

to demonstrate your ability to draw elementary intersections and de-

-"velopments. Follow the instructions carefully. Your Work will be

graded on neatness, completeness, and accuracy.

1.

Plate, M shows two partially completed orthegraphic views of the inter-
section of a right circular cylinder with its centerline St 0. and a right

circular cone wi its vertex at P. No dimensions are giverf or required.

The requireznez is to draw the line of intersection in tche top view, and
complete the development of the conical surface and show the line of

intersection 3fiereon.
Use 6H pencil for construction lines and a 2H pencil to retrace
outlines when completed. DO NOT erase construction lines.

Suggestion: Pass horizontal cutting planes through both the
. cylinder and the cone. The elements of the cylinder are pattially

numbered with Arabic numerals, and the elements of the cone ,
are *tally %numbered with Roman numerals.

2.

Plate N shows two partially completed orthographic views of a right
circular cone with apex at P which is cut or truncated by a plane sur-

face A-A. No dimensions are given Oi- required. -The requirement is
to construct an auxiliary view showing the true size and shape of the

upper (truncated) base 6f the cone, to complete the top view, and using

5 12
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t 9'-9 as the:cut 14, draw the 'development of the side surface
ot the coie.

Use 6H yencil for construction lines and, DO 116T erase 'con-
ction lines. Use 2H pencil 43 re-trace outlines when. com-

pleted. Suggestion: Pass vertical cutting planes through the
vertical axis of the cone.

Second requirement. Multiple-choice exercises 3 through 12 are
designed to test your understanding of intersections and developme,nts
from the experieiCce gained in completing plates M and N. This should
proveito be an excellent check of your plates M and N.

8.

The development of an object is a drawing which shows the:
a. subdivision of an area of real estate into lots
b. line of intersection with another object
c. unfolded or rolled out flat surface in its true size and share
d. preliMinary steps for construction of the object

4.

An intersection as used in engineering drawing I's understood to be:
a. a line connecting all points common, to two intersecting surfaces
b. the area between the' four corners of two intersecting streets
c. the straight line which generates a curved surface
d. a curved line which connects all points in a surface'

5.

To draw the intersection of two geometric figures it is necessary
to draw:
a. the two objects on isometric axes first
b. three related orthographic projections
c. one isometric and one related orthographic view
d. two related orthographic views

6.

In drawing the development of a surface it is the recognized prac-
.tice to draw:

a. any two related isometric views first
b. the _development showing the inside of the surface face up
c. al outlines as though they were cutting edges
d. the flat surface with the outside face up

1 a
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Before proceeding to draw the developmerit of a surface the drafts-
man should decide: \

a. which edges will be folded lines and which will be cut lines

b. whethef to use the isometric or perspective projection

the milvial to be used for building, the developinent

CO d. how many copies of the development will be required

A ;8.
V*.

4.

A .right cylinder, which is, c(1t by a plane not parallel to
is called a:
a. frustum of a cylinder
b. bias cut cylinder
c. truncated cylinder
d. irregular frustuin of 'a cylinder

\

,.

9.

Tile intersection in the top view of plate N is:
a. a true ellipse of actual size
b. a true ellipse foreshortened in size

c. a trune-ated ellipse of true shape
d. an irregular ellipse of true size

10.

%

,

it4s

I
The curve of the intersection in the development of Plate M is:

a. a flattened circle not in its true size I '

b. a Aretched out ellipse in its true size

c. an ellipse in its true size

d. an irregular closed curve

..

base

11.
..,

On plate P4 the lines drawn from P to the baseline of the cone in the
front view 'are called:
a. fold lines c. elements

b. roll out lines d. stretchout lines 4
....

12.

When constructing the development of an object which has many
oblique lines it is sometimes helpful to draw:

a. two related isometric views
b. A true length diagram instead of auxiliary views

' c. the perspective projection to full scale
.

d. six orthographic projections showing all six sides

5 14
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LESSON 6

MACHINE DRAWING

CREDIT HOURS 3
4

TEXT ASSIGNMENT Attached memorandum.

MATERIALS REQUIRED ____ Drafting kit and plates 0, P, Q.
LESSON OBJECTIVE To teach you how to draw elementary

) mechanisms used in the design of ma-
,

chines.

. SUGGESTIONS Refer to the suggestions made for lesson 1.

*

1

,

,..

ATTACHED MEMQRANDUM

1. INTRODUCTION .

A machine is an assembly of fixed and moving parts, so related And
connected, that it can be used for the (conversion of available energy
into useful work. A mechanism is a sUbassembly of a machine which
is.designed to transmit an existing force and motion from one part intO
the force and motion desired in another part. In simple cases a single
mechanism may comprise a machine. Some of the mostcommon mech:
anisms are:

a. A driver is a mechanism which transmits its available force .-
>and motion to another mechanism called the follower. '

- ,

b. The follower of one mechanism may be the driver of ano.ther.

c. yYhen a driver and a follower are in direct contact it is called
a di*ct drive mechanism. If the driver and follower are not in direct
contaet, the intermediate part is called a link or a band.

d. A link is a Algid part capable of transmitting tension or com- .

pression forces such as a connecting rod.

e. A band is a flexible part which can transmit tension forces only
such as a belt or chain.

The purpose of this lesson is to ,present irrne of the basic
-mechanisms which are commonly used in elementary machine
design. The draftsman must have a basic understanding of

4 these mechanisms in order to make drawings of machine parts.
The designer must know the mathematical relationshtps involved
in t,he motion of the various parts, whereas the draftman is
more concerned with the instantaneous magnitude and direction

1
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of forces, theft; foints of 3pplication, of the lilnits of travel
oiestimaiovirig part.

^ )

2. LINKAGES -
A Ankage is. a. system`of links Or bars joined toitether at pivot points

.
which are fixed or constrained4o move in a 13rescribed py.th. Only a
few of the most eleMentary anA Mopt common linkakes will be ,presented

. c. in this lesson. .
1

FA

, A
4'2 t

/.
Figure 6-1. Lever&

a. _lever. A leversonsistipg of a airygle link is Ja rigid piece free
to turn-about one fiiied point or fulcrum. Figure 6- shows-two types '

of levers with the fixed point lettered 0, the..point 4 representing the
point of application of the driving force FA, and the pint B represenfing- .

the point of applicatton of the balancing force.of the follower FB: Te 0.?
lever is used to multiplY a small force thrctugh mechanical advantage .;

sometimes vice versa. The driving; force times its,iaistance from the
. . fulcrum *lever arm) is equal to the balancing force times its lever arm. '

<
,

FA X OA = >< OB (Eqs,6-1 ) -

, 4 r
A

teofer
0 r

Fe

L

e .

. .4 ----
, Figure 6-21 RockT arm.

.

. b.' RoCier ann. A rocker arm *may be considered as a bent leikle-'
with its two.arms makibg an obtuse angle (greater than 909 Figure

v 6-2 shows a rocker' arm vilth-fixed pivot point,0 and arms OA and 013

meeting in. an.obtljse angle. lia this, case it is necessary to Isle the,"effec-

, tive lever arm'''. in'equatidif 6-1. Effective lever arm is the perpendicular '
, distance from Ole fulcrum tO the linIkef action of the force acting (LA

. .
oi LB)°. Thus, referring to figure' 6-2, ,

. ,. FA.X 414A = FP., X L0
, (Eq 6-2)

, .
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Less than .
90° ,

900 FA

1
Figure 6-3. Bell. crank.

.c. Bell crank:4 A bell crank may be considered as a bent lever
with its two arms Meeting ,in an acute angle (leo than 900). Figure
6-3 shows a 'bell crank with a .fiXed pivot. point 0 -Pad. arms OA and OB
meeting at an acute angle. In this case it is agaip necessary to use
"effective lever arm" idthe equation for the balanced forces is idehtical
with equation 6-2: FTx LA.-= FB X LB

Figure 6-4. Rotating crank.

d. Rotating crank. If a link is subjected to a rotational force
about a fixed point, the mechanism is called a rotating crank. Figure

' 6-4 shoWs a link AB Ahich rotates counterclockwise about a fixed point
A. The veloeity of the point B at the instant shown is represented*by

vector (arrow) RB. The'length of the vector represents the magnitude
of the velocity, and the direction of the vector represents the direction
of motion of the point B at that instant.

e. Four-bar linkage. Figure 6-5 is a-schemafic diagram of a four-
bar linkage showing all links in a zero or starting position. If, the driver
moves alternately to the left and right through equal angles 1, and 2,
the point Bo w4, move first to 131 and then to B2. The follower will
move through angles 3 and 4 in the same periods of time; however care-
ful construction and measurement will show that angles 3 and 4 are
unequal. Thus if the driver moves with _uniform angular speed, the fol-

, lower will move with a variable angular speed. Therefore, values of

113.
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Figure 6-5. Four-bar linkage.
1

a

the angular speeds of .the driver and follower, and the linear speeds .of
the moving points B and C for any given arrangement of the linkage,
apply only for that instant. When the links have moved to any other
position, the quantities- involved will havt changed to new instantaneous
values. (See par 3b.) ; .

Figure 6-6. Crank and connecting rod-

f. Crank and connecting rod. Figure 6-6 is a diagram of the values '
of the instantaneous forces for a crank and connecting rod. In this-

mechanism the reciprocating straight line motion of a sliding block ft

is converted into the rotary motion of the crankshaft about a fixed center 0.

The true instantaneous velocities of the points A and B are represented

by the vectors .RA and RD.' I

g. Resultant mOtiOn of &point. A point on the link of a ichanism
may .be constrained to move in a definite direction, or it ma move in

a direction whieh is determined by the,action of two or more' forcei acting

on that point. Thus fef erring to*tire 6-7, the instantaneous motion
of a point 0, acted on by two forces,F, and Fl is represented by a vector

Fu which is the vector sum of the two components. The resultant force

.1 6 4
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FR is found by constructkng a parallelogram with the two components
FA and FR as .sides, and drawing the diagonal to find FR.

0 FB

Figure 6-7. Resultant of two forces.

3. STRAIGHT-UNE MECHANISMS

A straight-line mechanism is a linkage which will produce rectilinear
motion of a point by constraining it to move in a straight line because
of the relative proportions of thelinks. There are many types of straight-
line mechanisms, but only the most elementary types will be presented.

10 I

Figure 6-8. Straight line mechanism.

a. Straight-lige motion. The linkage shown in figure 6-8 consists
of a link DB pivoted at fixed point D, and pinned at the point B on, the
link AC, so that lengths AB:BC = BC:BD. If the point C is attached
to a sliding block constrained to move along the straight line through DC,
the point A will trace an .approximate straight line AA' as the link DB
swings about D. If AB = BC = BD the point A will trace an exact
straight line. Algebraically then AB/BC = BC/BD or,

AB x BD = (BC)2 (Eq 6-3)

Example 1: In figure 6-8 given AB 3%6", and pi:3 = 2.5"
Find the length of BC in inches '

11 5
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Solution: .AB x" BD = (BC)2 = 3.6 x 2.5 = 9

Example 2: In the figure 6-8 how far from Orshould the point
D of example 1 be located? I.

Solution: Let the point C move until point A coincides with
0. In this. position, it can be seen that OD =
AB DB. Therefore, OD shoulebe 3.6 2.5 =
1.1" Ans.

,

b. Parallel Motion. Parallel-motion mechanisms are 'not straight-
line mechanisms, but are closely related mechanisms. Parallel rulers and
the universal drafting machine are examples. These mechanisms are
foiir bar linkages (par 2e) with each pair of opposite sides equal, thus
forming a parallelogram. If one side is fixed, the opposite side always

moves, parallel to the fixed side.

FIXER

Figure 6-9. Pantograph.

c. Pantograph. The pantograph is essentially a four bar linkage

connected to form a parallelogram with _two extended sides, and so de-

signed as.to make two points move in parallel paths at a predetermined

distance ratio. It is used to enlarge or reduce the size of drawings. Figure

6-9 shows one arrangement of the links of a pantograph. The general

requirements for the setting of the pantograph links are:

(1) The four bars mnst ir connected to form a parallelogram

(ABFC) with two sides extended (ABP and AC11.

(2) The tracing point T, the follower point F, and a fixed pivot

P must be on separate links, and lie in a straight line PFT.

(3) Tfie ratio of the' distanoirmoved by the tracing point to the

distance moved by the follower point jiVequal to the ratio of' their re-

npective distances from the pivot point P.

6 6
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Example 3:

Solution:

On figurefr6-9 the distance TF equals the distance
FP. If the follower point moves 1/2" doWnward,
ho* does point T move?
By reconstructing linkage as shown by phantom
lines, the point T, has moved downward 1" be-
cause TP = 2 X FP.

POINTED

CONTACT

ROLLING 7
CONTACT

FLAT
CONTACT

Figure 6-10. Cams and followers.

4. CAMS

A earn is a plate, cylinder or solid piece, with a curved outline or
groove, which rotates about an axis and transmits its rotary motion
to the reciprocating (up and down) motion of another siece called the
follower. The follower may have a pointed, rolling or flat cOntact with
the cam, as illustrated in figure 640. The (up and down) motion of
the follower may be irregular or regular. Irregular motion conforms

definite law. Regular motion conforms to some physical law, and

11 7
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may be uniform, harmonic, uniformly accelerated or uniformly retarded

with reference to time.
Note, In this lesson it is assumed that the cam and camshaft
are turning at a constant speed in revolutions per minute 'so

that equal angles about the center of the cam represent equal
periods- of time. It is also assumed that the follower is con-
strained to mov& in an up and down line of motion only.

The different kinds of regUlar motion are best illustrated lz:y plotting

the up and down motion (or rise and fall) sef the follower for each interval

of time, thus making a motion diagram (fig 6-11).

3

2

A
0

3o 60*
TIME

I. UNIFORM MOTION

90*

180 210 240 270 300 330 360

I

2. HARNIONIC MOTION

I
1

30 60 90 120 150 180

3. UNIFORMLY ACCELERATED AND DECELERATED MOTION

Figure 6-11. Motion diagrams,

a. Uniform motion. If the point of a follower moves equal distances

in equal periods of time, the follower has uniform motion. Referring

- to diagram 1, figure 6-11, the total rise of the follower, represented by

AB, is divided into three equal parts. The follower mu!:it rise to points

6 8
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1, 2, and 3 in the time it takes the cam to turn in equal intervals of time
to 30°, 60C and 90° respectively. The follower may have uniform fall
as shown on the right side of diagram 1.

b. Harmonic motion. Diagram 2, figure 6-11, is the motion dia-
gram for harmonicomotion of the follower. The line AB represents the
total rise of the follower. Points on the motion diagram are found by
dividing a semicircle into 30° rs, intersecting the semicircle in points

onumbered from 1 to 6.. The bered points are projected lorizontally
o the ordinates drawn for equal time interVials of rotation of the cam.

e solid curve shows the harmonic "rise" for 180° rotation of the cam,
the dotted curve shows the harmonic "fail" of the follower to its

ginal position. A cam with this motion is useful for high speed opera-

e. Uniformly accelerated and retarded motion. Diagram 3, figure
r presents uniformly accelerated and uniformly retarded motion.

e AB represents the total "rise" of the follower as before. The
is halved, and the lower half is divided into three parts in the

of 1:3:5. This is done iraphically so that Ad = de = ef. The
1 3 5

upfer`, fialf of the line AB is divided by using dividers so that
fg gh hB= = The solid curve shows the "rise" of the fodower
5 3
by uniform acceleration to the midpoint of travel and its continued rise
by *iformlY, retarded motion. The dotied curve shows the "fall" of
the folloWer to its midpOint of travel, by uniformly accelerated motion
and its continued fall by uniformly retarded motion to its original posi-
tion. Uniformly accelerated motion is the motion of a freely-falling
body, and it gives the easiest motion to a cam.

Construction (if a cam. To develop the design for a cam it is
necessary to know the initial position of the follower with respect to
the camshaft, the type of contact, the motion required of the follower
and the direction of rotation of the camshaft.

ticample: Construct a plate cam with a pointed follower to turn
counterclockwise. The follower is to move in a vertical
line above the center of the cam. In the initial position
the follower point is 1 inch above the center of the
cam. The follower is required to have the following
motions. ;

4.
0°-120°, rise 1 inch with-simple harmonic motion
120°-210°, dwell or rest with no motion
at 210°, drop 14 inch instantly
210°-360°, fall WI inch with uniform motion

golution: Refer to figure 6-12 and study' each step.
(1) Draw baseline of motion diagram and mark off 12 equal spaces

along baseline, and number points of 12 equal spaces to represent each
300 interval of rotation of the cam.
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. .. .
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..

..

Figure 6-12. Construction of a cam. ,

t
(2) Draw semicircle at left end of baseline with diameter equal

to 1 inch rise and tangent to baseline. Divide semicircle into four equal
arcs (at 45° intervals) nunibered 1, 2, 3, and 4: The semicircle is divided
into four equal arcs because there are four 30 intervals from 0°-- 1200.
Points 1, 2, 3, and 4 are projected horizontally with T-square to locate
points 1, 2, 3, and 4 on the motion 'diagram.. Points 4, 5, 6, 'and 7 are
all on the line 1 inch above baseline because followqr rests from 120° -
2100. The point 8 is 14 inth below point 7 -because the follower drops
1/4 inch instantly at 210°. From 210° -i 360° the follower fitlls % Melt
to starting position with uniform motion, and a straight line is dra4vn
from point 8 to the end of the diagram. .

(3) Draw base circle with radius of 1 inch and mark the initial
point of the follower at 0°..position of the cam. Extend all 300 lines
outside base circle.

(4) Locate points, on cam by transferring distances of each point
atiove baseline in motion diagram with dividers to sanie distance outside
base circle. See distance "a" for point No. 2 on 60° line.

..9
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(5) Connect points 0-1-2-3-4 and 8-9-10-11-12-0 with a French
curve. Points 7 are connected with a curve of,2 irich radius.

S. GEARS

To understand the operation and drawing of gears, first consider
two shafts, connected through the rolling contact of two wheels or cylin-
drical pulleys of eqUal or different diameters. If one shaft ,is turned,

, and there is no slippageat the point of rolling contact of the two wheels:
the other shaft will turn in the opposite direction. T be speeds of the
two shafts will be inversely proportional to the meters of the two
'wheels throughlwhich they are connected. To prevent slippage when
large forces are transmitted, it becomes necessary, to cut teeth in each
*heel tims forming two gears with meshing teeth. A complete coverage-

, of gears is beyond the scope of this subcourge. Only a few necessary
definitions and,the steps in drawing spur gear teeth by the approximate
circular .ars Method are presented Aerewith.

/
CIRCULAR TOOTH THICKNESS

FACE

PRESSURE LINE EPITCI4 POINT i/ rTOOTh SPACE

/ ^CIRCULAR PITCH
I

I FLANK t"-----L

I ROOT CIRCLE

I BASE CIRCLE
PITCH CIRCLE

DDENDUM CIRCLE

DEDENDUM

ADDENDUM

POCH DIA

NO. OF 14ETH
DIAMETRAL PITCH a

PITCH DIAMETER

<\ -BACKLASH

Figure 6-13. Gear terminology.

CLEARANCE 4

L

a. Definitions. Figure 6-13 illustrates some of the terminology used
in connection with the drawing of gears.

6 . 11
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' (1) Pitch circle is the projection of an equivalent cylinder on a
plane perpendicular to the axis of the gear. The pitch circles of two
meshing gears are tangent at the pitch point, which is on their' line of
centers.

(2) Pitch diameter is the diameter of the pitch circle. Gear teeth
are designed to the size of equal subdivisions stepped off on the pitch
circle.

(3) Circular pitch is the linear dIstance between corresponding
points on two adjacent teeth measured along the pitch circle. The circular
pitches of two meshing gears are equal.

(4) Diametral pitch is the number of teeth on the gear wheel per
inch of pitch diameter.

(5) Addendum circle, or outside circle, is the circle which passes
through the outer extremitiei of the teeth.

(6) Root circle is the circle which passes through the bottoms
of the grooves between the teeth.

The addendum circle and the root circle are concentric with
the pitch circle.

(7) The addendum distance of a gear is equal to the radius of the
addendum circle minus the radius of the pitch circle.

(8) The dedendum distance of a gear is equarto the radius of the
pitch circle minus the radius of the root circle.

(9) Clearance is the difference between the addendum distance of
one gear and 'the dedendum distance of another gear in mesh with it.

(10) The face of a tooth is the portion of the contact surface be-
*tween the pitch circle and the addendum circle. e

(11) The flank of a tooth is the portion of the contact surface be-
tween the pitch circle and the root circle.

(12) The circular thickness of a tooth is its thickness measured
along the arc of the pitch circle.

(13) Tooth space is the space between two teeth measued on the
-v arc of the pitch circle.

(14) Backlash is the difference between the tooth thickness of a
gear and the tooth space of another gear in mesh with it.

Rote that the circular thickness of a tooth is equal to the
tooth space and that circular pitch is equal to the, sum of
circular tooth thickness and tooth space.

b. Gear proportion's. In order for two gears to mesh, the teeth
of each gear must fit the space between the teeth the other. The op-
posing teeth contact each other along a commo "pressure line". The
pressure angle between the pressure fine and the line of centers of the
two kears, determines the shape of the tooth face. The American Stand-
ards Association has standardized two pressure angles, 141/j° and 200.
The draftsman uses 15° (or 15° tangent to base circle) as a clime ap-
proximation for the pressure angle. Tb t. dimensions necessary to draw

1
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an American standard 141/2° gear are related according to the following
mathematical equations.

Name Symbol Relationship

Number of teeth N

Diametral pitch
.

Pd Pd = N/D 4,

Pitch diameter D

Addendum a a = 1/Pd
Dedendum b b = 1.157/Pd

Outside diameter D. D. = (N + 2)/Pd = D + 2a
Root diameter DR Du = D 2b = (N 2.314)/Pd

1rD
Circular pitch 13 P = Ir/Pd =

N
irD 77'

Circular tooth thickness .44 t = p/2 = =

PRESSURE
LINE IS
TANGENT
TO BASE
CIRCLE

\--CENTER
OF

GEr

Figure 6-14. Drawing a spur gear.
s .

c. Steps in drawing a spur gear. Figure 6-14 illustrates the steps
in drawing a spur gear by the approximate circular arC method as follows:

(1) Draw pitch circle, addendum circle and root circle.

'
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(2) Mark pitch point, and divide pitch circle into as many divi-
sions-as-the-numbef of-teeth-and-subdivide-each space in half to repre
sent one ,tooth plus one tooth space.

(3) Through pitch point draw a line at 750 zto the radius of the
pitch circle extended. This line represents the pressure line or line of
action of force transmitted to another gear in mesh. Use 30° angle. plus
45° angle of triangles to obtain 750 pressure line.

(4) Draw base circle tangent to pressure line. The radius of the
base circle is found by sliding one leg of a 90° triangle along the pressure
line until the other leg meets the center of the gear. The base circle
contains the centers of arcs of tooth faces.

(5) Divide pitch radius into four parts and with compass set to
1/ pitch radius draw faces of teeth through points laid off on pitch
circle, keeping centers of arcs on the base circle.

(6) Retrace portions of addendum circle for top Of each tooth.
(7) Retrace portions of root circle' for bottom of groove between

teeth.

6. PRACTICE WORK

This self-test is-designed to point up your understanding of the es-
sentials of machine drawing. Check your answers with the solutions at
the back of the booklet. Restudy the attached memorandum where neces-
sary. DO NOT send in your answers to these exercises.

First requirement. Exercises 1 through 4 are designed to give you
practice in. constructing a cam and a gear.

1. The point 0 on practice plate 0 marks the center of a plate
cam, and points F-F' mark the lowest and highest points of
movement for a pointed follower. Draw the motion dgram V,
for the follower, given the following data:

0° - 90°, rise one inch with uniform motion .--e
900 - 1800 dwell or rest

180° - 270° fall one inch with uniform motion
270° - 360° dwell or rest

2. On practice plate 0, construct a plate cam to turn counter-
clockwise about the center 0 for the follower described in
exercise 1.

3. The point G on practice plate 0 marks the center of a gear with
its pitch point at P. Considering the gear is to be designed
for 40 teeth on a pitch diameter of 10 inches, make the follow-
ing calculations:

Diametral pitch Pd
'Outside diameter D.
Addendum a
Dedendum
Root diameter Dtt

Circular pitch
Tooth thickness

6 14
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4. Next, on practice plate 0, draw the pressure line for gear de-

scribed in exercise 3 at 750 to the horizontal, find radius ,of base
eirele-by-graphieal-methodF-and-find-radius-ottoo
making calculations draw four teeth, one of which should have^
its upper face pass through the pitch point "13". DO NOT sub-
mit this practice sheet.

Second requirement. The following six exercises .are true or false.
Check "T" if you believe a statement is true, otherwise check "F".4

5. A mechanism may be both a driver and a follower at
the same time. T F

6. A link of a chain in a chain drive mechanism transmits
compression force only. T F

7. A bell crank and a rocker arm are lirjks. T F

8. A pantograph is a five bar linkage for drawing graphs. T F

9. All regular motion is a form of uniform motion. T F

10. When a large gear opeutes in mesh with a small gear
their circular pitches gre equal. T F

EXERCISES Jr

First requirement. Exercises 1, 2, and 3 aredesigned to enable
you to demonstrate your ability to draw elementary mechanisms. Fol-
low the instructions carefully; your completed plates will be evaluated
on line weights, completeness, neatness, and accuracy. .

1.

Plate P is partially laid out for the design of a plate cam which
turns counterclockwise about its center C. The initial position of a
point follower is shown at F. The follower is to have the following
motions:

00 - 900 rise 1:5 inches with uniform motion
900 - 1800 rest with ho motion

180° - 360° fall 1.5 inches with simple harmonic Motion.
Complete the motion diagrams and plot points for each 300 rotation
(except for broken out section 900 - 1800) of the cam. Draw curve of
required earn.

Use a 6H pencil for all conatructir lines and a 2H pencil to
retrace object outlines for. clarity.

2.

The left side of plate Q shows a 7 bar linkage in its initial position.
The links AB, BC, CD and DA form a rhombus (a parallelogram of
equal sides). Links OP and PC are equal, points 0 and P are fixed, and
all links are free to turn on pinned joints. Draw the complete linkage

6 15
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in phantom s when point B is moved to point B, and when point D..

o1_ed_tolD2 ' 3_

Use 6H pencil for all construction lines and 4H pencil to draw
phantom lines showing new position of linkage.

3.

The right side of plate Q shows a four bar linkage in its initial
position. Links- AB, BC, CD and DA are equal; link CB extended .is
exed at point P; said link CD extended carries a tracer point at T. The,
point F on the link AB is kfollow,er point. Draw the complete linrage
in phantom lines when the, tracer point is moved to T1 a distance of
11/"- and at an angle of 450 to the right of vertical.

Use 6H and 2H pencils in the same manner as for exercise 1.

Second requirement. Solve multiple-choice exerdses 4 through 13
to show your understanding of the function of mechanisms, ,and in
pcirticular the methods applied in drawing linkages, folloyvers, cams,
and gears.

4.

, ,The distinction between a mechanism and a machine is that:
a. a machine is a subassembly of a mechanism
b. a machine consists of two or More mechanisms

c. all mechanisms are driven by machines

d. mechanisms are subassemblies of mack.oines

5.

When a driver andits follower are not directly in contactithe inter-
mediate piece is -called a:
a. , link if it is a chain drive for compression forces
b. chain ii it transmits flexible forces
c. link or a band depending upon type of` force transmitted

d. band if it is a rigid connection

6.

A linkage as applied to machine drawing is defined, as a:
a. 'system of rigid bars joined at fixed or movable pivot points

b. serigs of small links connected to form a continuous cliSin

c. connection which converts a driver into a follower

d. combination of flexible connections for fixed bars

126
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7.

After drawing the two phantom positions of the 7 bar mechanism
of Plate Q, it is found that the:
a. point P must ile moved' to permit smoyement of B to B1

b. points A, AI and A.2 lie on a Straight line

C. point 0 must be moved to allow 1) to move to D2

d. points C, Ci and C2 lie on a line parallel to the line B, 131 and B2
AP

8.

After drawing the phantom position of the 4 bar linkage of Plate Q,
the follower point F has:
a. moved VI as far as T, in fthe same direction

b. moved.the same distance as T in the same direction

c. moved % as far as T in the opposite direction

d. remained fixed to allow point A to move to A1

, i 9.

Referring to the completed plate P, the plate cam between the 900
and 1800 position is:
a. elliptical in shape due to follower jumping 90°

b. a straight line because follower is stationary

c. an exact quadrant of a circle to keep follower at rest
',.

d. cut away because motion diagram has a skip in it

1 10.

Referring-to the motion diagrams of Plate P the diagam curve for

the uniform motion is drawn by a:

a. T-square to make follower same height as the curve

b. French curve to Make smooth curve through all points
,

c. compass because radius of circle is uniform

d. straight edge because it is a straight line
$

11.

A mechanism which causes the rectilinear motion of its follower

point is called a:

rectilinear mechanism c. parallel motion mechanism

. stxaight line mechanism d. driver mechanism .

1 2 ?
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12.
,

To,transmit motion Ato a follower for high speed.operation the cam
is.designed so that the follower will have:

a. uniform rise and fall 41

b. uniformly accelerated motion *

'c. harmonic motion of rise and fall

d. uniformly accelerated and retarded motion,

.. .

,

13.

When making a =thine drawing of a gear, the circle which is the
projection of the equivalent cylinder is called the:

a. circular pitch

b. pitch circle

6 18
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c. base circle

4 d. root circle
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LESSON 7
5

ARCHITieTURAL AND STRUCTURAL DRAWING E.

CREDIT HOURS 3

TEXT ASSIGNMENT ____.- _Attached memorandum.
-4

MATERIALS REQUIRED ___ _Drafting kit and plates R, S. .

LESSON OBJECTIVE To teach you how to draw elementary ar-
chitectural and structural drawings.

SUGGESTIONS _________ _Refer to the sugg4stions made for lesson 1.

. ATTACHED MEMORANDUM

r

1. INTRODUCTION -

a. Architecture versus eigineering. The design of any structure
represents close cooperation between architects and engineers. One of
the principal factors influencing the design of a structure is its function,
that is, the use for which it is intended.

(1) In the case,of a building, factors such as overall size, exte1nal
appearance, arrangement of internal space, and number, size, and kind
of doors, Windows and fittings are the responsibility of the architect.

(2). The engineer prepares design sketches of the structure based
upon calculations concerned with the sti.ength of the supporting ,mem-
bers. 'In addition, the mechanical systems of a building, such as plumt
ing, lighting, heating, ventilating and air conditioning, are designed by
engineers rather than architects.

(3) The architect and engineer together determine the construc-
tion materials to be used and methods of work.

b. Construction drawings. Architectural design sketches are used
i

to prepare architectural working drawings. Engineering design sketches
Are used to prepare engineering drawings. The two are combined to
constitute a set of 'construction drawings. Design is not the draftsman's
responsibility. He must, however, understand the construction pro-

cedures and their representation well endugh to translate design sketches
into working drawings.

(1) The views of a structure are presented in general and detail
drawings. Detail practices were described in lesson 4. Architectural

and structural working drawings, commonly called general drawings,
are the asserriOly working drawings showing plan views and elevation

1

views of the structure.

*
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(2) Plumbing, he4ating and ventilating, and electrical drawings for

smaLsysteins normally are shown on one drawing, it being assumed that
each trade can identify its installations from the combined plans; or
they are sometimes shown _on the general plan drawings. For large or
complicated installations, separate drawings are made for each utility.

(3) Objects are drawn to scale to show proportions. Distances
are never scaled from drawings. All size information must be shown
by figured dimensions. Selection of scale is determined by the size of
the structure as related to the size of the drawing sheet. A .general
drawing of a large b ding, for example, may be prepared at a scale
of 1/18" = 1'4' or 1/ = 1c0"; the scale most commonly used is 1/4" =
1?-0".

Note. /To aid in a better understanding of this lesson, all il-

lustrations pertain to the development of working drawings
for a theater of operations 50' ,x 92' recreation building. The
general drawings, as illustrated, together with accompanying
details (lesson 4) would constitute a set of working drawings
for such a building. In studying these drawings notice the
manner in which reference is made to all details.

2. PLANS

A plan corresponds to a top view, namely, a projection on a hori-
zontal plane. There are several types of plan views which are used
for specific purposes, such as site plans, foundation plans, and floor plans.

a. Site plan. A site plan shows the building site with boundaries,
contours, existing roads, utilities, and other physical details such as trees
and buildings. Figure 7-1 is a typical site plan. Site plans are drawn
from notes and sketches based upon a survey. The layout of the structure
is superimpdsed on the contour drawing, and corners of the structure
are located by reference to established natural objects or otherbuildings.

b. Foundation plan. A foundation plan is a top view of the foot-
ings or foundation Avails, showing their area, and location by distances
between centerlines and distances from reference lines or boundary lines.
Foundation walls are located by dimensions to their corners, and all
openings in foundation walls are shown. Figure 7-2 shows the typical
foundation plans for alternate conditions.

c. Floor plan. Floor plans, commonly referred to as plan views,
are cross section views of a building. The horizontal cutting plane is
passed so that it includes all doors and window openings. A floor plan
shows the outside shape of the building; the arrangement, size and shape
of rooms; the type of ma t erials; the thickness of walls and partitions;
and the type, size and loc tion of doors and windows for each st9ry.
A plan also may include de ails of framework and structure, although
these features are usually shown on separate drawings called framing
plans.

d. Procedure for drawing plans. Plan views are drawn.first be-
cause other views depend upon the plan views for details and dimen-
sions. In preparing plan views, a draftsman's job is simplified by follow-
ing a systematic procedure.
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(1) Orientation. Plan views may be drawn so that the front
of the building is at the bottotn or right of the sheet. However, when
this is not practical, they may be drawn in any arrangement which space
permits. Select a suitable scale and lay out the line representing the
exterior face of the front wall. Dkaw the line lightly and allow enough
space for notes and dimensions at the bottom or right of the working
area. Then, for a symmetrical plan such as figure 7-3, draw the main
axis. The main axis corresponds to the centerline of a view and is helpful
in centering a plan view.

-

(2) Walls and openings. Proseed from the line lepresenting the
exterior face of ihe'frprit wall. 1:Aw all walls and partitions to scale
with light pencil lines.( Block out.all door and window openings. After
all walls, partitions, and openings have been located darken wall and
partition lines to a medium line weight.

(3) Symbols( After completing wall and partition lines, draw
symbols for doors, *indows, fixtures, and other details shown in the plan
view (fig 4-17 thrtugh 4-20).

. .
Door and window openings are laid out accurately to scale. Doerr
and casement ,window swings' are also drawn to scale; the re-
maining lines .in door and window symbols are s'Paced by eye.

(4) Number of views. In most cases, separate drawings are made
for each plan view and they will be the only views.on the drawing sheet,
but, on occasion, may be accompanied by detail or section views. The
number of views to- be included on a single drawing sheet should be de-
termined by discussion with the men in charge while the drawing is still
in the prelhninark stage.

(5) Dimensioning. Plan views are dimensioned both outside and
inside the building lines. Outside dimensions describe changes and open-
ings in the exterior walls in addition to the overall dimensions. Inside
measurements locate partitions relative to exterior walls and to each
other. All horizontal dimensions are shown on-a plan view.

vo:

3. ELEVATIONS

Ergrations are external views of a structure and may be drawn to
show the front, rear,.right or left" side views. They correspond to the
front, rear or side views in orthographic projection because they are
projections on vertical planes. An elevation is a picture-like view of a
building that shows, exterior materials and the height of windows, doors
and rooms as, in figure 7-4. They ,also may shay the ground level sur-
rounding the structure called the grade. The following procedure is
used for developing an elevation:

0 .

a. Projection. Complete a related plan view and a typical sec-
tion before beginning to draw an elevation: These are'equivalent to top
and side views in machine drawing. The plan and section should be
drawn to the tame scale decided for the elevation. The secticin may be
placed to oneside on the drawing sheet forthe elevation. The section

7-6 .,
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1 11
should show the foundation, gradeline, finished floor heights, heights of
sills and 'heads for windows and doors, and the pitch of the roof.

(1) Vertical dimension& Project the gradeline across from the
typical section first. Next project the floor and ceiling heights. Use light
pencil lines.

(2) Horizontal dimensions. Fasten the plan view above the draw-
ing sheet, arranged so that the wall corresponding to the one drawn
in elevation is placed nearest to the elevation drawing sheet and parallel
to the floor,lines. Project lines down from the plan view.

(3) Procedure. Work back and forth between the plan and sec-
tion until exterior details for therelevation in question have been located.

b. Lines and symbols. Darken the building outlines and the out-
lines of doors and windows, and add line and material symbols.

(1) Line symbols. Finished floor lines are indicated in an eleva-
tion by alternate long and short dashes (same as center line symbol,
see fig 7-4) drawn over the other lines. Foundations below grade are
shown by the line symbol-for hidden details.

(2) Roof drains. When used, rain gutters and downspouts are
shown in an elevati9n view.

c. No d* ions. Draw guidelines and letter the specific
notes identifying ding .materials. If more than one view is shown
on a drawing sheet, identify each view by title. If any view is drawn
to a scale different from that shown in the title block, note the scale
beneath the view title. No horizontal dim sic= are given in an eleva-
tion.

(1) Elevations. Finished floor and ade elevations are written
as a note, accompanied by a dimension, writ n on the line symbol de-
noting the finished floor; the line symbol is ex en e II I .de the build-
ing area for this purpose. Grade elevations may be given a wo points
for a sloping gradeline.

(2) Pane dimensibns. If not included in the window schedule,
window pane sizes may be given as fractions in the corners of the win-
dows shown in the elevation /10/12 written in a corner pane of a multi-
paned window means that all the panes in that window are 10 x 12
inches in size.

d. Number of elevations. The number of elevations drawn for any
building is principally determined by the complexity of its shape. A
building that is symmetrical about a centerline in the plan view may
show, adjacent half elevations of tlfe front and rear. Roof, floor, and
foundation lines are continuous; a vertical centerline symbol separates
the two halves, which are identified 'by titles centered under each one.

4. FRAMING PLANS

Framing plans shorthe size, number, and location of the structural
members (steel or wood) constituting the building framework. Separate
framing plans may be dwwn for the floors, walls, and the roof. The
floor framing plan must 4ecify the sizes and spacing of joists, girders,
and columns used to support the floor. Detail drawings must be added,

'1-8
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if necessary, to show the methods of anchoring joists and girders to the
columns and foundation walls or footings. Wail framing plans show
the location and method of framing openings and ceiling heights so that
studs and posts can be cut. Roof. framing plans show the construction
of the rafters used to Tpan the building and support the roof.Size,
spacing, roof slope, arid all details are shown.

a. Floor framing. Framing plans for floors are basically plan views
of the girders and joists. The unbroken double-line symbol is used to
indicate joists, which are drawn in the positions they will ocsupy in tne
completed building. Double framing around openings and beneath bath-
room fixtures is shown where used. Figure 7-5 shqws the manner of
presenting'floor framing plans.

(1) Bridging is shown by a double-line symbol with a broken line
in the center drawn parallel to the outside lines.

(2) Notes identify floor openings, bridging, and girts or plates.
Use nominal sizes in specifying lumber.

(3) Dimensions need -not be given between joists. Such informa-
Von is given along with notes. For example, 1" x 6" joists 01 o.c.,
indicates that the joists are to be spaced at intervals of 2'-0" from cen-
ter to center of joists. Lengths are npt required in framing plans; the
overall building dimensidns and the dimensions for each bay or distances
between columns or posts provide such data.

b. Wall framing. Wall framing plans are detail drawings S.ho. wing
the location of studs, plates, sills, girts and bracing. (See fig 4-15.) They
show one wall at a time and usually are shown.as elevation views.

(1) Door and window framing is shown in wall framing details;
openings are indicated by intersecting, single-line diagonals and are iden-
tified by the abbreviations D and W.

(2) Bracing is indicated by a dashed, double-line symbol and is
drawn to scalp in its correct location.

(3) Dimensions. Vertical dimensions give overall height from the
bottom of the sill (for first floor) to the top of the plate or girt Hori-
zontal dimensions give the spacing of studs on centers.

(4) Notes. Specific notes identify types of doors and windows or
make reference to general notes. General notes give instructions about
such factors as variations in door and window framing, and the installa-
tion of bracing.

c. Roof framing. Framing plans for roofs are drawn in the same
manner as floor framing plans. A draftsman should visualize himself
as looking down on the roof before any of the roofing materials (sheath-
ing) has been added. Rafters are shown in the same manner as joltts.
(See fig 4-16.)

5. UTILITIES

Plumbing, heating, and electrical systems are the utilities or mechani-
cal systems of a building and are represented by diagrammatic and ortho-
graphic drawings. As,previously stated, they may be shown on the general
plan drawings, be combined on one drawing, or in the case of large istalla. ,

tions separate drawings are made for each utility. A draftsma s not

7 10
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Figure 7-6. Plumbing .and piping symbol&
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required to design these systems but he must be thoroughly familiar with
the conventions and symbols used, in addition to, the general rules, in
order to prepare acceptable drawings from a designer's sketches.

ors

SPACE HEATER En RADIATOR WALL

HEATER ;poriiVECTOR

HEATER UNIT ,
PROPELLER TYPE

10.10.

VENTILATOR UNIT

HEATER,DUCT TYPE --' H

Figure 7-7. Heating symbols.

a. \ Symbols. Figures 7-6, 7-7, and 7-8 present the symbols and line
conventions most commonly used in preparing utilities plans. Additional
symbols for plumbing and heating plans can be found in MIL-STD-17;
more symbols for electrical systems in buildings and building distribution
systems cal4 be found in MIL-STD-15. The symbols are illustrated as used
on drawings of scale V8 " = 1?-0". When drawings are made smaller than
this scale, the symbols may besimplified as long as the basic idea is re-
tained. When drawings are made larger than this scale, the symbols
should be presented in greater detail.

b. Drawings. The primary purpose of utility plans is to show the
location of pipingheating ducts, wiring and fixtures relative to wall and

LIGHTING PANEL

OUTLET, WAU..

SINGLE POLE SWITCH S

CONVENIENCE,
DUPLEX

OUTLET, CEILING

DOUBLE POLE SWITCH

THREE WAY SWITCH S3 FOUR WAY SWITCH S4
Figure 7-8. Electrical symbols.
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partition lines. The complexity of the architectural (general) plan and
the installation of utilities determine whether a separate drawing is re-, quired; if required, separate plans are prepared by the overlay system.
An overlay is begun by fastening a sheet of 'tracing paper over the gen-
eral floor plan for which the plumbing, !rating or wiring is to be shown,
exterior Walls and partitions are traced. To prevent confusion, the draw-
ing is kept as simple as possible. Wall thicknesses are shown but no ma-
terial symbols are used. Door and window openings are shown but door
swings are omitted. The following general rules, except as otherwise noted
apply in preparing plumbing, heating, and wiring/plans whether drawn
separately, combined on ond drawing or shown on general plans. The
plumbing, heating, and wiring plans for the TO building used to illustrate. this lesson, are shown on the general plan (fig 7-3).

.(1) Fixtures. Fixtures are presented symbolically and are drawn
in their relative locations. They are the first items to be drawn in the

I

...

,

PIPING

Drainage

Hot Water
Cold Water
Intersections

Crossovers
I

, k

ELECTRICAL

Branch Circuit,
concealed in
ceiling or wall

Branch Cireuit,
concealed* in
floor

1

Branch. Circuit,
expoied

.., .

Connecting .

Crossovers

Figure 7-9. Line symbols.
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0 "DRAIN VALVE

UNE TO BOILER
FEED PUMP

RETURN FROM LAUNDRY BLDG.

AUTOMATIC WATER VALVE
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FLOAT CHAMBER

50" MIN.
LINE TO INJECTORS
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NOTE: SYMBOL 0 INDICATES.
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WITH THE EQUIPMENT
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Figure 7-10. Single-line piping, glevation and isometric.
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layout after wall and partition lines have been traced. No dimensions are
given.

Note that niany symbols are drawn touching the wall line. Corner
bath, wall lavatory, low-tank water closet, and electrical All out-
let symbols are examples.
Many symbols must be accompanied by identifying initials when
drawn in utility plans. All lettered symbols shown in figures 7-6,
7-7, and 7-8 must be identified in the same way in utility draw;.
ings.

(2) Line symbols. Pipe for plumbing or heating systems (except
warm-air ducts) and wiring diagrams are shown by a single-line symbol.
The pipe or wire symbol is drawn between fixtures to give mechanics an
idea of the approxiraate location. The exact length is determined on the
job. All rims are identified by nominal size. Figure 7-9 shows some of
the common pipe and wire line symbols.

When fitting symbols are not used on diagrammatic pipe layouts
for plumbing plans, the intersection (joining) of any two piping
runs is represented by actual contact beloteen lines. Crossovers
(no connection between piping) is represented by a break in one
of the lines.
Connecting wires are indicated by placing a dot at the point of
intersection. No dot is used where Aires cross without connect-
ing.

(3) Vertical views. Vertical viewsisuch as sections and elevations,
are used only to clarify complicated layouts. Finished floor lines and eleva-
tions should be shown, and the height of runs should be located from fin-
ished floor lines.

Isometric drawings are the only perspective views used for utility
drawings.--Figure-7:10-showg an elevation and isonietric view
for a heating installation. The same drawing principles apply to
plumbing and wiring practices.

\ (4) Notes and dimensions. No actual dimensions or dimension lines
are shown in utility drawings. Location dimensions and spacing require-

." ments are given in the form of notes or follow installation principles; for
example, light fixtures are spaced according to a rule stating that the die-
tance between fixtures is twice the distance between the wall and the first
fixture.

e. Details. Installation details generally are not required for utility
drawings; the systems and flitures are installed by mechanics according
to standard practices for each trade.

6. PRACTICE WORK

Work the exercises which follow to determine just how well you under-
'stand the rules and practices for making architectural and itructural draw-
ings. Check your answers With the solutions at the back of the booklet.
Restudy the attached. memorandum where necessary. DO NOT send in
your ansisters to these exercises.

A
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lint requirement. Exercise 1 is designed to ye you practice in

making general drawings.

1. Plate R shows the floor plan of a small building.
Notice that all electrical and plumbing fixtures are located on the
plan. You are required to draw the line-symbols necessary to
complete the plumbing and wiring plans. DO NOT submit this
practice sheet.

Second requirement Multiple-choice exercises 2 through 6 will en-
able you to test your understanding of the rules and conventions as applied
to architectural and structural drawings.

2. Which of the following is the responsibility of the architect?

a.
b.
C.

d.

ventilation
wiring diagram
external appearance
construction material

3. Engineering design sketches
a. floor plans
b. framing plans

are used to
C.

d.

4. In making a set of construction drawings
should be drawn first?

a. front elevation c.

b. utility plans d.

Gutters and downspouts are shown hi:

a. roof framing plans c.

b. related plan views % d.

6. Utility systems and fixtures are installed
a. installation det.ails
b. specific dimensions
c. standard trade pritctices
VIE? symbols

Third requirement. The following five exercises are true or false. If
you believe a statement is true check "T", if false or only partly true

check "F".
7. The construction draftsman translates design sketches

into working drawings.

8. Plumbing and electrical systems should NOT be shown
on general plan views.

9. The overall building dimensions and spacing of bays
provide data concerning the lengths of joists in framing
plans. T F

10. Types of doors are indicated by general notes. T F
iE The drawing of roof framing plans follows the same pro-

cedure as that for floor plans.

r

r

prepare:
elevations
window details

which of the following

plan views
special details

section views
elevation views

in accordance with:

T F

T F

7 16 1 4 7
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EXERCISES

First requirement. Exercise 1 will enable, you to put into prac-
tice what you have learned about drawing elevation views. Follow
the instNctions carefully; your plate will be graded on neatness, lay-
out, correctness of required views, line weights, and accuracy of scale.

PLAIN TYPE

CORNICE

Some tnm I

around building

See fig. 4 - 24.

4.?

ELEV 285.5 7

In

FINISHED FLOOR 7

SYMMETRICAL.

ABOUT

ELEV 285.07 a . ,
GRADE-1

SECTION "A e (Plate R)
SCALE: 4. e_0:.

Figure 7-11. For use with exercise 1.

L

Figure 7-11 shows a section N*rieW Of the small building plate R. ,On
plate S, draw elevations A and B (as indicated on plate R) to a scale of
1/4" =

.Make your drawing similar to figure 7-4 and include the same
notes and titles as applicable. DO NOT show footings. Notice
that dooreand windows are of the same type ak infigures 7-3 and
7-4: Construct a graphic scale and place in the lower right-hand
corner of the plate.

14 8
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Second requirement. ve multiple-choice exercises 2 through 5
to show your understandin f plan views.

2.

Which of the 'following views in a 'set of construction drawings is

called a plan? ,

a. top c. side

. front d, back

3.

The site plan is inchided in a set of working drawings to show:

a. layout of general plans
b. limitations controlling height

c. location of structure in relation to ground area
d. all pertinent zoning regulations

4.

The main axis of a symraetridal plan is the same as a:

a. leader line c. centerline

b. phantom line d. break line

5.

Which of the following line weights is used in wall and
bols on plan views?
a. thin
b. 'medium

c. thick
d. extra thick

rtition sym-

Third requirement. Multiple-choice exercises through 9 pertain
to elevation views.

6.

In a set of construaion drawings, which of the following listings are
all views called elevations?
a. top, side, and bottom views c. top, front, and rear views

b. bottom, side, and rear views d. rear, side, And front views

7.

What is the title of a working drawing which shows the location and
dimensions of windows on the right end of a building?

a. right 'exterior c. right elevation

b. right auxiliary d. right projection

7iS 149-
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8.

Floor and ceiling heights are projected to an elevation view from the:
a. typical section c. survey data
b. , floor plan d. vertical plane

9.

Which of the following factors influence the number of elevations to
be shown for any building?
a. the use for which it is 4ntended
b. its lor.l.ation on the site plan
c. relative orthographic projections
d. the coinplexity of its shape

Fourth requirement. Solve multiple-choice exercises 10 through 12
to_show what you have learned about framing plans.

10.

Joists are shown on floor framing plans by:
a, double-framing symbols c. unbroken double-line symbol
b. reference to framisehedules d. approximate location only

11.

Which of the following memberb in a Nood framework construction
is a vertical member?
a. sills c. joists
b. studs d. rafters

12.

in floor framing plans, which of the follaing members are repre-
sented similar to rafters in roof framing plans?
a. plates c. sills

b. skirts

Fifth requirement.
cern utilities systems.

d. joists

Multiple-choice cxerCises 13 through 16 eon-

13.

In preparing utility plans by an oveilay of tile floor plans:
a. all details shown on the general plan are tra ed first
b. walls and partitions are shown without -symbols
c. window openings and doors swings are included
d., the outline of the building is shown by phantom lines

4 '7 19
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14.

0
On a plumbing plan, a single heavy dashed line consistine,Of 1 long

dash and 2 short dashes indicates:

a. waste piping ,c. hot water line

b. cold water line d. changes in pipe size

15.
S.

Dots at the intersection of line symbols for wiring diagrams indicate:

a. circuits are to be connected

b. location of fixtures

c. wires cross without connecting .

d. number of wires in a circuit

16.

Heig,lits of runs in vertical views,,if used, arelocated:

a. by specific notes

b. in proportion to future heights

c. by general notes

d. from finished floor lines

7 20
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LESSON 8

MAP DRAWING

CREDIT HOURS 3

TEXT ASSIGNMENT _Attached memorandum.

MATERIALS REQUIRED Drafting kit and plate T.
LESSON OBJECTIVE To teach you the elementary methods used

in map drawing.
SUGGESTIONS Refer to the suggestions made for lesson 1.

ATTACHED MEMORANDUM

1. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

In numerous cases the engineering draftsmari lust either be capable
of drawing maps of small areas or of understanding and interpreting them.
In the previous lessons in engineering drawing the three dimensions of an
object were represented by two or more views or in one isometric draw-
ing. In drawing maps, the heights and depths of the earth's natural fea-
tures must be indicated by symbols (par 5) used on a single view. Maps
may be classified according to the type of information, size of scale, or
their intended use.

a. Type of information. When classified according to type of infor-
mation, maps fall into three general types as follows:

Real information. Maps of this type show highways, lakes, rivers
or other natural features in their actual location and to a scale which
indicates their relative sizes.

Imaginary information. Maps of this type show political subdi-
vision for example, state, county, township or personal property lines.

Relief maps. Maps of this type show heights and depths of the
area by contour lines or curves through points of equal altitude.

b. Size of scale. When classified according to scale, maps fall into
three general categories as follows:

" Large scale-1:75,000 or larger
Medium icalebetween 1:75,000 and 1:600,000
Small scale-1:600,000 or smaller

c. Intended use. ' Maps are used for many purposes, and the follow-
ing list includes a few of those of particular interest to the engineering
draftsman.

8 1
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Topographic maps are large scale gedgraphic maps which show

the relationship of natural features to man built features. The relief is
generalLy represented by contour lines.

Engineering maps are site maps giving the location and construc-
tion requirements for engineering projects. Such maps show area con-
tours, objects which must be removed before construction begins, objects
which must remain and objects which may present interference problems.

Military maps show essential information of a military nature
within the area.

2. GRAPHIC SCALES

The scale of a map is the ratio of a measurement between two points
on the map to the corresponding true measurement between the same two
points on the ground. This ratio is always written with the map distance
as 1, thus for all consistent units of measurement:

map scale (MS) =
map distance (MD) 1

Or
ground distance (GD)

On most military maps ground distance is measured by means of a
graphic scale. A graphic scale is a bar scale or ruled scale printed on the
map and Marked so that true distances may be found by measuring map
distance with the graphic scale. Most maps have three or more graphic
scales, in different units of measurement: miles, meters, yards, feet, and
so on. The portion to the right of zero is marked in full units of measure-
ment and is called the primary scale. The portion to the left of zero is
subdivided into tenths of a unit and is called the extension scale. In order
to construct a graphic scale', two values must be known: (1) the map
scale and (2) the ground distance which the scale is to represent.

A 1000 500 0 1000

--P1EXTENSION SCALE Fo---PRIMARY SCALE

4.32"

2000

ACUTE

ANGLE

Figure 8-1. Constructing a graphic scale.
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Example: Construct a graphic scale to represent 3000 yards actual
ground distance on a map of scale 1:25,000.

Solution: MD = 3000 x 1- = 0.12 yards
25000

0.12 yds = 0.12 X 36 = 4.32 inches

The following steps in constrpction are illustrated in figure 8-1.

Step 1. Draw a line AB, of length 4.32 inches and make bar
AB about 1/8 inchl(wide.

Step 2. Draw line AC at a convenient acute angle from

Step 3. Using engineer scale, mark off- three equal distaces
along AC, shown in figure 8-1 as 1, 2, and 3. Mark
off 10 equal subdivisions from 0 to 1 on line AC.

Step 4. Draw line from point 3 to point B, and transfer all points
marked on AC to line AB by construction lines parallel
to line 3B.

Step 5. Complete graphic scale by drawing diviMons and sub-
diviatons of bar AB at points transferred from AC. The
subdivisions of the extension scale are marked from 0
to 1000 to the left. The primary scale is marked from
0 to 2000 to the right. The horizontal line through every
other section of the scale is for clarity in reading.

3. RELIEF DRAWING

A complete topographic drawing shows not only the property lines and
the relative position of geographical features but some indication of eleva-
tions and depressions of the area.

120
100
80
60
40
20
0

F'igure 8-2. Contour lines.
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a. The most comtnonly used method of showing relief is the contour

line method. The Contour line method is based upon the principle of a
series of equally spaced horizontal planes cutting through the vertical
features of the earths surface. A line drawn connecting all, the points
where the horizontal plane actually cuts the vertical feature will result in
a series of curves called contour lines.

b. Figure 8-2 shows two hills cut by a series of horizontal planes
marked by their altitude in feet above the level or base plane as 0, 20,
40, 60, 80, 100, 120. The intersections of the planes with the Odes of the
hills are drawn in elevation in the upper half of the figure. and the irreg-
ular contour lines thus formed are shown in the lower half as they would .
appear on the relief drawing. NoV that tont our lines are marked Oi 20,
40, 60, 80, 100, and 120 to show the elevation (in feet) of all points on
the line. The disadvantage of contour lines is that they present such a
complicated pattern that they often obscure other significant terrain fea-
tures.

c. There are several methods of indicat g relief features but the con-
toured map has replaced all other types r military use.

4. LOGICAL CONTOURING

a. Contour characteristics. A careful study of relief .maps reveals
that the contour lines themselves possess several important characteristics
as follows:

) Contours are smooth curves.
(2) Contours never cross ot touch except at overhanging or verti-

cal cliffs and at waterfalls.
(3) pontours are approximately V-shaped in narrow valleys, with

the V pointing upstream; are generally shaped as U's pointing down ridges,
and are shaped as an M just above stream junctions.

(4) Contours tend to parallel streams and to parallel each other.
This reflects the fact that changes in ground fum are usually gradual.

(5) Contours never fork.
(6) Every contour closes on itself, either within or outside the

limits of the map.
(7) Contours are spaced equally along a uniform slope. It is pos-

sible to sketch the contours on a map with considerable accuracy, by ap-
plying these characteristics to the field notes submitted by the surveyor.
The procedure for sketching contours in this manner is called logical con-.

touring. The surveyor usually furnishes spot elevations at all points where
there is a change in slope (fig 8-3) and the elevations of intermediate
points are determined by interpolation.

Note. The surveyors notes taken in the field are recorded on a
field sheet called a plane table sheet.

b. Procedure. Logical contouring should be approached systemat-
ipally, and for best results may be divided into the following five steps:

8 4
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Step 1. Determine the elevation of all stream junctions.
Step 2. Locate the points where contours cross the streams;
Step 3. Sketch in the ridgelines.
Step 4. Locate the points where contours cross the ridges.
Step 5. Draw the contours by connecting points of equal eleva-

tion.

C. Illustration. In the illustrative problem which follows, the pro-
cedure above is used to sketch contours at 20 foot intervals to the map
shown in figure 8-3. The map contains a drainage pattern and some spot
elevations furnished by the surveyOr.

(1)- The first step is to determine the elevations of all the stream
jukctions.

With a pair of dividers, stream junction "A" is determi* to
be 1/4 of the distance from the known elevation 30 to the known
elevation 110 (fig 8-3), Since the total difference in elevation is
80 feet, 1/4 of that is 20 feet. Stream junction "4" is therefore
20 feet higher than stream junction 30 and is at an elevation of

mow50 feet.
Similarly, stream junction "B" is determined to be 5/6 of the
way from stream junction 30 to point 102, or at elevation 90 feet.

These elevations are added to the map, as in figure 8-4. I

(2) *The second step is to locate the points where contours cross
the streams (fig 8-5).

The lowest elevation on,the,sheet is 10 feet and is located in the
lower right-hand corner where the main stream crosses the edge
of the sheet. Since contours are being plotted at 20-foot inter-
vals, the lowest contour on the sheet will be the 20-foot contour.
Along the Stream the 10- and 30-foot elevations are shown: Since
the slope of the stream is assumed to be constant, the 20-foot
elevation may be located halfway between the 10- and 30-foot
elevations. This division is made with a pair of dividers by trial
and error.
In indicating the points where the contours cross the streams,
use the characteriStic 'V-shaped mark. (See par a(1), above.)
The next, given spot elevation on the main stream above the 30-
foot stream junction is the 110-foot elevation. (While it is true
that the elevation of stream junction 50 has already been com-
puted, it is best to work from the measurement made in the field.)
The next 20-foot contour above the 30-foot elevation will be at
40 feet, a difference of 10 feet. The total difference in elevation
between the knOwn points is 110 minu's 30, or 80 feet. The dis-
tance from 30 to 40 is therefore 10;80 or 144 of the total.
By using a pair of dividers, the distance between knowh eleva-
tions 30 and 110 iS divided bato eight equal parts, each represent-
ing 10 feet difference in elevation. The first division above the
30-foot elevation is 40 and is marked by the characteristic V-
shaped contour crossing. Two more divisions locate th) 60-foot

8-5
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contour. The 80- and 100-foot elevations are located in a similar
manner.
The difference in erevAtion between 30 and 102 is 72 feet. The
40-foot contour will be placed 10/72 of the total distance above
30. Since 10/72 is about 1/7 of the distance, the space is divided
into equal parts with the dividers and the 40-foot elevation
marked. The 60, 80, and 100-foot elevations are marked on every
second space as for the main stream, above.
All other intersectiorts of contour lines and streams are similarly
determined. 9

(3) The third step is to sketch in the ridgelines.
Streams are always separated by higher ground between them.
If there were no higher ground to separate the streams, they
would flow together, forming a swamp or lake (fig 8-6).
A ridgelhie will, therefore, run between two streams and down
into the stream junctions.
In plotting ridgelines remember that the surveyor gives spot ele-
vations where there is a change in slope. The crest of a ridge
is one place where slope cha es, and spot elevations falling be-
tween streams may therefoile be assumed to lie on the crest of
the ridge.
Bearing these two facts in mind, one may sketch the ridges by
running lines through the spot elevations which fall between
streaims and down 'into the strtam junctions., curving the lines
where necessary to keep them roughly midway between the
streams as shown by the dashed lines of figure 8-6.
Note. Additional lines may be drawn between the spot eleva-
tions falling between streams and other points of known eleva-
tion as shown by the lines radiating from the spot elevation 160
in figure 8-7. Take care, however, that these lines do not cross
either each other or a stream.

(4) The points where contours cross the ridges (fourth step) are.,
determined in the same way as the locations where contours cross the
streams.

Taking as an example the ridge which runs from stream junction
50 to spot elevation 150 (upper left-hand corner, fig 8-7), the
total difference in elevation is 100 feet.

8 8

The 60-foot contour will cross the ridge 10/100 or 1/10 of the
way up from the 50-foot gream junction. ,
The 14Voot contour crosses the ridge 1/10 of the way down
from tW 150-foot elevation.
The remaining 80 feet are divided into four e ual parts to locate
the 80-, 100-, and 120-foot contours.
Contours crossing a ridge are U-shaped with the curve of the U
pointing downhill.
The points where contours cross the other ridgelines are plotted
in a similar manner (fig 8-8).

/



(5) Since by defmition a contour is a line connecting points of equal
elevation, all that is necessary to draw the contours (fifth step) is to corr.
nect the points previously plotted.

In drawing the cqntoursyone must guard against the tendency to ,
connect points with straight-lines, but instead draw the contours
as smooth curves;which follow the shape of the drains as far as
possible. .

The method of driwing contour lines is shown in figure 8-9.
Index contours are accentuated (in the case of this problem, the
100-foot and 200-foot elevations), guide lines and nnnecessary
elevations removed, and contour lines numbered, as in figure 8-10.
The job is then cOmplete.

Froin only a drainage imttern and some scattered spot elevations there
has been developed a contoured sheet on which the elevation of any point
may be readily determined.

5. TOPOGRAPHIC SYMBOLS

The various symbols used on a map, when possible, resemble the
features they represent. Most of the symbols used in topographic draw-
ing may be gr9uped under the following headings:

Water d rainage features (printed in blue).
Relief, or contours (printed in brown).
Vegetation (printed in green).
-Cultural, or man-made works (printed in black).

Intermitten
Streams

IL=d1Spring

_ _

Marsh or Swamp

_

Figure 8-11. Symbols for water and drainage features.
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Figures 8-11, 8-12, and 8-13 illustrate a few of the symbols used for water,
vegetation, and culture respectively. The method of representing relief
was covered above. No suggestion is needed as to the method of their
execution, and no attempt is made herefn to include all the symbols
which might appear on a map. . Anyone familiar with the use of road
niaps will recognize many of the symbols given and their use. A legend
on the map usually explains the symbols used thereon.

16 -.al& se
JUL all.

47A.

Meadows

1.1.00000
% De 4.4

0 es
Orchard

13!1:1:1:12:F.4:72.4A

J41:142.T.P1W(14:1..rr.:="'" :rI: ;
.F74:41t.261:

Cultivated Land

Figure 8-12. Symbols for vegetation features.

Vettave
7/Igil

City or Village

Trail

Tunnel

,
- A-

--1:117/-
Roads a Buildings

\

Single
Track Railroad

nd-ar;R:

41111=11z1=11:

Double
Track Railroad

'ure 8-13. Symbols for cultural features.

6. PRACTICE WORK

Work the true oF false exercises which follow to determine just
how well you understand the practices used' in drawing maps. Check
your answers with the solutions at the back of the booklet. Restudy
the attached memorandum where necessary. DO NOT send in your
answers to these exercises.

8-10
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1. Some typerof maps, like isometric drawings, show three
dimensions on a single flat piece of paper.

2. When classified accorlding to type of information a map
may show information that is true or imaginary.

3. If map A is drawn to scale 1:1,000,000 it is considered
to be a very large scale map.

T F

T F

T F
4. Topographic maps show information by topics as shown

in the title block. T F
5. The third dimension is shown on relief maps by the

use of contour lines. T F
6. Most maps have three or more graphic scales in different

units of measurement. T F
7. A line drawn on a map to show a state line is an example-

of real information. T F
8. In the scale ratios of maps, the larger the denominator

\the smaller the scale. T F
9. The symbols usea on maps are drawn true to scale

of the map.

10: The most widely used method of showing heights and
depths on a map is by use of contour° lines. T F

EXERCISE?

First requirement. Exercise 1 is intended to give you an oppor-
tunity to demonstrate your ability to apply logical contouring in the
plotting of relief features on a map. follow the instructions carefully;
your work will be graded on neatn ss, completeness, and accuracy.

1.

Plate T is a surveyor's plane table sheet showing the drainage pat-
"On of an area. The requirement is to complete this.sheet to show the
contour lines at 10-foot intervals. Observe the following:

Use logical contouring method (steps 1 through 5, paragraph
4b)

Determine and record elevations at stream junctions A, B, C, and
D (use HB pencil to record 'elevations).

Use 4H pencil to sketch ridgelines between streams.
Use 2H pencil to mark the V's and U's where 10-foot contours

cross streams and ridgelines. The elevation numbers should
be marked lightly to allow easy erasure and relocation of num-
bers if desirable.

Use 2H.pencil to complete (connect) all contour lines and HB pen-

. cil to letter the elevations at 10-foot intervals.

8 11
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Retrace the 250-Thot And 300-foot contours with HB pencil so that
they will stand out as index contouri, similar to the 100-foot
contour in figure 840.

-...

Second requiiement. Solve multiple-choiceexercises 2 through 11
to show that you understand the elements of topographical drawing.

I.,

2.

In drawing military maps the heights and depths f the area are
indicated by:
a. use of isometric plotting paper
b. symbols on a single vielni
c. drawing a side elevation
d. Arabic numbers in margin

3.

A Tnilitary map is a map which shows information:
a. of no use to the general public
b. not required by the naval forces
c. of military nature in the area
d. which is classified as confidential or secret

4.
_.

The scale given on a map is the ratio of
a. a map distance to the corresponding groun distance
b. a ground distance divided by the correspo ding map distance
c. the map area to the corresponding ground area
d. the ground area to the corresponding map area

5.

How many scales are used to construct a map ?
a. one only c. three only
b. two only d. three or more

6.

How many graphic scales are usually shown on a map ?
a. one only

b. two only

8 12

c. three only
d. three or more
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7.

A relief drawing is a topographic drawing of an area which shows
natural features, and in addition
a. the different scales used in constructing it
b. all man made features
c. the location of proposed public works

d. some indication of heights and depressions

8.

Logical contouring is a method of drawing contours on maps :

a. without making field survey, by estimating by eye

b. from surveyors field data sheets and spot elevations where slope
changes

c. by use of pure logic that water flows downstream
d. by passing imaginary planes from stream junctions to high points

where slope changes.

9,,

The symbols used on maps are drawn:

a. to exact size for accuracy in measurement

b. with all symbols reading from bottom or right side

c. to an exaggerated size for legibility

d. to the scale shown in the legend

10.

To obtain the best results in logical contouring is should bet

a. done in 5 steps beginning with highest spot elerkttion

b. approached systematically in a sequence of five aps

c. done in the field where it can be checked for errors

d. done by use of (pecial) drafting instruments

11.

Which one of the following statements is not a true characteristic
of contours?
a. contours never fork

b. contours are smooth curves

c. all contours are closed curves

d. contours crossing streams are V shaped pointed down stream

8 13
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LESSON 9.

INAWING REPRODUCTION

CREDIT HOUtS 2

TEXT ASSIGNMENT __Attached memorandum..10.°

MATERIALS REQUIRED ____None.

LESSON OBJECTIVE To acquaint you with the commonly used
methods for teproduction of drawings,
and to point up the importance of good
draftsmanshi,..-r-..grocure good repro-
ductions.

SUGGESTIONS Refer to the suggestions made for lesson 1.

ATTACHED MEMORANDUM

1. REQU EMENT FOR REPRODUCTION

A drawing when completed represents too much time and effort to
be treated casually. It is a valuable record, and must be preserved with
care. If an original drav4rig were to be us a on the job and passed from

lb& man to man, it would soon become worn an1 too dirty to read. For thth
reason, working drawings used on a job Jare almost always reproduc-
tions of original drawings prepared in th drafting room. The original
may be either a pencil or an ink drawing made on translucent tracing

,
paper or tracing cloth.

In this study of engineering drawing you have worked with
pencil on drawing paper only. However, you have progressed
through the essential steps of preparing working drawings.
Drafting requirements are basically the same whether you ltre

v'equired to produce pencil lines or inked lines on tracing paper
or tracing cloth. Pencil or ink lineweights should be sharp,
opaque, and uniform to produce a clear, sharp reproduction of
the original drawing. -

2. REPRODUCTION PROCESSES

There are a number of different processes for reproducing drawings,
all of which give best results from inked tracings. However, pencil

, drawings on tracing paper give satisfactory results when the penciling

is done skillfully. In fact, very few drawings are inked; only those of
a permanent nature such as those required for map reproduction, charts.
and so on, are inked. The various methods of duplication may be divided

165
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into three categories: contact, photo, and copy. The method to be usea
depends on a number of factors. One factpr, of course, is the type of
duplicating equipment available; another is the relative cost of the various
processes; and a third is the use to which the dnplicate will be put. The
most widely used reproduction processes are described briefly.

3. CONTACT PRINTS

All contact printing processes involve photochemical processes of
one type or another. The paper upon which the drawing is to be printed
is coated or sensitized with a chemical preparation affected by the action
of light. When such paper is expoiied to light in a printing frame, or
machine, with- the tracing so positioned (used as a negative) that the
light must pass through the tracing to reach the sensitized paper a
chemical reaction is produced.in all parts of the print except those which
are protected by the opaque (pencil or ink) lines of the drawing. After
the paper has been exposed a sufficient length of time, it is removed from
the printing frame or machine and subjected to a developing bath and
fixing bath, br to a fixing bath' only, according to the method employed.

The impopt.nt item in making such prints is to be sure that
the se tized paper adheres so closery to the back of the trac-
ing th t no light can leak between it and the drawing lines.
When space is left betwteri the drawing and the sensitized paper,
the lines on the reproduction will be fuzzy. '

a. Blueprints. Blueprinting is the oldest and most generally used
of the modern processes for reproducing, drawings in quantity. They
appear to be white line drawings on a blue background. The prits are
made by exposing a piece of sensitized paper and a tracing in close con-
tacf with each other to sunlight or electric light in a printing frame
or machine de for that purpoue. Blueprints can be made from a
typewritten she t if carbon backed so as to produce black imprints on
oth sides of the heet. Changes may be made on brueprinté by using

alkaline solutio in a writing 01, drawing pen.
(1) Blueprint papers are available in various speeds and in rolls

of v us widths, or ay be obtained in sheets of specified size. The
coat /side of fresh paper is a light yellowish-green color. It will grad-
ually turu to a grey-bluish color if not kept carefully away from light,
and in eventually be rendered useless. For this reason, it must be
kept wrapped or be stored in light-tight containers. The length of
exposure depends NOT only upon the kind of paper used and the intensity
of the, light, but also upory'the Wage of the paper. "The older the paper
the quicker it prints and the longer to wash; the fresher the paper
the slower it prints and the quicker to wash."

(2) Sun frame. The simplest equipment for making blueprints
is a sun frame. It has a glass front and removable back, somewhat like
a: picture frame. In loading: the back is remsved and the drawing is
inserted with the inked side against the glass; the blueprint paper is
placed with its sensitive side against the drawing; and the back of the
frame is closed (anchored) so that it exerts enough pressure to inture
a perfect adherence of the tracing and the paper. When the glass front

9 2
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of the frame is exposed to bright sunlight, the sensitized paper Will print
in from 20 seconds to 4 minutes.

The fact that prints can only be made when the sun is shining
is an inherent disadvantage of the sun frame. Also, large
drawings cannot be printed because frames to accommodate'
them would be too cumbersome to handle.

(3) Development. After exposure, the blueprint paper is washed
in clear water and the parts that were exposed to light turn dark blue; the
parts that were protected from the light by the lines on the drawing
wash clean of the chemical coating, leaving the original white paper.
Dipping the blueprint in a solution of potassium dichromate fixes it.
Fixing makes it More permanent. Then it is washed in clear water a
second time.

<4) Blueprinting machines. Modern blueprint machines are avail-
able in non-contirmous types in which cut sheets are fed through the
blueprint machine for exposure only and then washed in a separate
washer. The continuous blueprint machine combines exposure, washing
and drying in one continuous operation. Both, types of machines use
carbon arcs as the light source.

b. Vandyke prints and blueline prints. A vandyke print is composed
of white lines on a dark brown background made by printhig, in the same
manner as for blueprinting, upon a special thin paper from an original
pencil or ink tradng. Vandykes can be used . as negatives from which
to print other duplicates, whereas this is not true of blueprints; then
this negative can be printed on blueprint paper, giving a positive print
with blue lines on white. The reversed blueprint or "blueline blueprint"
is often preferred because it can be easily marked on with an ordinary
pencil or pen. Blueline prints have the disadvantage of soiling eadily
with haNiling in the shop.

.. (1) Vandyke paper is a thin, sensitive paper which turns brown
when it is exposed to light. Since vandyke paper is transparent, the
lines on a vandyke (brownprint) are .iransparent. Therefore it is used
as a np, gative from .which to make other prints.

(2) Printing and developing. As has already been indicated van-
dykes may be made on regular blueprint machines. However, different
chemicals are used in coating the paper and fixing it after it has been
printed. The developing solution, commonly called hypo, is made of four
ounces of fixing salts to a gallon of water. Vandykes must be dried like
bhieprints after tiszuare developed.° A set of two liquids is availabie
for making chang vandykes.

c. Ozalid prints. Ozalid prints are used extensively when positive
prints are desired. They may have black, blue, or red lines on white
backgrounds, according to the type of paper used. All have the advan-
tage of being easily marked upon with pencil, pen, or cri'yon.

(1) Ozalid paper is coated with certain dyestuff intermediates
which have the characteristic of decomposing into colorless substances
when exposed to actinic (ultraviolet) light. On the other hand,, the'y
react with coupling components to form diazo dyestuff (the printed lines)

1 6
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,upon exposure to ammonia vapors. Unlike blueprint paper, ozalid ma-
terials can be handled under 'normal indoor illumination.

(2) Printing and developing. The ozalid method of reproduction
is based upon the transmission of light through the'original for the repro-
duction of positive prints. There is no negative step involved; positive
prints are made directly from the drawing tracings. The subject matter
may be pen or pencil lines, typewritten or printed matter, or any opaque
subject. It involves two simple stepsexposure and dry development.
Exposure is made in a printer equipped with a source of ultraviolet light,
for example, a mercury vapor lamp, carbon arc, or even by sunlight.
A regular blueprint machine may be used. The exposed print is dry
developed in a few seconds in an ozalid developer which releases am-
monia vapors. A special ozalid machine combines exposure and de-
velopment in one continuous orration.0, .

4. Black and white (BW) prints. BW prints- have black lines on
a white background and like ozalid prints may be made from ordinary
pencil or 'inked tracings by exposure in the same manner as for blue-
prints, directly upon special blackprint paper. Exposure may be made
in a blueprint machine or any machine usifttg. light in a similar ay.

mHowever, the prints are not washed, as in blueprinting, but ust e fed
through a special developer which dampens the coated side of I e paper
to bring out the black lines of the print. A popular printer expOses and
develops BW paper in two separate operations: (1) the tracing and
BW paper are fed into the printer slot, and when they emerge, (2) the

- BW paper is then fed through the developer slot. Within a minute or
two after developing, the prints are practically dry and are ready for use.

BW prints, together with ozalid prints,- are coming into greater
use and eventually may largely replace the more cumbersome.
blueprint process.

4. yHOTOSTATS

The photostat machine is essentially a specialized camera. Photo-
stats are printed by focusing the image through a lens, as in the making
of a photograph. Unlike a photograph, the photostat negative as well
as the positive is nuale directly on sensitized paper rather than on film.
Also, photostat negatives are not reversed images as are photographic
negatives. A. photostat print may be tkiname size, larger, or smaller
than the original; large drawings can Milibe reduced to letter size for
use in engineering reports.

a. Procedure. The original may be transparent or opaque. It is
simply fastened in place and the Camera is adjusted to obtain the desired
print size. The print is made, developed, and dried in the machine with
no dark room required. The result is a negative print with white lines
on a near-black background. A positive print having near-black lines
on a white background is made by photostating the negative print.

b. Disadvantages. Photostats have certain inherent disadvantages
as compared with contact prints. Even the best photostats are not as
clear as good contact prints and there is a certain amount of distortion
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when they are enlarged or re4ed. If just the negative is reduced or
enlarged, the digtortion is a ost.imperceptible. If the positive printed
from this negative is further reduced or enlarged, thedistortion'is greater.
Another disadvantage of photostats is their size limitation. The maxi-
mum size is 24 x 36 inches. If a larger size is required for some types
of work, the print must be made in two or more overlapping pieces.

5. COPYING METHODS
Small drawings are often duplicated by such methods as the mimeo-

graph and other forms such as the hectogra0 or gelatin pad.

a. Mimeographing. While mimeographing is especially used for re-
producing typed materials, it can also be very satisfactory in reproducing
small and fairly simple drawings. The excellence of the reproduction of
such drawings will depend upon the skill of the draftsman in drawing upon
the stencil. However, 'mimeograph manufacturers have now developed a
photochemical process by means of which a complicated drawing may be

reduced and incorporated into the stencil, which is then used to produce
very satisfactory prints.'

b. Hectographin&. In the heetographing process an original is pro-.
duced by typing on plain paper through a special carbon paper or drawing
with a special pencil or ink. This original is then placed on a gelatin pad
which absorbs the coloring from the lines made on the paper. The original
is then removed and prints are made by bringing sheets of blank paper in
contact with the gelatin. A number of different machines using this basic
principle are available.

c. Gelatin duplicator. The gelatin duplicator is used largely in map
reproduction to print small quantities of line sketches and to overprint on
existing maps. Various colored dyes (inks) are applied to the gelatin sur-
face to form the printing image. This image is printed by placing paper
in contabt with the gelatin so some oKhe dye is transferred to the paper.
Since the original inked image can only make a limited number of copies
(25 to 100) and the ink cannot be replenished, the color intensity dimin-
ishes with each impression until the dye is exhausted and prints are illeg-
ible.

6. PRACTICE WORK

As in Preceding lessons this practice work gives you an opportunity
to see for yourself just how well you understand the material presented
in this lesson. Solve the following true or false exercises, then check your
answers with the solutions at the baa of the booklet. If 3rou find that

-you have missed an answer, refer to the reference given and restudy. DO
NOT send in your answers to these exercises.

1. Before working druffigs are sent to the shop, exact du-
plicates are made' and filed. T F

2. The best reproduction copies of working draArings are
made from inked tracings. T F

3. The method of duplication is partialfy determined by its
intended use. T F

9 5

1 6

I 5 2.
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4. In general, all contact printing processes are based upon

the action of light on a chemically coated paper. T F
5. To lassure clear, sharp lines on any type of duplicate

copies, space is left between the drawing and sensitized
paper to afford good light action. T F

6. New and unexposed blueprint paper is blue-grey in
color. T F

7. A vandyke is used to produce blueline blueprints. T F
8. The ozalid process is based on the action df sunlight on

paper sensitized With ammonia vapors. T F
9. BW prints may be developed in a regular blueprint ma-

chine. T F
10. A photostat negative presents a reversed image. T F

EXERCISES

First requirement. Multiple-choice exercises 1 througb 6 pertain
to the general requirements for the reproduction of working drawings.

1.

The drawings used by workmen on the job are almost always:
a. vandyke prints made by a blueprint machine
b. duplicates of the original drawings
c. carbon copies made by mimeographing
d. made by gelatin duplicators

2.

The duplication process used to make extra copies of working draw-
ings is largely dependent on the:
a. kind of equipment available
b. experience of the draftsman with the process
c. probable future need for the original drawing
d. cost as provided in ,the contract

3.

To obtain clear sharp duplicate copies, it is necessar that the orig-
inals be:
a. inked with all lines of equil weight
b. draw'n in pencil or ink with uniformly opaque lines
c. folded so "that creases do not blank out important lines
d. carefully= preserved and 'filed for future use

9-6



4.

Original working drawings prepared for reproductionshould be:
a. drawn to same scale as blueprint mchine
b. traced in waterproof ink
c. drawn on translucent material
d. carbon backed if drawn by pencil

4
5.

Drafting requirements for making pencil or inked tracings are:

a. more exacthig than drafting work on drawing paper
b. dependent on the type of reproductions to be made
c. usually left up to the draftsman to decide
d. basicklly the same as for pencil drawings on paper

6.

Which of the following types of drawings are generally inked?

a. general c. structural

b. charts d. shop

Second requirement. Solve multiple-choice exercises 7 through 15
to show your understanding of the types and methods of producing
contact prints.

7.

In contact printing the tracing generally serves as a:
a. positive c. translucent material

b. negative d. opaque medium

. 8.=

VI

Close adherence of the sensitized paper to the back of the tracing
prevents:
a. slipping

b. light leaks

c. over printing
d. under exposure

9.

Tf blueprint papers are not carefully stored away from light rays they
will gradually turn:
a. grey-bluish in color and become useless

b. yellowish-green which increases its shelf life

c. greenish-blue in color and become useless

d. yellowish-grey without loss in usefulness

9 7

17.1.
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(
10.

,kri time for blueprint paper varies with
the ral

.'ntinge and development
e of the paper as follows:

,a. older paper prints faster and takes less time to wash
b. fresh paper prints faster and takes less time to wash
c. fresh paper prints slower but takes longer to wash

"----id. older paper prints faster but takes longer to w\ash

11.

The fixative used in developing blueprints is:
a. hypo c. ammonia
b. potassium dichromate d. fixing salts

12.

When using an inked tracing and vandyke paper in a blueprint ma-
chine the first result is a:
a. vandyke negative or white lines on dark brown background
b. vandyke positive or bluelines on white background
c. vandyke negative or brown lines on white background
d. vandyke positive or white lines on blue background

13.

Ozalid prints may be made with red, blue or black lines on a white
background by:
a. using print paper of a coMplimentary color
b. developing the prints in a special color solution
c. selecting ,print with proper coating for desired color
d. careful developinent in a regular blueprint machine

14.

The ozalid process consists of two steps as follows:
a. exposure to ultraviolet light and dry development in ozalid vapors
b. exposure to blue light and washing in liquid ammonia1/
c. exposure to ultraviolet light and dry development in ammonia vapors
d. exposure to ammonia vapors and development in sunlight

15.

The BW-process for reproducing drawings uses a special blackprint
paper, and is similar to blueprinting but the:
a. operation .is too .costly for ordinary use
b. exposed papers are passed through a special developer
c. process is slow and the operation is complicated
d. washing process is reversed
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Third requirethent. Multiple-choice exercises 16 through 20 per-
tain to photostats and copy processes.

16.

If a drawing must be reproduced in a size smaller or larger than the
original, the process best Suited would be the:
a. mimeograph c. gelatin pad
b. photostat d. hectograph

17.

To obtain nearly blaCk lines on white background by using a photo-
stat machine it is necessary to first:
a. mount the original upside down

make a vandyke negative of white lines on brown background
c. use a filter as in making a photograph
d. make a photostat negative of white lines on a near-black background

18.
1

Satisfactory results in reproducing small drawings by mimeograph is
largely dependent on the:
a. draftsman's ability to draw on stencils
b. simplicity of, the drawing Apt

c. photochemical process incorporged in the stencil
d. kind and quality of equipment available

19.

In the hectograph process the original is prepared by:
a. drawing on special paper
b. drawing on a gelatin pad
c. a special process camera

,

'd. using special carbon paper or drawing with a special pencil
N

20.

Which of the following is generally used to overprint colored contours
on maps?
a. colorometer c. gelatin duplicator

b, photostat machine d. mimeograph

1 73
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SOLUTIONS TO PRACTICE WORK

if your answer is incorrect, refer to the reference indicated in paren-
theses.

LESSON 1

1. lour plate A should look like figure 1-5. Check your work to see that
you have done the following points correctly:.

a. Auxiliary view is correctly located with respect to given views.
.

b. Projection lines are properly extendee

c. Two major dimensions of auxiliary view agree with same dimen-
sion in the principal view from which it is taken.

d. All lines of foreshortened length omitted..
e.

. .
, 7

_.

v.
,

1
,,

, .... .

RIGHT AUXILIARY VIEWAUXILIARY ELEVATION ' _

,/
,-

,

14#r----1
----1,4L

s
1

- USING LEFT AUXILIARY VIEW TO FULLY
DESCRIBE PARTIAL SIDE VIEW,

1

REAR AUXILIARY yIEW

4 ,

Figure 1-5. F'or uee with practice exerciae 1.

1 4 ,

,

.

P 1 e

,
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'Nc

e

,

2. T (par 1)

3. T (par 1)

4. F (par 2d)

5. F (pars 1 and 3b)

6. F (par 2a)

7.. a (pars 1 .and 2a)

8. c (par 1)

LESSON 2 1

\91.1161 (par 2b)

10. d (par 3b)

11. c (pat 4)

12. b (par 4)

13. c (par 4c)

14. d (par 5)

15. (par 6) )

e

. Sr.

Exercises 1 through 4. Your plate D should look like figure 2-13.
Check your work/carefully to be sure that projected measurenients are in
the proper direction for all dimensions, and that the isometric drawing of
each object is complete. Note omission of hidden lines.

5. F (pars 2a and 3a)

6. T (par 3a)

7. F (par 3)
c

P-2

8. F (par 3r)

9. T (par 3d)

10.
c

T. (par 1)

Figure 2-13. For we with practice exercises' 1 through 4.

1 75
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A .
Construction Line (USE 6H PENCIL)

Crest Line (USE 4H PENCIL)
' .

, Root Lirie (USE 21 PENCIL)

P241 r

B

X -014
-3 MAJOR DIA. -.-ROOT4
Not less
than +6.

0
Crest line

.

DIA
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-....,
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*Not less
i

than 76

Crest line
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- Root line
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C
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.
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,
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I

16
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.

to 'Mc' 91.I'
1

I

N
I
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ILIUM11111I1

T---
1.11%.

-8

D--:i

.

7 15
1,5D.31 symbol ior

la
64

-...--
rI9.

so°
1

A

.

fillet weld

..j 3 c

Tongent to arc

______,.. r
0 1 C Finish Symbol

Size Contour
Symbol

3 ,.

Figure 3-18. For use with pructWe exercise 1.
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LESSON 3

1. Your plate G should look like figure 3-18. Checkyour work carefully
to be silre that the drawing requirements of each block A through
D have been followed correctly. In particular, compare the follow-
ing:
a. Line weights (did you use the proper pencil?).
b. Block A should show 8 threads per inch (see table I).

C. In block B, did you chamfer the bottom ends at 45°?

d. Did you apply the correct formulas in drawing the bolthad and
nut (block C)?

,e. Did you use the correct weld symbols for the weldii symbol
(item 3, block D), and tvere they correctly located?

2. F (par 2)

3. F (par 2a)

4: F (par 3b)

5. F (par.4b)

6. c (par 2a)

LESSON 4

7. b (par 2b)

8. d (par 3a)

9. c (par 4a)

10. c (par 5c) /

1. Your plate I should look like figure 4-31.

Note. To determine the number of risers:

Let 8'.2" = .98 inches, then

98 = 15.077 (not even)
trY

98try = 14.0 (even)

98tty = 13.066 (not even)--
7.5

Use 14 steps with 7" rif4 and 11" tread. This is standard 18"
rise and tread. ,

2. T (par 1)
3. F (par 3b)
4. F (par 5c(4))
5. T (par 5c(9))
6. F (par 6)

P 4_

7. T (par 7b)

8. F, (par 7d)

9. T (par 8)

10. T (par 8e)

11. T (par 9a)



Determine tills
dimension, show
on diagram (a)

14 R UP

.

13,,

43.

PLAN

14 R DN I

10,

\---2 X 4 PARTITION '

1!"

STAIRWELL OPENING 15.-E:
(,7 ECOND FLOOR

4s

0

DIAGRAM'

-

Figure ,4-31. For use unth4ractice exer'cise 1.,
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A

162:

6

.e

w:
4

, 1.0-

BOTTOM FOLD LINE

B

C

,

P-10= P) -71

7-8 = 7-10, )

Ai*7 AB A B

V77
c

,

4
II

I

__.

..,

1,5 2, 6 '
6 tir

Figure 5-8. For USE with practice exercise 1.

t

LESSON 5

1. Your plate ii. should look like figure 5-8. In checking your work note
the following:
a. ' Point number 7 is located in the front view at the intersection

of the pyramid (P-g) with the upper plane surface of the prism
as shown by edge AB in the phantom side view.

b. Point number 9 is located at the intersection of the edge P-3 with
the lower edge of the prism shown at C in the phantom side view.

c. The upper plane surface of the prism. 7-AB is parallel to the base
plane of the pyramid. Hence the face plane of the pyramid P
3-4 cuts the tw o. parallel planes in parallel lines shown as 7-10
and 3-4 in the top view. Also lines 7-8 and 2-3 are parallel.

d. Points 8 and 10 are axed by drawing hoiizontal edges of prism
' B to 8 and,from A to 10 in the top ew.

.

e. The development is constructed by um g the true lengths of the
edges of the pyramid as shown by P- or P-g in front view, and
true length of base lines 6-1, 1-2, and so on, from top view.

f. Points 7 and 9 are easily lpcated in the development from true
lengths P-7 and P-9 in front view.

g. To locate point 10 on the development, P-10 is drAvn in the top
vieir and then.extended to intersect baseline 3-4 at point 11. The

* distance 4-11 is a true.length in the thp view and is transferred
to 4-11 in development,

0

P 6



c,

The true length of P-10 is determined as described in paragraph
3c (lesson 5) of the attached memorandum, and transferred to
the development to locate point 10." Point 8 is located in the
same Inanner.

Figure 5-9. For use 4o2th practice exercise 2.

2., Your plate L should look like figure 5-9. In checking your work note
the following:
a. Since all elements of the cylindrical surface are parallel io the

vertical plane of projection, their true length is taken directly
from the front view.

b. The bottom view is used to find the length of the stretchout line
by stepping off the same number of subdivisions as indicated by
the numbered elements.

c. The upper base is projected on an auxiliaryAplane parallel to it.
d. Each chord of the upper base (for example 5-1) .is parallel to the

base plane, and its true length is determined in the bottom view
as the chord 5-1 passing trough the major axis at point 13. The
dividers are set at half the hord length to locate points 5 and 1
in the auxiliary view.

3. F (par 1) 7. F (par 2a)
T (par 2) 8. F (par 2b)

5. F (par 3) 9. T (par 3c)
6. T (par 1) 10. F (pai 2c)

1 8 2

PT 7
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>

REST

RO"
A

1

b \ 1
0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270 300 330 360

MOTION DIAGRAM

F1
#

CAM

Figure 6-15. For use with practice exercises,' throuah 4.

LESSON 6

1. The motion diagram for exercise 1 is constructed as shown on figure
6-15.

2. Your plate cam should check with the cam shown on figure 6-15.

3. The gear calculations for exercise 3 are as follows:
Pd =.N/D = 40/10 = 4 ,

130 = (N 2)/P4 = (40 + 2)/4 = 10.5 inches, or R. = 5.25
inches.-

a = 1/P4 = 1/4' = 0.25 inches
b = 1.157/P4 =:-.. 1.157/4 = 0.289 or 0.29 inches
DR = p - 2b = 10 - 2 x 0.289 = 9.422 or RR = 4.711 inches
p = r/Pd = 3.14/4 .= 0.781 inches
t p/2 = 0.786/2 = 0.34 inches

4. The gear required in exercise 4 is shown on figure 6-15.
Radius of base circle = 4.82 inches
Radius of tooth face = 1/4 pitch radius = 5/4 = 1.25 inches

5. T

6. F

7. T

P-8

(par lb) S. .F (par 3c)

(par 4c/) 9. F (par 4)

(par 2) 10., T (par 5a)
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LESSON 7

- 1. Your plate R should look like.,figure 7-12. Check your work carefully
to be sure that you have uset the correct line conventions.

* .

,.

.

,

6g4\\ lOILET
,e

a&
0

OFFICE

oow oow6
0

.1

Figure 7-12. For use with practice exercise 1.

2. c (par la(1))
3. b (par lb)
4. c (par 2d)
5. d (par 3b(3))
6. c (par 6c).

LESSON 13
,

.1. T (par 1)
2. T (par la) .
3. F (par lb)
4. F (par 1c)
5. T (par 3)

LESSON 9

1. F (par 1)
2.. T (par 2)
3. T (par 2)
4. T (ptr 3) .

5. F (par 3t

/---C13 PANEL

2 *14 SERVICE

7. T (par lb) i

8. F (par lb (2) ) .

9. T (par 4a(3))
10. F (par 4b(4))
11. T -(par 4c)

6. T (par 2)
7. F (par la)
8. T (par lb)
9. F (par 5) 1.

10. T (par 3)

6. F (par 3a(1))
7. T
8. F

(par 3h) ,
(par 3c(1))

NO

9. F (par 3d)
3.(). F (par 4)

P-9

. 184 S.
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CORRESPONDENCE COURSE OF

,U. S. ARMY ENGINEER SCHOOL

SUBCOURSE 131-9 Engineering Drawing II.

LESSON 1 Auxiliary Views.

SOLUTIONS

Exercises 1 and 2 have a weight of 25 each.

1. (see solution plate B)

2. ( aolution plate C)

. Each of exercises 3 through 12 has
wig to the attached memorandum.

3. d (par 1)

4. b (par 2a)

5. c (par 2c)

6. d (par..3b)

7. b (par 1)

a weight of 5; paragraph references

8. d (par 5)

9. b (par 5)

10. a (par 3a)

11. ,(par 6)

12. d (par 6)

All concerned will be careful that neither this solution nor informa-
, aPon concerning the same comes into the possession of students or pro-

.

spective students who have.net completed the work to which it pertains.

EDITION 9 (NID 906)

185

1-1
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CORRESPONDENCE COURSE OF

.,..4. U. S. ARMY ENGINEER SCHOOL

SUBCOURSE 131-9 Engineering Drawing 11.
LESSON 2

.1. e

,

SOLUTIONS

isometric Drawing.

/
Exercises 1.and 2 have a weight of 25 each. \,

.4

1. (see solution plate E)

2. (see solution plate F)

-

Each of exercises 3 through 12 has a weight of 5; paragraph references
are to the attached memorandum, other references as noted.

. 3. 6. (par 3e) 8. a (par 3c(2))

4. ,d (full scale: 12" = 1c0") 9: b (par 3c(1))

5. a (par '3)

..
6. c (par 1)

is10. d (par 2b) .

1.

11. c (par 2b) °

7. a (par 1) 12. b (par 3d) 1

n )

. .43
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CORRESPONDENCE COURSE OF*

U. S. ARMY ENGINEER S.CHOOL

1GE3

SUBCOURSE 131-9 Engineering 'Drawing II.

LESSON 3 Screivs, Bolts, Rivets and Welds. ,

SOLUTIONS

Exercises 1 and 2 have a; weight of 25 each.

4

1. (lee upper half of solution plate H)

1.

:

- i

,
2. (see lower half of solution plate H)

,

..

Each of exercises 3 through 12 has a weight of 5; paragraph references
are to the attached memorandum.

8. c , (par 3b, fig 3-7)3. c (par 2b(1))

4. a . (par 2b(2)) -*

Z. d (par 2c, table I)
,of

6. d (par 3a)

7. b (par 3a)

1

$

9. b (par 3a)

10. d (par 4a, fig 3-9)

11. c (Par 4b)

12. a (fi5s 3-10 and 3-15)

4

,

. 1 3 1

1§7
'I_

.,
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CORRESPONDEACE COURSE OF
U. S. ARMY ENGINEER SCHOOL

SUBCOURSE 131-9 Engineering Drawing II.
LESSON 4 Detail and Assembly Practices.

SOLUTIONS

Exercise 1 has a weight of 20.

1. (see solution plate J)

Each of exercises 2 through 21 has a weight of 4; paragraph references
are to the attached memoraudum.

2. b (par 3)-

3. co (par 3a)

4. a tpar 3b)

5. d (par 5b)

6. c (par 5b)

.7. a (par 5c(3))

8. a (par 5c(4))

9. c (par 6a(2))'

10. b (par 6b)

c (par 6b)..

12. a (par 6c)

13. d (par 7a(1))

14. cl .(par 7a(2))

15. b (par 7b(1))

16. a (par 7 c)

17 . b (Par 7e)

8. cl (par 7 e)

19. c (par 8c)

20. b (par 8g)

-21. d (par 9b)

160 4-1
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zale..''SUBCOURSE 131-9

SSON 5

Engineering Drawing II.

InterseAns and Developments.

CORRESPONDENCE COURSE OF

S. ARMY ENGINEER SCHOOL

SOLUTIONS

Exercises 1 and 2 have a weight of 25 each.

`1. (see solution plate M)

2. (see solution' plate N)

.$
Each of exercises 3 through 12 has a weight of 5; paragraph references
are to the attached memorandum.

3. c (pat: 1) 8. c

4. a (par 2) 9. b

5. d (par 2a, b, c) 10. d

6.. b (par 3) 11. c

7. a (par 3a) 12.. b

(par 1)

(par 2b, fig 5-2)

(par 2c)

(par 1)

.(par 30)

A.

1 8

5 1

170
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CORRESPONDENCE COURSE OF
U. S. ARMY ENGINEER SCHOOL

SUBCOURSE 131-9 Engineering Drawing II.
LEtSON 6 Machine Drawing.

SOLUTIONS

Exercises 12, and 3.have.a weight of 20 each.

1. (see solution plate Pr

Z. (see solution plate Q)

3. (see solution plate Q)

Each of exercises 4 through 13 has a weigh of 4; paragraph references
tire to the attached memorandum.

d

c

(par 1)

(par lc)

9.

6. a (par 2d) 11.

7. b (solutiOn plate Q). 12.

8. a (solution4plate Q) 43.

I.

c (solution plate P) .-

,(Solution plate P)

,
b (par 3)

c (par 4b)

b (par 5a)
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CORRESPONDENCE COURSE OF

U. S. ARMY ENGINEER SCHOOL

SUBCOURSE 131-9 Engineering Drawing H.
LESSON 7 Architectural and Structural Drawing.,

SOLUTIONS

.Exercise 1 has a weight of 25.

ft
1. (see solution plate S)

Each of exercises 2 through 16 has a weight of 5; paragraph referen s
are to the attached memorandum.

2. a (par 2) 10. c (par 4a)

3. c (par 2a) U. b (par 4b)

4. c (par 2d(1)) '12. d par4c)

5. b (pjS2d(2)) 13. b (par 51);

6. d ipar-3) c (par 5b (2) )

7. -c (par 3) 15. a (par 5b(2))
.1

8. a (par 3a) 16. d (par 5b(3))

9. d (par 3d)

19i
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CORRESPONDENCE COURSE OF

U. S. ARMY ENGINEER SCHOOL

?

SUBCOURSE 131-9 Engineering Drawing II.

IESSON 8 Map Drawing.

SOLUTIONS

Exercip 1 'has a weight of 50.

1

1. (see solution plate T)

1.

Each of exercises 2 through!11 has a weight of 5; paragraph references
are to the attached memorandum.

2. b (par,1)

2. c (par 1c)

' 4. (is . (par 2)

5., a ,(par .2)

.6. d ,(par 2)

4
S.

to,

7. d (par 3) '

8. b (par 4)

9. c (par 5)

,
10. b (par 4a).

11. d (par 4c)

,

..,

8 1

l .

.



CORRESPONDENCE COURSE OF

U.. S. ARMY ENGINEER S,CHOOL

SUBCOURSE 1319 Engineering Drawing II.

LESSON 9 Drawitig Reproduction..

SOLUTIONS .

Each'exercise has a weight of 5; paragraph referencessre.to the attached
memorandum.

1. b (par 1) 11. .b (par 3a(3))

a (par 1) 12. a (par, 3b)

3. b (par 1) 5 13. c (par 3c)

4. c (par 1) 14. c (par 3c(2))01

5. d (par 1) , 1. b (par 3d)
- I

6: b (par 2) 16. b (par 4()

7., b (par 3) 17. d (par 4)

8. b (par 3) 18. a (par 5)

9: a (par 3a(1).) 19. d (par 5b).

10. d -(par 3a(1)). 20. c (pay 5c)

, .

193
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DRAW 'AUX WARY ELEVATION

4

DRAW RIGHT AUXILIARY VIEW

v.

DRAW REAF3 AUXILIARY VIEW

Nornit,

Addross

AKIO IIKIAL N.

94.
d

DRAW LEFT AUXILIARY VIEW TO FULLY
DESRIBE PARTIAL SIDE VIEW

I.ESSON N.

I

SUICOURSE N.

131

GRADE flfl OE SILISCOUR E

ENGINEERING DRAWING II

AUXILIARY VIEWS
Practice exercise I
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